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PREFACE 

In the perspective of Chinese historiography, Liu 

Ch'i [b. 1203-d. 1250],1 a literatus of the Chin dynasty 

[1115-1234], performs as eyewitness to the fall of dynasty. 

This is a function already identified as significant by 

Professors Jing-shen Tao 2 and Hok-lam Chan. 3 Liu Ch'i is 

onlooker to what may be the first use of artillery in war, 

an observer of the disintegration of dynastic institutions, 

and an unwilling participant in Confucian dilemma and 

betraya.l. In addition, Liu Ch'i presents an analysis of the 

fall of the Chin dynasty, his explanation for his 

involvement in the so-called Ts'ui Li affair, and his 

anecdotal reminiscences describing some of the prominent 

lights of the Chin period. But there has been no 

comprehensive and detailed examination, in translation, of 

1. Whose tzu was Ching-shu, hao Shen-ch'uan tun
shih. He was born-in Hun-yuan [in-modern-day Shansi 
Province]. For a discussion of Liu Ch'i's genealogy, see 
Hok-lam Chan's The Historiography of the Chin Dynasty: Three 
Studies, pp. 122-127. [Hereafter cited as HCDTS.] 

2 . Tao J i n g - she n, " L i u C h ' i Y II K u e i .:..£ h 'i e!!.:. c h ih, " 
Ta-lu 1~~.:.chih 13 (2) (1958), pp. 20-28. 

3. Hok-lam Chan, "Liu Ch'i and his ~u~i-ch'i~n
c h ih II i nth e H C D 1§. , p p. 1 2 1 - 1 9 4 . 
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this primary source coverlng a critical juncture in Chinese 

history when, as some historians consider, medieval China 

began to assume modern characteristics. 

I contend that in writing the Kuei-ch'ien-chih, Liu 

Ch'i was motivated by an inner logic which argues through 

its main thematic organization that: The disintegration of 

effective Chin administration was a direct result of the 

deterioration of Chin literary standards, which was in turn 

symptomatic of a more basic degeneration of the traditional 

Confucian high culture. 

I do not know what Liu Ch'i meant by efficacious 

rule nor that he had a sufficient, or even sympathetic, 

grasp of the problems implicit in the Jurchen attempt to 

reign over a greater subject population. Nevertheless, Liu 

Ch'i does represent a major contribution to the traditional 

Chinese historical conscience and, in this, it is important 

that we examine Liu Ch'i's account more closely, in its 

entirety rather than in extract. 

After more than two years spent reading Liu Ch'i's 

Kuei~ch,'ien~chiQ under Professor Tao, it is possible to 

submit a preliminary finding and evaluation of its contents 

with an annotated translation of the first three chapters. 

Although I have completed a draft translation of the entire 

fourteen chUag (or chapters), a complete annotated, and 
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verbatim translation of the entire work would far exceed 

what is presently required. The ratio of classical Chinese 

to annotated English translation should be approximately 

five to one making for an estimated translation of the 

complete work of almost a thousand pages. 

As Professor Knechtges notes in a preface to his 

translation of the Wen xuan: "AI though I have worked almost 

constantly with this text for over fifteen years only in the 

past three years have I systematically set out to put the 

entire work into thoroughly annotated English versions.,,4 

In recognition of the time devcted by an acknowledged and 

mature scholar to his masterwork, I must accede that this 

must only be a prefatory study. Moreover, Liu Ch'i /s finer 

discernments in poetry, as reflected in the stanzas selected 

by him to illustrate points of criticism, afford sufficient 

challenge in themselves to warrant a separate analysis and, 

discussion. This portion of the analysis must also remain 

unfinished for the present time as I also believe that this 

finer poetic discernment is an integral part of Liu Ch/i's 

argument. 

4. David R. Knechtges, Wen xuan: Or Selections of 
Refined Literature (Princeton: PrI"rlCeton iJ"z1"ivers-ityPress, 
1982) • 
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I have examined only the main thematic construction 

of the Kuei-ch'ien-chih to reveal the argument of Liu Ch'i's 

inner logic and his conclusions regarding the fall of the 

Chin and its causes. A scientific content analysis would 

involve a detailed accounting of terms, statistical 

accounting of repetitions, identification of sub-terms, 

correlation, discussion, and summary, and exceed the present 

need. Nevertheless, a verbatim, annotated translation would 

afford the non-linguist access to a primary historical 

source covering a critical transitional period in Chinese 

history: when the equilibrium between barbarian and Chinese 

cultures shifted, when conquest and dynastic institutions 

underwent change, and when the Mongols conquered China. 

I have used the 1983 Chung-hua shu-chfi (China Book 

Company) edition of the work as the authority for this 

translation. As this edition has already been heavily 

annotated by Ts 'ui {tJen-yin in checking its historical 

validity, I have edited almost all information extraneous to 

Liu Ch'i's original work into the notes for better 

readability. As much as possible, information added to 

identify people, places, or historical periods are marked 

with parentheses, while any data added to expand or clarify 

information are inclosed in brackets. Brief notes are 

retained in the text; extensive remarks, exc~ssive notes per 
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text, or explanatory notes of the poetry are relegated to 

the foot. All notes in Chapter One "Translator's 

Introduction" are mine. However, unless otherwise noted, 

all footnotes in Chapter Two of the translation proper are 

those made by Ts'ui Wen-yin. Any notes that I may have 

added are identified "TR"; the one made by Liu Ch'i is 

identified "Liu Ch'i's Note". 

For the approximation of dates identifying some of 

the minor personages in the Kuei-ch'ien-chih, I have tried ------------
to correlate what little information has been noted by Liu 

Ch'i to determine the most reliable time of their birth, 

death, or flourishing. Characteristic of the formulaic 

nature of biographic entries given in the classical Chinese, 

the most frequently cited reference is the date of the 

per son's r e c e i vi n g his ~hiQ.:..§.h i !! (0 r " pre sen ted s c hoI a r" ) 

degree and in several instances, I have cited this date. As 

the reader will note, most of the personages mentioned by 

Liu Ch'i died during the period 1233-1234, when the Mongols 

invaded the Chin, and this illustrates, in itself, a part of 

the tragedy which Liu Ch'i felt. There are instances of 

other partial translations, which I have not acknowledged, 

as I have found it necessary to provide my own translation 

for continuity and better understanding. 

There are some problems of translation which I feel 
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should remain unresolved, at the present time. For example, 

I did not feel that it was appropriate to reduce the 

binomial expression chu-kung, which is given as "Gentlemen! 

Sirs!" in !1~.t..t.h~~§. Dic.t..i.9.!!~£Y' to read "everyone" when I 

felt that Liu Ch'i was referring, at various times, to 

"everyone of my friends", "all-in-attendance", "all of his 

g rou p", 0 r, simp ly, "everyone". 

As a technical note, I believe that the text of the 

K~~.i.:.ch'ie.!!.:.chih is formulaic in style and for that reason 

could be translated in a standard English format, with the 

exceptions which I have already noted. However, as I was 

interested ln themes, I have tried to translate the poems 

and fragments of poetry cited by Liu Ch'i to identify the 

essential poetic sentiment. In doing this, I have probably 

sacrificed a "barbarized" rendition for the sakp. of ones 

which are hopefully more "naturalized" as suggested by James 

J.Y. Liu in his The Interlingual Critic. 

In addition, I may have offended in the scansion of 

my translated lines in trying to give the English-language 

reader, whose inbred rhythms are perhaps more prominently 

influenced by sonnets, a breathstop which seems normal 

without sacrificing a true rendering of the poet's intent. 

I have not been too successful in this but only warn the 

reader that the translation of the text attempts to 
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standardize, but that of the poetry is free. 

I have used the modified Wade-Giles system of 

romanization. A mou is a measure of square acreage 

equivalent to one-sixth of an acre. A chUa.!! is equivalent 

to a "chapter" but is preserved as ~.hUan to identify what 

has been written in Chinese. All notations of poetic 

fragments with "in part" in brackets indicate that there is 

a version of the complete selection in the XU-!i.!!g Ch'Uan 

Chin-shih Edition of the 

The tz'u can be found in the Ch'Uan Chin-YUan Tz'u ---- ------ --
(Complete Lyrics of the Chin and YUan Dynasties). 

The topic for this dissertation was suggested by Dr. 

Stephen H. West and I am thankf ul f or the loan of his 

seminar notes on the Chin dynasty conducted at the 

University of Arizona. I am also grateful for Dr. Hoyt 

Tillman's courtesy in providing copies of the modern 

edition. I would like to express my appreciation for Dr. 

William Schultz's editing which made me reconsider what Liu 

Ch'i said and what I wrote. lowe Dr. Jing-shen Tao an 

unredeemable debt for his forbearance over the past years in 

teaching me something of classical Chinese, the history of 

the Chin, and scholarship and allowing me to regain some of 

my cultural heritage. 
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ABSTRACT 

Liu Ch'i, a belletrist of the Chin dynasty [1115-

1234], recorded an eyewitness account of the fall of the 

Chin in his memoir, the Kuei-ch'ien-chih (The Record of One 

Returned to Obscurity). He was motivated by an inner logic 

which thematically argues that: The disintegration of 

effective Chin administration was a direct result of the 

deterioration of Chin literary standards, which was in turn 

symptomatic of a more fundamental degeneration of the 

traditional Confucian high culture. 

The collapse of the Chin climaxed approximately 

three hundred years of rise and fall [c. 900-1234]. As 

Jurchen tribal organization became inadequate, they imitated 

the Ch'i-tan model of a dualistic tribal-agrarian society 

and tended to adopt Chinese institutions. Dynastic decline 

seemed in direct proportion to the decline in Jurchen 

institutions. However, Liu Ch'i observed this decline and 

its climax in the fall of the Chin capital, K'aifeng, and 

thought that the Chin failed for not fully adopting Chinese 

ones. His memoir, Kuei-ch'ien-chih, was transmitted from its 

w r i tin gin 1 2 3 5 tot he pre sen ted i t ion, the f.!:!,!:! ng.:. h u a §. h u.:. 

chtl Ytlan.:.Mi!!9:. shi-k'o 12i-chQ !.s'u!!9:..:.k'an, collated by Ts'ui 

Wen-yin (second edition 1983). 
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Liu Ch'i illustrates his themes with Chin 

personalities to portray the union of ability-aspiration

achievement to mean the highest combination of traditional 

Confucian values. He quickly attentuates this theme in the 

succeeding chllan to show possible variations of failure in 

a descending taxonomy. In his seventh chtian, Liu Ch'i 

argues that since the Chin dynas ty 1 imi ted thei r 1 i terary 

focus of the civil service examinations solely upon the 

lyric, the prose-poem, and the commentary on the classics, 

the source of potential leadership, the ~hin-§hih, became 

intellectually effete leading to a degeneration in political 

dynamics. Liu Ch'i's personal rationalization was one of 

confident expectation despite an involvement in drafting a 

testimonial to Ts'ui Li, who had betrayed K'aifeng to the 

Mongols. He felt that time and circumstance were cyclical 

in nature and that he had fulfilled his destiny and his 

duty. 

Liu Ch'i's memoir warrants a closer examination in 

its entirety to appreciate its inner, thematic logic and a 

translation of the preface and first three chapters is 

presented as a preliminary to a full translation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION 

The Historical Setting 

The collapse of the Chin climaxed approximately 

three hundred years of rise and fall from the founding of 

the dynasty to final collapse [c. 900-1234]. The Chin was a 

dynasty which originated from a tribal peoples called the 

Jurchen and this designation first appeared in Chinese 

sources circa 903. Becoming the most influential tribe in 

Manchuria by 1100, the Jurchen spread over Eastern Manchuria 

during the Liao dynasty of the Ch'i-tan. It was during this 

expansion that their original culture of mixed hunt~ng, 

fishing, agriculture, and stockbreeding evolved into 

a semiagricultural society of walled towns, farmland, 

and domesticated-animals. Skilled horsemen, the Jurchen 

were a society on horseback and a potent and ready cavalry 

force in-being. 

Jurchen attacks on the Liao empire actually began in 

1114 and within twelve years [1114-26], they had conquered 

North China and overthrown the Northern Sung. From an early 

appearance in Chinese history, the Jurchen experienced more 

than two hundred years of political, economic, and military 
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development so that by the year 1115, they could no longer 

be considered tribal primitives. Ch'i-tan, Chinese, and 

Koryo influences combined with Chin energies to create a 

style of rule which could successfully compete with Sung 

and Liao. In 1116, Wan-yen A-ku-ta [r. 1115-1123]1 

furthered Jurchen regimentation by organizing 300 

households into a mou-k'e and ten mou-k'e into a meng-an. 2 

By the twelfth century, the Jurchen had become a warlike 

society with many attributes suiting it for dynasty.3 

After such swift conquest, the Jurchen tribal 

organization was no longer suitable for rule over an 

expanded terri tory and heterogeneous popu lation. From 

1. Wan-yen A-ku-ta, the first emperor of the Chin 
state, attacked the Ch'i-tan in late 1114 and was 
enthroned the following year. His Jurchen name was A-ku-ta; 
his Chinese name was Min; his posthumous title was T'ai
tsu. For a narrative describing A-ku-ta's role in the rise 
of the Chin dynasty, see Tao Jing-shen's The Jurchen in 
T~.§lfth.:.Cent~~ China: !l St udy of Sinici za!ion;-Chap. 2. 
[Hereafter cited as JCSS] See the Chin Shih, Chtlan 2, 
Basic Anna 1 s" 2, pp. 19-=4" 6. --- --

2. In peace, the Jurchen chieftains had 
control over po-chin, or headmen. In wartime, these 
po-chin became meng-an, head of a thousand men, or mou-k'e, 
head of a hundred men. Meng-an is sometimes translated 
" c hiliarch" but this does not connote that he was also a 
clan head. A mou-k'e may be thought of as a "cen turion" 
except that they-were clan leaders over a mounted body. 
A "chiliarch", or "miliarch", was a Greek military leader of 
a thousand men which does not equate to a Jurchen headman 
over approximately a thousand mounted tribesmen. For a 
discussion of these terms, refer to Tao's JCSS, p. 128, 
endnote to Chap. 1. --

3. Tao's JCSS, chaps 1&2, pp. 3-24. 
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1123 to 1150, the Jurchen imitated the Ch'i-tan model of 

rule over pastoral tribal elements and more sedentary 

Chinese to develop a Jurchen system of dualism. However, 

this adaptation engendered an incipient feudalism under 

the Jurchen warlords in North China, resulting from the 

too rapid expansion of Jurchen territories. Wu-ch'i-mai 

[r. 1123-1135]4 and his successors hoped to establish a 

strong central government and, to illustrate the irony of 

historical paradox, employed Chinese ideas and 

institutions to achieve that end. 5 

There had been a trend toward the adoption of 

Chinese institutions and ideas to consolidate the Chin state 

and socio-political order starting from A-ku-ta [or the 

T'ai-tsu Emperor, r. 1115-1123]. Men such as Wan-yen 

Hsi-yin 6 and Wan-yen Tsung-hsien 7 favored Chinese 

4. Wan-yen Wu-ch'i-mai, the brother of A-ku-ta 
and second emperor of the Chin state, consol ida ted the 
Chin conquest in Manchuria through a policy of leniency. He 
was a protagonist of Sinicization. For the specific 
influences of Wu-ch'i-mai's policies, see pages 29, 32, and 
33 in Tao's JCSS. Refer to the Chin Shih, ChUan 3, 
"B as i cAn n a 1 s"-;p p. 47- 48. --- -- ---

5. Tao's JCSS, chap. 3, pp. 25-37. 

6. Wan-yen Hsi-yin was chief shaman of the 
Jurchen state before its conquest of the Northern Sung and 
one of its most important officials. He created the Chin 
system of writing in 1119. See the Chin Shih, Ch~an 77. 

7. Wan-yen Ts 'ung-hsien was a chief 
administrator and contemporary of Wan-yen Hsi-yin's. See 
the Chin Shih, ~hUan 70. 
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pol i tic ali n s tit uti 0 n s ; the J u r c hen war 1 o·r d s f a v 0 red a 

system of strong regionalism. In 1134, Tan 8 , the Hsi-tsung 

Emperor [r. 1135-1149], abolished the Jurchen £Q~chi~ 

system and, in 1138, instituted a Chinese-type 

bureaucracy. And, in 1141, the Chin had obtained 

supremacy over the Southern Sung even employing Sung ritual 

to appeal to the Confucian sense of legitimate dynastic 

success ion 10. Tan's usurper, Wan-yen Liang (i.e., the 

Hai-ling Emperor, r. 1149-1161) continued this basic 

cultural orientation of Confucian order and unification 

of China. 

Incessant warfare which gradually evolved into 

stalemate characterized relations between Chin and Southern 

Sung. In 1141, a peace settlement made the Southern Sung a 

tributary state of the Chin. During a peace of about twenty 

years, the Jurchen consolidated its rule over North China 

8. Wan-yen Tan was the first son of A-ku-ta's 
first born and the third emperor of the Chin state. His 
Jurchen name was Ho-la; his Chinese name was Tan; his 
posthumous title was Hsi-tsung. He was one of the first 
of the Chin emperors to take an interest in Chinese 
learning. See the ~hi~ Shih, ChUan 4, "Basic Annals" 4, pp. 
69-89. 

9. After 1115, officials of the central 
government were referred to as E2~chi-lieh, or high 
chieftain, while tribal headmen were still called po-chin. 
See Tao's JCSS, p. 130, Endnote 55 to Chap. 1. 

10. See: Tao's ..IfSS Chap. 4, "Sinicization: 1123-
1161". 
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while the Southern Sung took advantage of this respite 

to renew its cultural efflorescence. However, Wan-yen 

Liang's sense of dynastic mission led to his death 

at the Battle of Ts'ai-shihll [1161] which effectively 

ended Jurchen ambitions to reunify China and hastened a 

process of degeneration of the Chin state. Perhaps in 

direct reaction to Wan-yen Liang's sinicization, his 

successor, the Shih-tsung Emperor [r. 1161-1189], 

initiated an atavistic policy of conserva ti ve 

"Jurchenization". This movement for Jurchen revival was 

a self-conscious attempt by an alien ruler to preserve the 

cultural identity of his people and to counter assimilation. 

However, "the movement for the restora tion of Jurchen 

culture thus was only a temporary success. Shih-

tsung could not make fundamental changes in Chinese 

institutions, which took root firmly in the [Chin] state.,,12 

The transfer of Chin power among different capitals 

also was correlated to the rise of Chin dynastic 

power, sinicization, decline, and final collapse. The 

capital of the early Chin was Shang-ching (present-day 

11. In modern-day Anhwei province. 

12. See: Tao's JCSS, Chap. 6, "The Jurchen Movement 
for Revival", pp. 68-83-.---
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of the Ah-shih 
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province). It was located on the banks 

River, originally named An-ch'un or 

"gold" in Jurchen, from which Chin, meaning "gold" in 

Chinese, is derived. During the reign of the first two Chin 

rulers, Shang-ching was the center of Jurchen culture where 

the new Jurchen script was then being taught. Not only did 

Chinese and Po-hai intellectuals gather in Shang-ching but 

wealthy families and artisans also gathered there from 

Yen-ching, Pien-ching, and other locales in North China. 

To facilitate his rule of North China, Wan-yen Liang, i.e., 

Hai-ling Wang [r. 1149-1161], moved the capital to Yen

ching in 1153. 

The new capital of Yen-ching had a beauty which 

rivaled even that of Pien-ching and Wan-yen Liang destroyed 

all the palaces in Shang-ching in 1157 to affirm his 

aspiration to a greater culture. The Chin capital remained 

in Yen-ching when in 1208 Wei-shao Wang [r. 1208-1213] 

sent an official announcement to the Mongols of his 

ascendancy to the throne. Temujin refused to acknowledge 

Wei-shao Wang's ascendancy and in 1211 Temujin, now Genghis 

Khan [d. 1227], attacked the Chin. In 1213, both the 

armies of the Hsia and the Mongols invaded the Chin, a 

eunuch assassinated Wei-shao Wang, and the HsUan-tsung 

Emperor [r. 1213-1223] ascended to the Chin throne. In 

the fifth month of the year 1214, the HsUan-tsung 
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Emperor announced that he would transfer his residence to 

the Southern Capital and in the seventh month he entered 

Pien-ching.13 In actuality, the Emperor and Chin government 

had abandoned Yen-ching to flee from the threat of imminent 

Mongol invasion. 14 

In a more significant way, Chin dynastic decline 

seemed to be in direct correlation to the decline of Jurchen 

institutions and the corresponding rise in the adoption of 

Chinese institutions. This was especially critical in the 

decline in effectiveness of the Jurchen as a fighting 

force. Moreover, the alienation of Chinese and Ch'i-tan 

officials from the Jurchen constituted a major factor in 

the destruction of the Chin dynasty. Combined with the 

external Mongol threat, the Chin came to its end in the year 

Chia-wu [i.e., 1234], when the Mongols invaded their 

territories and the capital city of Yen-ching fell. It 

was at Yen-ching, or K'ai-feng, that Liu Ch'i witnessed 

the final collapse of the Chin dynasty. 

13. In most cases, this is the event in time 
repeatedly referred to by Liu Ch'i as the "Crossing Over to 
the South", i.e., the period between the fifth and 
seventh lunar months of 1214. 

14. For a discussion of the transfer of the Chin 
capital, see Tao's JCSS. For an abbreviated account of the 
rise of Mongol poweras reflected in the reactions of the 
Chin government, refer to C. de Harlez, translator of T'o
t'o's ~i~iQ~Y of ihe Chin o~ th~ E~Eir~ of ih~ fhi n 
(Louvain: c. Peeters, 1887). 
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Liu Ch'i's Background 

In the Chin Shih,15 Liu Ch'i only warrants mention as 

the son of Liu Ts 'ung-i [1182-1225], whose tzu was Yti-

ch'ing. Liu Ts 'ung-i's most notable official position was 

that of censor, where his unyielding Confucian integrity led 

to his dismissal [circa 1222]. He was later recalled to 

serve as magistrate of Yeh [in Honan] and it is from this 

period that Liu Ch'i recalls some of his most vivid memories 

of associating with famous belletrists of the age. 

Furthermore, with such a paragon of Confucian probity and 

erudition for a father, Confucian ethical and cultural 

values were a major influence on Liu Ch'i's formative years. 

The entry in the ~hin ~~i~ only states that Liu Ch'i was a 

graduate of the National University and that he possessed a 

literary reputation. The Chin Shih simply identifies him as 

the author of the Kuei=ch'i~g=£hi~, a record of events of 

the Chin dynasty used extensively in the compilation of the 

Chin Shih. 

In the year Chia-wu [i.e., 1234], Liu Ch'i returned 

to his home village in Hun-yuan [in Shansi] to reflect 

upon the final collapse of the Chin dynasty and the passing 

of some of the most illustrious belletrists of his 

15. See the chapter "Belle Letters", Chtian 126 of 
the Chin Shih. 
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age. From the age of eight, he had accompanied his father 

and grandfather to the Southern Capital, south of the 

Ye 11 ow River. As a fortunate circumstance of the 

Southern Capital being a temporary palace for the Emperor 

and his Court, Liu Ch'i was in the company of some of the 

noted scholars of his age. However, when Liu Ch~ came to 

the age of twenty, his father died; he failed the palace 

portion of the civil service examinationi 16 and the Chin 

dynasty came under great external pressure and eventually 

collapsed. 

From this relatively short but intense experience, 

Liu Ch'i came to ponder upon the rich and powerful whom he 

had known, whose talents and great promise had now been 

wasted. Titl ing his memoirs the Kuei-ch'ien-chih, or "The 

Hecord of One Returned toO b s cu r i t y" , Liu 

considered himself fortunate to preserve himself and 

his family. Approximately one year later, he wrote his 

memoirs to recount the circumstances of the fall of the 

Chin so that the memory of Chin luminaries, whom he could 

so vividly recall, would not perish. 17 

16. Liu Ch'i mentions failing the palace portion of 
the civil service examination in his Kuei-ch'ien-tang chi, 
"Record of the Kuei-ch'ien Hall". 

17. 
ch'ien-chih. 

From Liu Ch'i's "Introduction" 
[Hereafter cited as KCC.] 

to the Kuei-
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The Transmission of the Kuei-ch'ien-chih 

According to Hok-lam Chan and Ts 'ui Wen-yin in 

his notes appended to the 1983 

edition, the transmission of the Kuei-ch'ien-chih is as 

follows. Liu Ch'i dates his preface in the year I-wei 

[i.e., 1235]. According to a letter received by a certain 

Chao Mu of Lu Lung [possibly in Shantung], dated in the 

year Hsin-ho [i.e., 1308] of the reign era Chih-ta 

[1308-1311] of the ytlan dynasty, Liu Ch'i's younger 

brother 18 once compiled Liu Ch'i's memoirs into a book 

of the Scholar in Seclusion on 

which consisted of twenty-two c~Ua~ and for which a 

woodblock print was still extant in Chao Mu's time. Chao 

Mu writes: "It was later that I received a copy of what Liu 

Ch'i had named the Kuei-ch'ien-chih in fourteen chUan, 

which had been preserved within his family.19" 

Apparently, in the intervening almost seventy years, the 

18. Liu YU was Liu Ch'i's younger brother whose 
tzu was Wen-kuei and Q~o was Kuei-yU. He was assumed to 
be the author of the account of Ch'ang-te's emissary to 
Julagu in 1259, known as the Hsi-shih chi, completed in 
1263, 1 chUan and translated by E. Bretschneider in his 
Medieval Researches (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1967) as 
"Notes--onan-Embas sy to the North." For detai 1 ed 
bibliographic references to Liu YU's life, refer to 
Chan's HCSS. 

19. Refer to the KCe, p. 188. 
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Kuei-ch'ien-chih had been preserved by the Liu family and 

its extended clan in the Hun-yuan area. Liu Ch'i's 

writings may have been preserved in twenty-two chUan 

and, perhaps, the Kuei-ch'ien-chih was a part of this 

collection. Thi s may exp 1 ai n why the work is reported to 

have existed in editions of varying length, as it may have 

been arbitrarily assembled by anonymous editors. Hok-lam 

Chan notes that a manuscript in fourteen chUan was not 

printed until the Chih-ta reign era [1308-1311] in early 

YUan times by Liu Ch'i's clansman, Sun Hsieh, from a 

manuscript preserved by his maternal grandfather Sun Cheng-

hsien. 

In the year Chi-hai [i.e., 1779] of the Ch'ien-

lung reign era [1736-1796] of the Ch'ing dynasty, Pao 

T'ing-po reported that during the Chih-ta reign era, Liu 

Ch'i's clansman and fellow villager Sun Ho-po had had the 

manuscript prepared for publication and wider circulation. 

However, this must not have occurred and the book may have 

never been seen outside the family. Pao wrote that this 

particular version, in fourteen ch~an, with the last ch~an 

consisting of appended congratulatory poems from honored 

friends, could also be obtained from Prefect Chao, whose 

tzu was Chi-kao, of Lai Yang. Furthermore, one could avail 

himself of editions from the Wen-jui-lou and the Pao-ching-

tang for comparison. "It continues to be usable after 
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more than five hundred years.,,20 

Perhaps there is some connection between the Chao Mu 

of Lu Lung and the Prefect Chao of Lai-yang [probably in 

modern-day Hopei Province] to account for the transmission 

of the fourteen chtlan edition of the Kuei-ch'ien-chih. On 

the other hand, a more clearly defined route derives from 

Huang P'i-lieh's [1763-1825] fortuitous booksleuthing. He 

found six £htlaQ to add to a previously identified eight 

£htlaQ in Chang Ch'ing-chih's library, thus accounting for 

another independent source of the fourteen chtlan edition. 

Hok-lam Chan summarizes the status of the main 

editions of the Kuei-ch'ien-chih and notes that the original 

edition has been lost in transmission. Further, several 

Ming and Ch'ing editions, of six or eight £htlaQ, were 

printed while fourteen £htlan manuscripts remained in the 

hand of bibliophiles. He concludes that the Pao T'ing-po 

with collated notes, represents the best available 

edition. This was true until the appearance of the 

annotated edition used here. 21 

20. Refer to the KCC, pp. 190-191. 

21. I.e., the Ch~~hua shu-chtl edition in the 
ytlan-Minq shih-k'o pi-chi ts 'ung-k 'an, collatedby-Ts 'ui Wen
yin, 2d edition, 1983. 
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Thematic Organization of the Kuei-ch'ien-chih 

The fourteen chUan Kuei-ch'ien-chih consists of Liu 

Ch'i's preface, thirteen £Qtla~ composed by Liu Ch'i, and a 

fourteenth chUan added by others and consisting primarily of 

dedications to Liu Ch'i's memory. This discussion of the 

thematic organization of the Kuei-ch'ien-chih deals 

primarily with the preface and first thirteen £htlan. The 

work is a loosely organized personal reminiscence of time 

and event, of belletrists and their writings, mostly poetry. 

But, there are discernible themes and an underlying 

organization or argument. 

Liu Ch'i orders his comments on significant 

individuals, events, and ideas according to an inner logic 

which argues the reasons for the fall of the Chin dynasty. 

He then illustrates these themes by discussing the Chin 

personalities who best typify them. In the first chfian, he 

considers nine personalities and their historical 

significance. If the ordering of Liu Ch'i's 

personalities forms a kind of taxonomy, then these 

nine figures presented for first consideration are paramount 

in the Chin. They are Hai-l ing, the "Commoner Emperor" 
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of the Chin dynasty;22 Prince HsUan, son of the Shih-tsung 

Emperor and father of the Chang-tsung Emperor; the 

Chang-tsung Emperor; Prince YU, Wan-yen YUn-chung; Lord Mi-

kuo, Wan-yen Shou; Chao Ping-wen; Li Ch'un-fu; Lei YUan; 

and Sung Chiu-chia. 

To appreciate how such a selection could possibly 

affect the judgment of the Chinese reader, it is necessary 

to note that Ssu-ma Ch'ien [d. about 85 B.C.] set the 

pattern for Chinese historiography as early as in the Later 

Han dynasty [25-220] in the writing of the ~hi~ f~i, or 

Historical Records. According to Burton Watson in his Ssu-

rna Ch'ien: 

for his subjects only extraordinary men who accomplished 

~xtraordinary things. Watson states that this choice was to 

teach moral type and pattern. In this regard, Liu Ch'i's 

nine range in status from Emperor to Chief Minister, to 

minor bureaucrat and eccentric, representing as eclectic a 

choice as Ssu-ma Ch'ien's and, perhaps, as didactic. 

22. I.e., Wan-yen Liang, who usurped the throne of 
Wan-yen Tan, the Hsi-tsung Emperor. He was the fourth 
emperor of the Chin state. His Jurchen name was Ti-ku
nai; his Chinese name was Liang; his posthumous title was 
Hai-ling Wang. For a description of Hai-ling Wang's 
policies in building a centralized authority, curbing the 
power of the Jurchen aristocracy, and attempting to 
establish a legitimate Chinese dynasty, refer to Tao's 
JCSS, pp. 42-48, 68-69. Refer to the Chin Shih, ChUan 5, 
"Basic Annals 5", pp. 91-120. -- ---
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Regardless of whether the exemplars of the first 

chllan typify imperial, bureaucra tic, or literary talent, 

the recurring theme of Liu Ch'i's first chllan is of 

ability, aspiration, and achievement. Contrary to 

tradi tion, "The Commoner" Emperor Hai-l ing is praised 

for his ambition of unifying China and may have achieved 

even more in being able to unite imperial ambition with 

high literary talent. This uniting of the highest 

Confucian values also applies to Prince Hstlan, the Chang-

tsung Emperor, and Prince Yll. Lesser 

Lord Mi-kuo is exemplary of fealty even 

with Liu Ch'i describing him as: 

in station, the 

to his death bed 

"truly an old 

Confucian, 

preciosity." 

and certainly with no air of hauteur or 

It is perhaps Chao Ping-wen who best represents the 

archtypical official-scholar living on to old age and 

savoring the enjoyment of a multiple career and scholarly 

achievement. For the remaining three prime 

personalities of the Chin, Li p'ing-shan, Lei Ytlan, 

and Sung Chiu-chia, Liu Ch'i may think of them as best 

typifying the most influential writers and poets in the 

Chin, even in disregard of abortive careers in government 

service. This theme of high ability-aspiration-achievement 

attentuates for the remainder of the Kuei-ch'ien-chih. 
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starting from the first and continuing through the 

sixth chfian, Liu Ch'i develops a theme concerning poetic 

values of which a sub-theme is how poets may express this 

value in noble sentiment or high ambition. For example, he 

characteri zes the poetry of Hai -1 ing, "The Ccmmoner" Emperor 

of the Chin dynasty, as having a sense of imperial ambition 

and expressing a desire to reunify China. As a prince he 

wrote upon a person's fan that: "If the handle of great 

authority rested in my hand,/ Then would a cleansing wind 

suffuse All-under-Heaven.,,23 

Another sub-theme is the value which Liu Ch'i 

admires to equal or, even, surpass the poetry of the past. 

I nth e sec 0 n d ~h ti an, L i u C h 'i cit e s Lip' i n g - s han's 

description of Li Ching's [fl. 1210] talent as 

extraordinary: "Truly, this is the Li Po [701-762]24 for 

this generation!" In another case, Ma Chiu-ch'ou seemed 

destined for failure even though a poetic genius. He earned 

a second in the examinations on the lyric and prose-poem, 

plus a first on the commentary on the classics. His renown 

in the capital was such that women and children all knew his 

23. For a discussion of Hai-ling wang~s poems, see 
Tao's JSCC, endnote 18, p. 141. 

24. Poet of the High 
traditionally characterized as 
energy and majestic flow. 

T 'ang whose poetry is 
river-like with gushing 
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name. However, he somehow failed when presented for the 

palace examination, perhaps for his reputation of having an 

uncontrollable temper. Much later in life, he was awarded 

an honorary ~hi~=§hih on the excellence of two of his 

students. Liu Ch'i describes Ma Chiu-ch'ou's poetry as 

exceptionally vigorous and, in subtlety, like the poems of 

the T'ang dynasty [618-907]. 

Liu Ch'i praises the ability of various individuals 

to express ambition or noble sentiment in six cases, and the 

ability to equal the poetry of the ancients in twenty-eight. 

As a third sub-theme, he praises expertise in the poet's 

craft for thirteen poets described in the Kuei-ch'ien-chih. 

As example, in the third cht1a~ Liu Ch'i tells the story of 

Liu Cho,25 who studied for the examinations with bitter 

discipline. He was suddenly dropped from the company of 

examination candidates and returned home. When the Mongols 

invaded, Honan was thrown into confusion. After serving as 

an emissary to the Sung, Liu Cho was killed and Liu Ch'i 

1 aments hi s death, cone 1 uding that he composed poetry with 

great expertness. In another case, Wang p'in's poetry was 

deemed to be expert, but others riciduled him for his 

drunkenness and lack of propriety. 

25. Liu Cho received his chin=§hih degree circa 
1224. 
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It is unfortunate that Liu Ch'i is so laconic, so 

general in passing poetic judgment. There are but two 

instances in the Kuei-ch'ien-chih where he is specific in -----------
his criticism. One poem contains the phrase that the writer 

was not aware of the slender waist of the Korean kae-song, 

or courtesan, until her full dress was folded-up. Liu Ch'i 

comments that this is excessive. In another instance, there 

is a poem in which one lover speaks to thE other in terms 

meant only for intimate, connubial address. Liu Ch'i says 

that this is unforgivable. Other than these fragments, Liu 

Ch'i restricts himself to identifying the poet and selecting 

some of his poetry as example. He trusts the reader to make 

his own aesthetic judgment of the poetic worth of the man 

and his work. 

Another sub-theme belonging to the realm of poetic 

appreciation is Liu Ch'i's praise for innovation in poetic 

theme, diction, and phrasing. Within the Kuei-ch'ien-chih, 

there are twelve instances in which Liu Ch'i admires the 

poet for being able to break out of the mold of hackneyed 

expression. In the fourth chUan, Liu Ch'i tells of Kao 

T'ing-yU [fl. 1190] who would not yield to his villainous 

superior and died in j ai 1. Kao T'ing-yU composed the 

phrase: "To jump upon a jade dragonback and embrace a 

moonbeam" and somehow the vivid fantasy of this imagery 

still lives. 
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Liu Ch'i dwells more on the accounts of virtuous 

officials, the failed bureaucrat, the famed, and the 

notorious in the fifth and sixth chtmn. He collects an odd 

asscrtment of high ministers, Jurchen intelligentsia and 

literati, noble generals, heroes, Jurchen bullyboys, rronks, 

healers, and madmen to make note of the notable, much as 

Ssu-ma Ch'ien took note of the eccentric. However, it 

"is apparent by the end of the sixth ~hllan that Liu Ch'i has 

not just been preserving the memory of dead luminaries. 

In the first chlla~, he speaks of high ambition and 

poetic talent. In the second, he describes poetic talent 

that has been frustrated or aborted. In the third, he lists 

many poets of potential who were probably lost in the chaos 

of Mongol invasion. In the fourth, he describes scholarly 

talent as it found achievement in bureaucratic success. 

Then, in the fifth ch~an, he illustrates how this talent may 

be frustrated in achieving bureaucratic success. He talks 

of the noted and the notorious in his sixth chllan, as if to 

show how a superficial fame may be gained by the 

undeserving. In this, Liu Ch'i has described something of 

his own aesthetic for poetry, completed a taxonomy of 

achievement in descending order, and, also, established 

another underlying theme to explain the reason for the 

disintegration of the Chin dynasty. 
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In the seventh ~gUa~, Liu Ch'i ruminates upon the 

rise and fall of nations, specifically, the Chin state as 

contrasted with the Sung. To begin, he describes the omens 

happening at the time which according to tradition presaged 

fall or transfer of mandate. Liu Ch'i laments that the 

Chin did not continue the high heritage of the Sung. For 

example, after the Crossing Over to the South, i.e., after 

imminent invasion by the Mongols forced the Chin to move 

their capital south of the Yellow River, he states that the 

Hs~an-tsung Emperor was concerned that his regirr.e would not 

reflect an image of power and stability. The Emperor was 

harsh in his reproof and strict in censure to maintain an 

unyielding regime of repression. 

In this climate of suspicion and favoritism, petty 

clerks and servitors could rise to influence and become 

avaricious and thieving. In addition, Prime Minister 

Shu-hu Kao-ch'i came to suspect all chin-shih as partly 

culpable for the failure in the administration and as 

potential inquisitors of his own conduct. As a result, he 

employed clerks in the traditional place of chin-shih in the 

bureaucracy. Under Kao-ch 'i 's clerks, the younger 

generation of aspiring scholars came to study the way 

of clerks, i.e., to write cleverly and to accept bribes. 

Many noble officials were disgraced and, according to Liu 

Ch'i, in this the rule of the Chin nation was lost. 
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Liu Ch'i then rationalizes the reasons for the 

degeneration of Chin institutions and the underlying theme 

of the Kuei-ch'ien-chih. He argues that the Chin 

stopped at the lyric, the prose-poem, and the commentary 

on the classics as the topics for the civil service 

examinations. As a result, some successful 

examination candidates were incapable of any serious 

learning and were even mean and low rustics. The caliber of 

officials was not always poor but had undergone a process of 

deterioration dependent upon the imperial interest and the 

recruitment of chin-shih as officials. Previously, able 

officials would earn meritoricus commendation and, 

subsequently, would then enter the censorate to compete for 

fruther promotion. Liu Ch'i contends that in this fashion 

great officials and scholars had been men of their own 

making to the benefit of the people. 

Prior to the Chin debacle, there had been 

governmental reformers, i.e., Fan Chung-yen [989-1052], Ou-

yang Hsiu [1007-1072], and Wang An-shih [1021-1086], whose 

thinking may have influenced Liu Ch'i. Wang An-shih's 

efforts may have been the cUlmination of their combined 

efforts and in his RefQ~m in S~Qg fgina, James T.C. Liu 

gives a brief account of the life and new policies of Wang 

An-shih [1021-1086]. 
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Unprecedented in scope, Wang An-shih's reform 

program exceeded the mere promulgation of new laws. Like 

Liu Ch'i, Wang An-shih wished to ameliorate basic defects in 

political institutions of state and, in this regard, both 

were radicals. Ho~ever, Wang An-shih's new reform program 

was an attempt at broadscale institutional change to include 

reforms of state finance, agricultural loans, national 

revenue, state-level work programs, local order, land 

taxation, national conscription, horse-breeding, currency 

regulation, price stabilization, tax exemption, 

reorganization of the National Academy, strict civil service 

regulation, and reform of the examination system. Liu 

Ch'i's is a relatively simplistic statement--unlearned fools 

are not fit to rule. 

As a belletrist, Liu Ch'i might be expected to 

lay the blame for general decline upon the specific, root 

cause of a failure in letters and the quality of prose and 

poem. However, in this personal account, both 

anecdotal and reminiscent, Liu Ch'i develops a persuasive 

narrative which assumes that virtue, in the sense of the 

Roman "civitas" and civic dedication, is to be equated 

with learning. It then follows that a high degree of 

dedication means high learning and, to Liu Ch'i, those 

endowed with high learning mean the holding of the chin-shih 
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One of the marks of the gifted chin-shih would be 

his degree of accomplishment in poetry, in the various forms 

of prose expression, and in calligraphy. But, the essential 

characteristic of these forms of literary expression would 

be a reflection of the writer's virtue, of his "civitas", 

his "integrity", or 

granted, then Liu Ch'i 

general degeneration 

equating it simply to 

He implies that the 

his "devotion to duty". This being 

does not mean to trivialize the 

of elite culture and learning by 

a failure in the quality of letters. 

collapse of the Chin could be laid 

to its disregard of virtuous men. 

In the eighth ch~an, Liu Ch'i expands upon the theme 

of comprehensive literary talent and how the Chin were 

defective in nurturing it. The Chin personnel 

administration recruited its officials through the 

examination system, taking only mastery of expression in the 

lyric and the prose-poem as the areas of competence to be 

tested. As a result, potential candidates of the 

examination, those who taught them, and, thus, 

all scholars frequently did not take the 

practically 

time to 

cultivate any other kinds of literary expression or 

intellectual accomplishment. They devoted all their time 

and effort on the lyric and prose-poem, as successful 

mastery meant success or failure in passing the civil 

service examination and a life's career. These scholars 
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were very much creatures of the examination system and Liu 

Ch'i complains that they had no grasp of history, its 

lessons, and its application. 

Liu Ch'i explains that in the past, the use of 

the prose-poem as an area of competence to be tested in the 

examinations was to manifest a talent for expression. 

Testing in the candidate's competence in the lyric would 

show his understanding of historical ideas. Writing the 

patent of enfoeffment with its legalistic form would show 

his ability to reascn as ruler and the discourse, his 

strength in understanding history. If the candidate lacked 

mastery of any of these competencies, then he would 

subsequently be found deficient and failed. 

At varying times, various commissioners of the 

examination, to include Chao Hsien-hsien (Ping-wen), 

attempted to widen the scope of examination testing so that 

it would cover more than just the lyric and prose-poem. Liu 

Ch'i intimates that the result was that good men of high 

competence were thus brought into government service and he 

continues the chtlan with anecdotes as illustration. 

Learned accomplishment was the common denominator of the 

chin-shih and it was a quality to enable its possessor to 

flaunt impeachment, frustration, and, even, death. 
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It is in this E.!:!t1a!!. that Liu Ch'i begins to discuss 

topics of literary criticism at any length. This is a 

cri tical point in the Kuei -ch 'ien-chih, as Liu Ch'i has 

heretofore implied that men of excellence, as identified 

by their ambition, aspiration, and achievement and 

identified by some literary accomplishment of excellence, 

are the personification of good state administration. He 

compares the writing styles of the two most prominent 

literary figures of his time, Chao Hsien-hsien and Li 

p'ing-shan. 

Chao Hsien-hsien's skill at calligraphy was 

profound, his 

in sequence. 

poetry was next, and prose writing followed 

In contrast, Li p'ing-shan delighted in 

the fulsome praise of newcomers and, 

p'ing-shan whom scholars spoke 

for this, it was Li 

of because of his 

generosity. Li P'ing-shan instructed his disciples to be 

independently creative. Chao Hsien-hsien thought that one 

could adapt from one school or the other in a flexible but 

imitative style. 

Li p'ing-shan criticized Chao Hsien-hsien's style 

mastery of the stylistic skills of Su Tung-p'o. P'ing-shan 

said that Chao Hsien-hsien's poetry contained teo many 
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phrases of others, i.e., Li Po and Pai ChtJ-i [772-

846].26 Li P'ing-shan a ccu sed Chao Hsien-hsien 

of attempting to establish an orthodox poetic style 

with h ims el f, Li Chih-shun, and Li Tien-ying. 27 In 

rebuttal, Chao Hsien-hsien thought that one's 

style should not be rigid. 

Liu Ch'i contrasts the two masters to indicate the 

basis for his own style. Chao Hsien-hsien was very precise 

in his poetry valuing the unexpressed sentiment. In 

contrast, he was relatively ambiguous concerning the 

writing of prose. Li P'ing-shan was very precise as 

regards to prose writing, valuing order and 

subordination, but he was vague concerning the wri ting of 

poetry. Liu Ch'i states that, as a result, he followed 

Chao Hsien-hsien's criteria for poetry and Li P'ing-shan 

for the writing of prose. Liu Ch'i devotes his ninth 

chtlan to a discussion of the writing of poetry, poetic 

criticism, poets and their foibles, and, as an extension, 

poets and Buddhism. In his tenth chllan, he continues to 

describe the frailties of good and great men and scholars. 

26. I.e., Po Chtl-i, T'ang poet who was perhaps the 
first to consciously use poetry as social criticism and to 
earn contemporary and popular renown. 

27. I.e., Li Ching. See the KCC, Chllan 2 and the 
Chin Shih, Chtlan 126. 
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The eleventh ch~an attracts the attention of 

historians as it is Liu Ch'i's record of his own 

participation in the defense and fall of K'aifeng, the Chin 

capital. In the eleventh month of the year 1231, the 

Mongol army descended out of Hsiang and Han 28 and 

advanced to the east threatening to cut-off ching-chiang. 29 

Chin forces fell back upon Chlln-t'ai 30 but the Mongols 

pressed on. It was at this time that Liu Ch'i traveled 

from the town of Huai-yang31 to care for his grandmother and 

mother who were in the Southern Capital. 

Despite a great snow, the Mongols crossed the ford 

at Meng-chin 32 and defeated the Chin forces. The capital 

was thrown into panic and measures were implemented for its 

defense. Rumors circulated to the effect that Chtln-chou 

28. Both areas in modern-day Honan province. 

29. In the southern portion of Han in modern
day Honan province. 

30. In modern-day Honan province. 

31. In modern-day Honan province. 

32. The site of a ford in Honan province. 
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and Hsll-chou 33 had fallen and that General Shih-lun34 had 

died. In the second month, Chen-chou 35 fell and General 

Nien-k'o Nu-shen 36 died. The Last Emperor tried to commit 

suicide on at least two occasions, once by hanging and once 

by throwing himself from a palace parapet. But, on both 

attempts, personal attendants prevented his taking his life. 

High ministers tried tactics of temporization and Duke Hsiao 

Kuo 37 was offered as hostage to the Mongols. The Mongols 

rebuffed the offer and attacked the city. 

Liu Ch'i describes life under seige and events 

leading up to the eventual fall of the Southern Capital, 

K'aifeng. The Em~eror inspected the walls offering 

encouragement to those who would soon be dead and 

soon afterwards, the Mongol s attacked. The "Heaven-

shaking-thunder", perhaps a type of proto-arti llery, threw 

fire upon the enemy from the center of the city, consuming 

many of them in flames. On April 8, 1232, the attacks 

33. Both locales are in modern-day Honan province. 

34. I.e., Ku-li-chia Shih-lun. See the Chig Shig, 
Chllan Ill. 

35. In modern-day Honan province. 

36. See the Chin Shih, Chllan 119. 

37. I.e.,the son of Wan-yen Shou-shun, second
oldest son of the Hsllan-tsung Emperor and older brother 
to the Ai-tsung Emperor, and nephew to the Ai-tsung 
Emperor. See the _C_h_i_n Shih, Ch~an 93. 
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ceased, the Mongols withdrew, and everyone marveled that 

if the attack had continued for another three successive 

days, the capital would have fallen. Elated watchers on the 

walls saw the Mongols burn their catapults, but attack-

by-storm was replaced by encirclement and slow starvation. 

Nobelmen and corr.rr.cners, alike, celebrated in morbid 

feasting, not expecting to live much longer. 

By the twelth month of the year, all food was 

exhausted and the Emperor decided to flee to the east with 

his retinue. When his departure became widely known, the 

population became even more panic stricken, gazing day and 

night from the walls hoping for some news of a victory. The 

Mongols advanced further south, took p'u city.38 and 

advanced upon Wei-chou. 39 When the Emferor forded the 

Yellow River, many of his courtiers did not make it into 

the boats and fell under Mongol swords. The two viceroys 

left behind to maintain the semblance of government in the 

capital simply barred the gates. Food was exhausted, the 

living ate the dead, and corpses stretched out near and 

far. 

On the twenty-first day of the new year 1232, the 

two viceroys held audience under the eaves of the capitol 

38. In modern-day Shensi province. 

39. In modern-day Honan province. 
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hall. One spoke only to say that nothing could be done and 

then broke down in tears. within the crowd, people asked 

who could assume leadership in such a desperate situation 

and the following morning there was a sudden darkness and a 

great rain. Suddenly, troops and horses were heard in the 

streets and the people shouted: "The Tartars have 

entered the ci ty!" However, it was not the Mongol s but the 

troops of the southwest defense sector of the city under 

Ts'ui Li, Commander for the Western Sector and acting 

Supreme Comffiander, who had risen in revolt and who 

now surrounded the Department of Ministries. 

Ts'ui Li coerced the Queen into elevating him to 

be Grand Councillor on the Left, Supreme Commander, and 

Lord Shou Kuo, "Preserver of the Nation". Taking the heads 

of the two viceroys, Ts'ui Li delivered the city into 

the hands of the Mongels. On the second day, Ts;ui Li 

ordered the populace to shave their heads in the manner 

of the Mongol s. On the third day, the Chief Censor and 

the Executive Assistant of the Treasury committed 

suicide. Subsequently, Ts'ui Li made himself 

Commander-in-Chief, Director of 

Ministries, and Prince Cheng. He 

the Department 

then proceeded 

of 

to 

systematically loot the capital and seize its women. 

Although riches and females were sent to the Mongols, some 

went to Ts'ui Li. Shortly after April 20,1234, Liu Ch'i 
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was able to ret ur n with the students who took up 

residence at the Inn of the Eight Immortals. 

The twelth chUan is Liu Ch'i's apologia for his 

involvement in the drafting of the so-called Ts 'ui Li 

memorial, a dedication which commemorated Ts 'ui Li's 

saving of the capital city and its populace. It is not 

necessary for Liu Ch'i to expand upon the heinous nature 

of Ts 'ui Li's murder and rapine of an entire ci ty. In Liu 

Ch'i's words, Ts'ui Li surrendered the Southern Capital 

and bleod flcwed in the streets. Afterwards, he dared ask 

when a memorial stele would be erected eerrrremorating his 

sparing the population from the Mongols. 

In the Confucian ethic,40 it would be abhorrent to 

have such an odium bequeathed in a scholar's corpus for his 

posteri ty. It would earn the opprobrium of future 

generations upon both the author and his succession. 

Liu Ch'i maintains that he and Ma Hsin-chih4l delayed until 

the draft was actually completed by YUan YU-chih 42 and 

despite an outright threat made by Wang Ts'ung-chih43 

40. For a discussion of 
see Notes 57-69, pp. 180-182, 
His Kuei-ch'ien-chih" in Hok-lam 

41. I. e., Ma K' e 

42. I.e., YUan Hao-wen 

43. I.e., Wang Jo-hsU 

sources arguing the issue, 
Chapter 3 "Liu Ch'i and 
Chan's HCDTS. 
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on the well-being of Liu Ch'i's mother and grandmother. 

Both Ylian Hao-wen and Wang Jo-hsli were eminent Confucian 

scholars of the Chin era and this accusation of moral 

turpitude can not be resolved here. In any event, just as 

the memorial stele was completed, the Mongols entered 

the capital in wanton pillaging and the stele was 

destroyed or lost. 

Liu Ch'i next turns to a consideration of the causes 

of the fall of the Chin dynasty. Even though the Chin 

nation had emerged out of the border regions, he stated 

they were to surpass the Wei, the Later T'ang, the Shih 

Chin, and the Liao dynasties in duration of their rule. 

He also noted that the Chin rulers punished the rebellious 

and helped the people. They scught out the seals and robes 

of righteous men and they employed talented men of the Liao 

and Sung. When they assumed power, they put aside a feudal 

system to take up an administration of laws inherited froIT 

the former dynasties and this rule of laws, rules, 

and regulations emanated from learned men. But, the 

study of literature, he contended, stopped at the ornamental 

and was not informed of any meaningful discussion of the 

classics. It had nothing of the art of how to enact the 

Tao for the safeguarding of the nation, succouring the 

citizenry, and, thus, seeking Heaven's blessing. 
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To conclude this twelth chtlan, Liu Ch'i reflects 

upon a personal philosophy of life. He argues that one must 

maintain one s personal integrity for if an individual 

achieves a mastery over events and circumstances, he may 

overcome them or be overcomed. Al though he did not have 

the satisfaction of wealth and riches, nevertheless, he 

could enjoy life as much as any other man. Liu Ch'i claims 

that despite a life of learning, he had not learned 

anything more valuable than this. In final resignation, 

Liu Ch'i concludes that he who is genuinely learned 

finds peace and rest in the enjoyment of the Tao, and one 

therefore has no fear of hunger, the cold, calamity 

or hardship, death or failure. 

The thirteenth chUan is Liu Ch'i's rationalization 

of his life's philosophy. At the end of his life, he 

recalls the extravagance of a youth spent in luxury and then 

dire hardship. He states that it is only from hardship that 

one may truly know and appreciate comfort, warffith, and 

plenty. In one more review, he points out that there is a 

direct correlation between the decline of institutions and 

the degeneration of letters, and he cites historical 

examples to make the point. Again, he comes back to his 

own condition and the cyclical nature of all events, the 

value of moderation in all things, the inevitability of 

fate, the role of self-determination, the need for 
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reverence, and the need to fulfill one~ duty. 

Liu Ch'i's rational ization does not contradict what 

he has previously stated are the causes of the fall of the 

Chin dynasty. In Chllan Twelve, he has said that the initial 

phases to institutionalize Chin rule: establish rewards and 

punishments, put on the robes and seals of legitimacy, 

enlish men of talent, adhere to former legal precedents, and 

heed scholarly admonishment, were the impetus to guarantee 

its rule for a hundred years. But, Heaven did not bless the 

Chin and, according to Liu Ch'i, the most promising of 

enlightened princes, Hsllan Tsai, prematurely died. In the 

reign of the Chang-tsung Emperor [1190-1209], the study of 

literature ended at the ornamental and, in this, began the 

degeneration which characterized the reign eras of Ta-an 

[1209-1212] and Chen-yll [1213-1217]. According to Liu Ch~i, 

three factors denied the Chin a more long enduring dynasty. 

The Chin, or more appropriately the Jurchen, kept apart from 

the Han Chinese. Eventually, the Chin were never able to 

fully supplant feudalism and a fractious nobility. And 

last, the disdain for letters led to the actual supression 

of the chin-shih just at the time when the Chin most needed 

their loyalties. 

In Chtlan Thirteen, Liu Ch'i merely reiterates his 

argument for the causes of the fall of the Chin in the 

historical context of past dynasties. He cites the Sung, 
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and Ch'en as possessed of finely cultivated 

The two Han's and T'ang built upon literary 

cultivation to foster civic dedication. But, it was in the 

Sung that literary study led to a reverence for the Tao 

engendering great civic virtue and dedication to comity. 

The dynasty which founded empire, the Ch'in [221-206 B.C.], 

is Liu Ch'i's exemplar of how virtuous rule is destroyed 

along with the killing of scholars, the burning of books. 

The remainder of the thirteenth chUan consists of 

five essays and three poems. "A Record of an Excursion to 

Dragon Mountain" is the first of the essays and was written 

by Ma Hsin-chih, whose tzu was K'e, a contemporary of Liu 

Ch'i's. Ma K'e rhapsodizes upon the scenic beauty of Dragon 

Mountain, which had alsc been praised by Liu Ch'i in a 

letter to Ma K'e. The second essay "On the Writing of a 

Prologue to the Kinds of Materia Medica", is Liu Ch'i's 

description of how he came to write an introduction to a 

pharmacoepia which he thought rare and val uable. "A Record 

of an Excursion to West Mountain" is Liu Ch 'i's appreciation 

of the scenic beauty of West Mountain revisited after a life 

in the south for over twenty years. The fourth essay, "A 

Record of an Excursion to Lin-1U-hsi-shan", records Liu 

Ch'i's trip with his friend YU Feng, hao Master Wei, up 

Tai Hang Mountain to enjoy the beauty of rocks and streams. 

"A Record of a Northern Emissary" is the account of the 
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emissary of Wu-ku-sun Chung-tuan to the court of Genghis 

Khan circa 1220-1221. According to Bretschneider, Liu Ch'i 

could not have been the author of "A Record of a Northern 

Emissary" as the author staes that he recorded Wu-ku-sun 

Chung-tuan's account on return in 1222. "Old Sentiments" is 

a five-character-line, regulated verse regretting times 

past. "Seeing-off Lei Po-wei" is also a five-character-line 

regulated verse expressing Liu Ch'i's sadness at sending-off 

an old friend and entreating him to write. The last two 

poems, in seven-character-lin regulated verse, by Liu Ch'i 

are recovered items which have been appended by a Yang Hung-

tao. 

The fourteenth and last chfian of the Kuei-ch'ien-

~hih contains a copy of the tablet inscription Liu Ch'i 

erected at his residence on going into retirement, an 

introduction to the tablet insciption by the Chin scholar 

Ch 'en Shih-k'o,44 various compositions presented to 

the memory of Liu Ch'i, poems of elegy, a soliloquy 

with preface by Ho Ching,45 a preface and poem of elegy by 

Wang Wen-chien,46 an extract from the "Essay on Belle 

Lettres" from the Chin Shih, the dedication written by Yfian 

44. No further identifying data. 

45. A contemporary and junior of Liu Ch'i's. No 
further identifying data. 

46. No further identifying data. 
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scholar Wang wen-t'ing,47 and a bibliographic extract taken 

from the !.!:!.:..§.hu min-cgi.!:! ~gi C~Qtes Dili~!!.!.lY ~ou.9.gt in 

Reading) by the Ch'ing scholar Ch'ien Tseng (1629-?).48 

47. I.e., Wang ytin. See the Note 31, p. 146, 
Endnotes to Chapter 5 "Bureaucracy and Political 
Recruitment" in Tao's JCSS. 

48. See Arthur W. Hummel's Eminent Chinese of the 
Ch'ing Period (1644-1912), pp. 157-158~----- ------- -- ---
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Conclusion 

In review and summary, it is unfortunate that Liu 

Ch'i reveal s so little of himself in the Kuei-ch'ien-

chih. He does not talk at any length of his daily life, 

his walks, his minor likes and dislikes. He delights in 

stories of others to ill umina te thei r idiosyncrasies, to 

give their too-brief portrayals some versimilitude; Liu 

Ch'i, himself, remains aloof. After the Mongol rapine of 

K 'aifeng, Liu Ch'i returns with students, presumably just 

released from seige duties, to the semblance of normal life 

and the "Inn of the Eight Immortals". One wonders what 

this inn was like. Not only does Liu Ch'i not inform us 

of his own everyday living, he does not speak of plebian 

d ail y 1 if e ,or 0 f t ho sew h 0 were not members of the 

literati elite. 

He makes no mention of the Jurchen, the 

intermittent feuds among the members of the roy~l family, 

the premature and costly campaigns against the Southern 

Sung, or the fiasco of moving the capital to Pien-

ching. 49 He mentions, in only the most general terms, the 

practice of good governance, Buddhism, medicine and 

materia medica, war and dying, and the strategy, tactics 

and weapons 0 f the Mongo 1 conques t 0 f the Chi n na tion. He 

49. See notes 99-101 in Hok-lam Chan's "Liu Ch'i 
and His Kuei-ch'ien-chih" HCDTS. 
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mentions the use of the "Heaven-shaking-thunder" by the 

defenders of K 'aifeng to incinerate untold Mongol 

attackers. Was this a kind of proto-artillery, a fire 

catapult, or, even, some kind of giant "Greek fire"? 

According to Joseph Needham in his S~i~nc~ in 

T£~diiion~l China, the development of gunpowder, i.e., a 

mixture of charcoal, saltpetre, and sulphur, was one of the 

great achievements of the medieval Chinese world and a 

logical development of the Chinese being great smoke-

producers. 49 A flamethrower using gunpowder as a slow 

igniter is described in the ~~=~ging ~~ung=yaQ (~ge 

EncY~lQpedia of E~senti~l~ of tge ~ilitary Cl~s~i~~) of 

about 1044 as a naphtha projector similar to one used by the 

Byzantine Greeks, i.e., "Greek Fire". According to Needham, 

the fire lance played an important role in wars between the 

Sung and the Jurchen or Chin Tartars from about 1100 onward. 

This would be a technological development to permit some 

kind of proto-cannon to have been at K'aifeng when the 

Mongols attacked. 50 However, there is no conclusive 

evidence that the "Heaven-shaking-thunder" used by the Chin 

to defend K'aifeng was a form of artillery. At best, the 

49. See Joseph Needham's Science and Civilisation 
in China, Vol. 5 "Chemistry and 'Chemica 1 TechriO-logy"-:part 
III "Spagyrical Discovery and Invention". 

50. Ibid, Part VII "The Gunpowder Epic", p. 171. 
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evidence only suggests that it was a levered bucket, l.e., a 

trebuchet, which threw a low-sea Ie explosives charge. Liu 

Ch'i could have resolved this question with just one more 

simple descriptive phrase. 

Indirectly, one can assume a great deal of Liu 

Ch'i's aesthetic from his remarks and judgments of others. 

In comparison, there is very little of his own. Perhaps he 

shows a preoccupation with his own expurgation of guilt for 

being involved in the drafting of the Ts'ui Li memorial. Of 

course, the Kuei-ch'ien-chih is purposely Liu Ch'i's concern 

with his fellow belletrists and preserving their memory. 

However, although he makes no apology for self-

rationalization nor for an exclusively elitist vantage, on 

the other hand, he shows an insensitivity to there being 

other ethical norms and strata. For Liu Ch'i, there is only 

the Confucian ethos, enlivened in the chin-shih, and this is 

orthodoxy. 

Nevertheless, a chUan by chUan thematic analysis of 

the Kuei-ch'ien chih reveals Liu Ch'i's central concern in 

compiling this book to have been the disintegration of the 

Chin state. The cause of this disaster, he believed, was 

the deterioration of Chin literary standards, which was 

symptomatic of an underlying degeneration of the traditional 

Confucian high culture. As exemplar, he cites the great 

aspiration of Hai-ling Wang, "The Commoner" Emperor, and 
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Liu Ch'i rejects the traditional condemnation of him as an 

usurper to depict Hai-ling Wang as a model of imperial 

ambition united with high literary talent worthy of 

emulation. Liu Ch'i quickly attentuates this theme of 

ability-aspiration-achievement to cite men of great talent 

and promise whose gifts were not brought to full 

fruition. This not only means literary talent founded on 

intelligence and hard schooling but also extends to talent 

applied to the managerial skills needed in the bureaucracy. 

Liu Ch'i quickly adds that a career has its frustrations in 

a bureaucracy which is degenerate and he illustrates this 

observation with historical example. He notes that some 

officials simply gain notoriety or eminence as a matter of 

destiny. This observation is entirely consistent with 

his later philosophical observation that there is a 

distinction between destiny and fate. The rise and fall of 

nations is contrasted in a comparison of the Sung and the 

Chin. While the Sung at its apogee enthroned learning 

and letters, the Chin steadi ly denigrated the chin-shih 

until they were discredited. Specifically, the civil 

service examinations became too focused on the lyric, the 

prose-poem, 

men of 

ability. 

and cOIT.mentaries to the detriment of enlisting 

broadly founded knowledge and encompassing 
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The various genres of literary expression are 

not effete exercises in dumb imagery and sterile phraseology 

but were intended to display talent, understanding, 

vision, and a sense of history and the lessons of the 

past. Competence in one genre could not be sacrificed for 

another and they were all complementary to the greater 

talent of the whole man. 51 With these standards, men of 

competence could be brought into government service; 

without them, nothing could be accomplished. 

Literary accomplishment is the foundation of 

good government and the two who were the most 

accomplished in letters during the Chin were Chao 

Hsien-hsien and Li p'ing-shan. Li P'ing-shan may have 

enjoyed the greater reputation because of his, perhaps 

overgenerous, support of the succeeding generation of 

literati. Nevertheless, where Li P'ing-shan encouraged 

independent creativity, Chao Hsien-hsien urged creation 

in imitation. Where Chao Hsien-hsien was precise in poetry, 

Li P~ing-shan was precise in prose writing. Thus, Liu Ch'i 

claims that, as a result, he practiced the precision of Chao 

51. Similarly, in the preface to The Evolution of 
Chi,!!ese Tz'u P2etg, Kang- i Sun-chang st-a tes: liTo the 
Chinese critic, style was the manifestation of a person's 
inner self, and thus was a measure of his life's 
achievement. Therefore, a distinction of style was not 
simply a literary accomplishment, but rather a direct 
expression of the poet ~s level of sel f-cu 1 tivation. 1I 
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in poetry and that of Li in prose writing. 

To reiterate and expand upon a major theme, Liu 

Ch'i states that even though the Chin nation may have 

evolved out of barbaric origins upon the periphery of 

Han Chinese culture, they surpassed the Wei, Later T'ang, 

Shih Chin, and Liao in their territorial conquest of North 

China. Nevertheless, they were short-lived reigns. At 

the outset, their style of governance was invested 

with the rationality of good and learned men, but soon 

the study of literature was vacuous ornamentation, as 

were those who were adept in it. 

Finally, Liu Ch'i argues that the superior man must 

rise above his temporary condition and so gain mastery over 

time and circumstance. He who is genuinely learned, 

supposedly from life, finds peace and rest in the Tao. 

Then, he has no fear of hunger or the cold, calamity or 

hardship, death or failure. 



CHAPTER 2 

LIU CH'I AND HIS KUEI-CH'IEN-CHIH 

Author's Preface 

When I was eight years of age, I left my home 

village and accompanied my father and grandfather [i.e., Liu 

Tsung-i and Liu Ssu] traveling on official assignment south 

of the Yellcw River. At the tirr.e, the Southern Capital was a 

temporary palace; and, deriving from that, I was able to 

keep the company of noted scholars and study with them. 

Unfortunately, when I was twenty, my father died. 

Afterwards, I progressed to the time when I should have 

received an official appointment. But not realizing my 

ambi t ion, one day when I was abou t to retire to a 1 if e of 

seclusion in the country of T'ai-hao,l I was confronted 

with the demise of the Chin dynasty. I became a refugee 

fro m "s hie 1 d san d s pea r s" tot r a vel all 0 f 2, 0 0 0 li fro m 

Wei through Ch'i to Yen [i.e., out of Shansi, into and 

through Hopei]. In the year Chia-wu [i.e., 1234], I 

1. TR: "T'ai-hao" was an ancient, legendary sage
king who was said to have had his capital in Ch'en, or 
modern-day Huai-yang in Honan province. 

44 
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I returned home; in that year, I was thirty-twe. 2 

From this, I came to ponder upon the rich and 

powerful men whom I had known in former days for more than 

twenty year s, who for a short while had burned as 

brilliantly and as resplendently as a beacon for the age, 

but, meeting with ruin and destruction, had been dissipated 

as the smoke, had been reduced to ashes without a trace. 

Although a poor and simple commener, I was yet able to 

return home safe and sound with wife and children; is this 

not the fortune of misfortune? Despite this and all that 

which 3 I have suffered, the bitter hardship of being 

attacked and robbed with its griefs and trauma, the arduous 

suffering of flight, and despite coarse fodder for food, 

water for drink, and not a ts'un4 of money in my pocket, I 

2. One source gives his age as thirty-three. 

3. "That which" amended in accordance with the Wu
ying-tien edition hereafter simply referred to as the Ch~
chen-pen. 

4. TR: "Ts'un" may be translated "inch" to 
connote a small amount. In this context, it should 
be taken as a "pseudo-quantity" and "the very smallest 
amount" as suggested by Lien-sheng Yang in his article 
"Numbers and Units in Chinese Economic History," Studies 
in Chinese Institutional History (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1961). 
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have never harbored any resentment in my breast. 5 

Alone, I have pondered on old times and those with 

whom I associated, all the extraordinary men of an epoch. 

Although dead, these men, their words in discourse and 

laughing banter, are what I may conjure up as if in my 

mind's eye. Even more, what they knew and experienced may 

serve as precept to encourage others or serve as a mirror by 

which to regulate one's acticns. We cannot allow them to 

disappear without transmission. For this reason, I have in 

my leisure days made record of my recollections and written 

them down as I could recall them gi ving it the ti tl e of 

the Kuei-ch'ien-chih. Kuei-ch'ien is the name of the hall in 

which I live at home. It is from this that I have titled 

this book to make record of those years and months. 

Perhaps someone writing history in another time will 

find something to take from it. 

In the year I-wei [i.e., 1235], the fifteenth day cf 

the last of the month in Summer, Hun-yuan, Liu Ch'i, whose 

t~u, (i.e., "style"), was Ching-shu, written by his own 

hand. 

5. "Resentment" according to Huang 
and Shih Kuo-ch'i's Collation is written 
character "ti" meaning -"a-stafk" substituted 
character "t 'ai" meaning "a stem". 

p'i-lieh 
with the 
for the 
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ChUan 1 

Hai-ling [r. 1149-1161], the "Commoner Emperor" of 

the Chin dynasty, 1 studied and acquired 1 i terary talent. 

When he was a prince, he once wrote upon a person's fan 

"If the great handle of authority rested in my hand,/Then 

woul d a freshening breeze suffuse All-under-Heaven." People 

knew he had great ambition. In the Cheng-lung reign 

era [i.e., 1156-1161], when he reached Wei-yang on the 

campaign south, he composed a poem which reads [in part]: 

I will encamp my men in a hundred myriads on West Lake 
And stand my horse upon the highest peak of Wu Mountain. 

1. TR: Wan-yen Liang was debased posthumously to 
the rank of "commoner" for being an usurper. He was 
an ambitious emperor who ruled from 1149-1161 and tried to 
reunify China by conquering the Southern Sung. Perhaps 
this was his attempt to fulfill the traditional requirements 
of legitimate dynastic succession. Liang's forces were 
unable to cross the Yangtze River due to the leadership of 
Yu Yun-wen, a superior Sung naval force, and the high 
morale of opposing Sung forces. A revolt broke out within 
Liang's army and Liang died in the aftermath of the defeat 
at the Battle of Ts'ai-shih. Liang's death may have also 
been the culmination of his ruthless curbing of 
Jurchen aristocrats and the tightening of oppressive 
controls over the Chinese. For further details, see "Basic 
Annals Number 5" for the Hai-ling Emperor in the Chin Shih, 
ChUa!!. 5, pp. 91-120, and TaQ., pp. 42-48, 68-70, 109, 110, 
and 113. 
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His sense of ambition was not slight, indeed! 

Prince Hsllan-hsiao [Le., Wan-yen Yun-ku.ng, b. 

1146] was the son of the Emperor Shih-tsung [r.1161-89] 

and the father of the Emperor Chang-tsung [r. 1189-1208]. He 

was posthumously granted the title Hsien-tsung. He loved 

literature, composed poems, and excelled at painting; those 

paintings of people, objects, and horses were especially 

expert. Even to this day, people retain them in their 

possession. 

The Emperor Chang-tsung was endowed by Heaven with 

intell igence and sensitivity. Many of his shih 

(Le.,"poems") and tz'u (Le.,"lyrics"), may be commended. 

The chlleh-chu (i.e., "quatrain"), ("Within the 

Palace") reads: 

Five-hued clcuds, gold and glittering green, 
enfold roseate clouds of dawning. 

Towers and pavilions, high and lofty, 
are the Emperor's home 

In six and thirty palaces,~ 
hanging screens all roll up. 

The East Wind--there is no place 
it does not stir the flowers. 

This truly is a poem by one who is Emperor-King. 

2. TR: "Thirty six" is the historical number of 
palaces of the Han emperors. See Pan KU's ~~i=t~ Fu 
("Prose-poem on the Western Capita 1"). 
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The poem Han-lin tai-chih Chu Lan shih-yeh-yin 

("Academici an -a wai ting Instruction Chu Lan Serves and Drinks 

a t Night") reads: 

Nighttime draughts, wherein lies there happines~? 
There is the happiness of no clamou~ or hubbub, 
Three cups of a light Ling-lu wine, 
And a tune from a solitary p'i-p'a. 
After a time, the incense becomes as ears of gra~n. 
The night deepens 5 and lights are as if flowers. 
Gentle pleasures, such gentle pleasures, 
Drunken Village, ah, does it ever have an endiny?7 

3. One source has: 
unbothered calm." 

"the happiness of an 

4. TR: "Ling-lu wine" is mentioned in Ko Hung's 
[c. 140] Taoist encyclopedia for achieving immortality, the 
PaQ=~=!~U, on page 105, chUan 1, of the ~ei~~n, or 
"The Supplement", ti tled Chia-tun of the Chung-hua shu-cht.~ 
e d i t ion and cit e din S h i nod a 0 s a IT. u ' S C !:!~.9.Q k ..!:! 
Shokumotsu KenkyQ (Researches into Chinese Foodstuffs). 

5. "Deepens" is given in one source as "the night 
grows late". 

6. I.e., the 1 ights have burned out 1 eaving an ash 
in a flowerlike shape. 

7. TR: An allusion to 
644] essay ~s 'ui=!:!sian.9.=~!:!i. ("A Record 
Drunkenness"), translated in Herbert 
Chinese Literature. 

Wang Chi's [d. 
of the Land of 

A. Gi les's Gems of 



The lyric Chti-ku-shan ("A Folding Fan,,)7 reads: 

Some several strips, bare Hsiang River dragon bones, 
When artfully unfurled 
Are wrinkled waves upon the Hsiang. 
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en gold embroidery, the small, fine flowers and grass contend 
While kingfisher strangs are more tightly bound 
In sympathetic hearts. 

Within the palace, days grow long with feasting. 
Beckoning a brief joy, 
its fresh breeze permeates all. 9 

When suddenly the summons heard, hastily one must heed 
To silently slip 
inside a sleeve of scented silk. IO 

7. TR: To the tune Tieh-lien-hua. 

8. One source has "intertwine together". 

9. According to Huang p'i-lieh and Shih Kuo-ch'i's 
Collation, it states: "This lyric was composed to the tune 
Tieh-lien-hua and it is suspected that the characters "from 
behind" have been omitted preceding the passage "beckoning". 

10. TR: The version in the Ch'tian Chin-Ytian tz'u 
has the lin e s : I nth epa I ace s o1--ue Chi n , p e-a r I 
embroidered screens rest perpetually hanging do~n/And with 
a move a freshening breeze fans brief respite to my heart. 
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Also, while peeling an orange, he composed a lyric to the 

tune Juan-chin-pei,-tz 'u ("A Pliant Golden Cup") which reads: 

A dandy, this Lord of Purple Mansions ll 12 
Proud in black silk cap, he drinks deep. 
Soft and pliant, its enchased patternrj 
Cold and fragile, this bowl of glass. 
Slender as white jade leeks 14 Her hands open up a cumquat 
And, aided by a Tung-t'ing wine of Spring15 

He flies off to light among the painted faces. 

11. TR: "The Lord of Purple Mansions" is the name 
of the deity encountered by the Yellow Emperor in his 
travels to the east. 

12. TR~ "Black silk cap" refers to the hat 
worn by T'ang officials. 

13. One source has "winecup". 

14. TR: The "cumquat" is also mentioned in poems by 
Huang T'ing-chien [1045-1105] and Lu Yu [1125-1210]. 

15. TR: "Tung-t'ing wine" is a wine fermented from 
the tangerine as referred to in Su Shih's poem Tung-t'ing
ch'un-shih-fu ("A Prose-poem on the Wine of Tung
t ' i n g-S p ring" ) . " Tun g - t ' i n g S P r i n g" i sal so a des c rip t ion 
of a unique pottery coloring. 
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Once there were several tens of such rhymes in the 

his brush was heroic in its vigor. Also, there were the 

poems SU!!.SL:.f.h~~g Chie~.:.£hi ien.:.kuei ("Seeing Chang Chien 

[flo 1190]16 Off to Retirement at His Home") and Tiao Wang 

T'ing-yUn hsia -shih (" Mourning the Passing of Wang T'i ng-yUn 

[ b. 11 5 5 ] " ) . All are r e cor de d 1 nth e ~~i - 1 !:!.~g £h i h 

(Records of A Flying Dragon).17 

YUn-chung, the Prince of YU [ i.e. , Wan-yen 

YUn-ch 'eng, d. 1204],18 was the fourth son of the Emperor 

Shih-tsung. He was cultured and skilled in song and poetry. 

Delighting in Goodness) is still extant. 

16. TR: Chang Chien was a favor i te of the Chang 
Tsung Emperor. His biography is found in Chllan 126 of the 
Chin Shih. 

17. TR: The Ts 'ung-shu £hi-ch 'eng ch 'u-12ien mu-lu 
does not identify a Fei.:.l!:!'Qg.:.£hih, but does cite the 
collected writings of Wang T'ing-yn" in forty chtlan. 

18. According to Chllan 85 of the Chin Shih, "The 
Biographies of the Sons of t~ Emr::eror Shih-tsung ;--t'he "Old 
Man Delighting in Goodness" should be Wan-yen Yun-ch'eng. 
Here it mistakenly refers to Yun-chung. 
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Shou [Le., Wan-yen Shou-sun, d. 1232],19 the Cuke 

of Mi Kuo [i.e., K'ai-feng district in Honan], whose tzu 

was chung-pao,20 was the grandson of the Emperor Shih-tsung 

and son of YUn-kung 21 the Prince of Yueh [i.e., Wan-yen 

Yun-kung, b. 1154]22 When a youth, he displayed 

outstanding talent in his ability to compose poetry and 

expertise in writing. He called himself the "Scholar 

of the Ailanthus Study". After the HsUan-tsung 

Emperor had Crossed Over to the South,23 to guard against 

envious fellow clansmen, there were prohibitions against 

their visiting each other and forming cabals. Duke Shou 

petitioned the Court to liberalize these restrictions. 

When at home, he relaxed by lecturing [i.e., on the 

classics] and reciting poetry for enjoyment. Frequently, he 

and other great ministers would sing and drink in secret, 

19. According to the Chin Shih, his original 
name was Shou-shun and the Shih-tsung Emperor bestowed this 
name upon him. 

20. According to the Chin Shih, his tzu was Chung
shih and another tzu was Tzu-~ 

21. "Yllil-kung" revised from "YUn-chang" 
to the ChU-chen-pen edition. 

according 

22. TR: Wan-yen Yun-kung is identified in ChUan 
85 of the Chin Shih. 

23. TR: "Crossed Over to the South" may refer to the 
evacuation of Yen-ching in the transfer of the Chin capital 
to' Pien-ching in 1214 or any campaigning or migration to the 
south which involved a fording of the Yellow River. 
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not daring to have it known because of the prohibitions 

against visitation. During the Cheng-ta reign era 

[1224-1232], I entered the Southern Capital. I visited 

the Buddhist monk Jen shang-jen. 24 After a while Duke Shou 

arrived and I had the pleasure of making his acquaintance. 

His demeanor was to converse smilingly, truly an old 

Confucian, and there was not the least air of hauteur or 

self-conceit in him. Afterwards, I visited his main 

residence hall where, in one peaceful room, lutes and books 

filled the tables. All of his sons stood about to serve him 

without comrr.on or vulgar expression, and it may be said that 

they were worthy descendants of the Duke. Thereupon, they 

brought forth from his treasurehouse books and paintings, 

several tens of scrolls all together, all items seldom seen 

in those ti meso Later, I went to Ch 'en [Le., in Honan] and 

he sa\\" me off with two poems, which were really 

excellent. Moreover, he wrote a colophon for my father's 

collected works. At one time, literary lights such as Lei 

Hsi-yen [i.e., Lei YUan, 1184-1231], YUan YU-chih [Le., 

YUan Hao-wen, 1190-1257], Li Ch'ang-yfian [i.e., Li Fen, 

1192-?], and Wang Fei-po [Le., Wang YU, 1202-?] all 

frequented his gates. 

which reads: 

Fei-po once had [i.e., wrote] a poem 

24. Dates unknown. 



In Hstian-p'ing cityward, ycr-li2 Lane, 
Just there is milord Lin-tzu's 5 home. 
In a decorated hall alone or a few illustrious guests, 
Was fit time for a literatus to listen to the p'i-p'a. 
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This was a true accounting. At the beginning of the 

T'ien-hsing reign era [1232-1234] when the northern 

troops [i.e., the Mongols] invaded Honan, the Duke had 

already retired ill to his bed. I attended him and when 

discussing with him the day's affairs, the Duke spoke: 

Since the power of the enemy is like this, "26 
cannot withstand them. There is but to surrender 
and keep whole ourselves and our ancestra1

21
em p les. 

And yet, our beginnings are barbarian. If I 
could gather up the Wan-yen Clan and return to our 
Motherland so that the Jurchen would not perish 
that would be good! What more then could I wish? 

After several months, he died. 28 As for his five sons, the 

youngest was named Shcu-hsi with the tzu Ch'ing-chih. At 

that tirr.e he was young and alsc had a splendid talent; in 

poetry and calligraphy, he was considered good in both. His 

25. TR: "Lin-tzu" means "bordering the Tzu River", 
which is located in present day Shantung province, and here 
the phrase refers to the ancestral origins of Wan-yen 
Shou-sun and his clan. 

26. According to the Chti-chen-pen edition, there are 
fcllowing this the three characters "our hearts and follow 
in submission." 

27. "Barbarian" changed from "in the border keeps" 
according to Huang P'i-lieh and Shih Kuo-ch'i's Collation. 

28. According to what YUan Hao-wen has written in 
his preface to the Ju-an shih-wen, Shou died in the fifth 
month of the year Jen-chen [Le., 1232] of the T'ien
hsing era [1232-1234]. 
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fair countenance and graceful deportment 29 gave him the 

appearance of an immortal, and Duke Shou held him in great 

affection. At times, he would point out to me his books 

and paintings, saying "Give these to that man." When 

the Duke died, it was at the time of the Ts 'ui Li 

usurpation, the entire imperial clan was placed under 

proscription. As they were about to be relocated .tothe 

North, Ch'ing-chih took ill and died, in years not yet 

thirty. The poems and writings from the Duke's lifetime 

were extremely numerous. Late in life, he published 300 

poems and 100 yUeh-fu ("Music Bureau") songs in the Ju.::.an 

h~i~Q.::.~~Q (~ ~i!!le Draf! of Ju-an's). Chao Hsien-hsien 

[i.e., the celebrated poet Chao Ping-wen, 1159-1232] wrote a 

preface for it which is extant. His elegant verse included 

Wen Hsien-hsien Tsai-ch'i Han-lin ("On Hearing Hsien-

hsien Is Reappointed to the Hanlin Academy") which 

reads: 

29. "Deportment" changed from "graceful 
appearance". According to the entry in ChUan 3 of this 
work regarding Wu-lin-ta Shuang, it is written-"deportment". 
In the Ming edition it is also written "deportment". 
Accordingly, it is here revised. 



From under lotus taper light, long has it been 
that you have put aside the songs. 

One day there was a summoning and2~election 
of excellence and compassion. 

For four reigns now of elders and old friends, 
there has been a great leader. 

Three decades sing 
the praises of the Hanlin. 

People say Flood Dragon 
brings the clouds and rain. 

But, I know that Tailed Deer 
has claim~~ cap and gown. 

Honored Vale, you are but a dream 
seen from a western window. 

I cannot believe that Autumn comes 
and fails to lift your heart. 
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There was also !S.~.Q HsU-!:!siang M~ ("Passing by the Grave of 

Minister Hstl") which reads: 

Straight stand31 the ornamental posts 
to bear up the vermilion gate; 

I begin to .think it true 
the Honored Minister campaigned South. 32 

Dismounting, men who read the stone 
do not know. 

From Yi mountain heights, 
they looked down upon the Central Plain. 

This very much captures that old sentiment of the T'ang. 

30. TR: This refers to the selection of officials 
by the emperor. 

31. TR: The expression "pao-an" is translated 
here as the honorific in addressing someone of 
sufficient merit in sanctity as a Buddhist monk and, 
perhaps, his retirement. 

32. The Chung-chou-chi has "shine" for "stand". 

33. The Chung-chou-chi has "West" for "South". 



Also, there was the quatrain: 

Don't talk about the Meng-chin, 
it is rr.uddier than the Ching. 

If we should gain the peace, 
then will it dare be clear? 

When will we be North of the River34 

'neath mulberry and thorntree, 
To chat cf the Way of Kings, 

and not to talk of war? 

One ffiay not say that they did not possess a will. 
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34. TR: "North of the River" refers to the region 
north of the Yellow River. 
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Hanlin Academician Chao ping-wen (d. 1234), whose 

tzu was Chou-ch'en, was a man of Fu-yang in Tz'u-chou [in 

present-day Hopei Province]. When young, he passed the 

examinations 35 and was known for his poetry and 

calligraphy. Wang T'ing-yUn, whose tzu was Tzu-tuan, 

introduced hi~ into the Hanlin Academy. As he spoke of 

matters in violation of decree, he was sent as a 

replacement outside the Court. Afterwards, he re-entered the 

Academy as a senior secretary and editor and was transferred 

to be an Office Chief in the Ministry of Rites, and then 

received appointment over the prefectures of K'o-lan, p'ing-

ting, and Ning-pien. 36 After the Crossing Over to the 

south, he acted as a regularly appointed academician, was 

transferred to act as a reader-in-waiting, and was 

elevated to the Ministry of Rites, Department of Ministries, 

and retired. He was again elevated tc act in the Ministry 

35. According to the Chin Shih, he was made a chin
shih in the twenty-fifth year- oY-the Ta-ting reign-era 
[i.e., 1185]. 

36. All in modern-day Shansi Province. According to 
the basic biography in the Chin Shih, in discussing his 
activities while in the Hanlin Academy as a secretary
editor, Chao Ping-wen issued directives for P'ing-ting and 
Ning-pien but never issued directives for K'o-lan. His 
being named Co-administrator for Military Affairs of K'o-lan 
Province was even before he had been summoned to enter the 
Hanlin as secretary-editor. The biography given in YUan 
Hao-wen's Cnung=~nQ~-cni is in agreement with the basic 
biography and also at variance with this statement. 
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of Rites and then transferred to be a Hanlin academician. 

When the T'ien-hsing reign era [1232-1234] yielded 

over to the YUan dynasty, in the fifth month during the 

summer, he died 37 at the age of seventy-three. 38 The 

writings and poems of his early years were modeled on 

Tzu-tuan [i.e., Wang T'ing-ytm] and, later, he certainly 

imitated T'ai-po [i.e., Li Po] and Tung-p'o [i.e., Su Shih, 

1037-1101]. In his calligraphy, he studied all the masters 

past and present, and in his later years he made great 

progress in his calligraphy. In poetry, his only models 

were the personages of T'angi then, with great eminence, he 

manifested himself as the literary leader of the age. When 

old, he enjoyed longevity, serenity, honors, and station, 

something that great scholars rarely achieve. By nature, 

he was remote and aloof but without artifice or 

any acrimony. He governed people with an unyielding 

firmness allowing no outbreak of incidents. At Court, he 

37. Originally this reference read that he died in 
the fourth month during the summer. On checking the stele 
inscriJ;:tions collected in YUan Hao-wen's I-shan-chi, it is 
stated that he died on the twelth day-o~he fifth 
month. My (i.e., the editor Ts'ui Wen-yin) family 
possessed a chUan of Chao Hsien-hsien's handwri tten poems 
and I-shan's epilogue also states that it as the twelth 
day, fifth month, when he died. Thus, it is accordingly 
revised. 

the 
38. According to 

age of seventy-four. 
the Chin he died at 
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was compliant uttering no words of unorthodoxy. In his 

home, there were never any frivolous or sensual pleasures. 

When his wife died, he did not take another. He 

discontinued the eating of meats, wore rude clothing, ate 

coarse foods, yet was net concerned. He was extremely fond 

of study and even when aged, there was no dimunition in 

this. Even though later on his two eyes dimmed somewhat; he 

still untiringly and assiduously took up his scrolls and 

annotated them. From expl ications of the Six Classics 39 

and beyond to Buddhists, the Chuang-tzu and the Lao-tzu 

texts and healing and medicines,40 he left no secret not 

investigated. Among his works, there were the T'ai-

Lao-tzu chieh 

Nan-hua chih-yao (The Essentials of the Chuang-tzu), the Fu-

shui chi (The Collected ~orks of Fu River), and the Wai-

chi (The Outer Collection) running to several hundreds of 

thousands of werds. He styled hirr.self the "Scholar of the 

Lodge of Gentle Leisure". 

39. I.e., the books of Chan~~, gde~, ~is1Q~Y' 
Spring and Autumn, Rites, and Music. 

40. "Healing medicines" revised from "medical 
teachings" according to the Ming edi tion and the ~hti-ch§.n
pen. 
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Li Ch'un-fu [1175-1231]41 of the Hanlin Academy, 

whose tzu was Chih-shun, was a man from Hsiang-yin in Hung 

Chou [in present-day Hopei]. His grandfather, An-shang, was 

once the first-place chin-shih (i.e., "presented scholar") 

in the western Capital. His father's name was Ts'ai with 

the tz u Chung-wen. He died while administering I-tu 

Prefecture [in present-day Shantung Province]. ~\Then Master 

Li was but a youth, he was much brighter than the average 

child. He began his studies with the lyric and the prose 

poem. Afterwards, he studied Master Tso's Co~mentary on the 

S£riQg ~QQ ~ut~~n Annal~ which he greatly loved. He then 

studied the commentaries on the classics. When he 

reached maturity.42 he was selected 

candidates of the examination 43 

among the highest 

and his fame was 

resplendent. He took as his literary models the Chua!!3. 

Chou (i. e., Chuang-tzu) and Master Tso (i.e., The Tso 

It was for this reason that his lyrics 

have a marvelous virility with that sparse economy of the 

41. TR: Refer to Bartholorr:ew Pui-ming Tsui's 
dissertaticn for an evaluation of the available biographical 
data concerning Li Ch'un-fu and a translation of Li Ch'un
fu's Ming-tao chi-shuo (Plaints on the Tao). 

42. One source has "when he first reached maturity". 

43. According to the Chin Shih, he passed the 
examination covering the commentary on-the classics and was 
made a ~hin-shih in the second year of the Ch'eng-an reign 
era [i.e., 1197]. 
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ancients. Those who came afterwards proceeded to emulate 

him and from this, the literary style underwent a change. 

Further, he was fond of discoursing on war, and harbcred 

the noble ambition to set the world right. During the 

southern campaigns of the T'ai-ho reign era [1201-1209], he 

twice presented plans for securing victory. The Chang-tsung 

Emperor [r. 1189-1208] consulted them with exceptional 

care and sent them on to 

much went as he had predicted. 

the military. Afterwards, 

Chief ministers held his 

literary work in rare esteem, recommending him 

into the Hanlin Academy. When the troops 

for entry 

of the 

northern regions rose up, he again presented outlines 

deliberating on the situation; they were not presented to 

the Emperor. When the Hs~an-tsung Emperor [r. 1213-1223] 

Crossed Over to the South [on campaign], he again entered 

the Hanlin Academy. When Prime Minister Shu-hu Kao-ch'i 

seized power [i.e., 1218}, he was offered the post of 

Deputy Assistant Secretary. But, Master Li foresaw his 

inevitable doom and taking the excuse that his mother was 

aged, he declined. Soon afterwards, Kao-ch'i was executed 

and those who were aware of this informed him [i.e., 

Ch'un-fu]. He again entered the Hanlin Academy, taking 

charge of the civil service examinations. At the end of 

the Cheng-ta reign era [circa 1232], he was charged 
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with the enlisting of candidates in violation of new 

regulations and sent out to be the Prefect of Fang 

Prefecture [in present-day Shensi Province]. He died in 

the Southern Capital at the age of fcrty-seven. 44 As a 

person, Master Li was quick of apprehension and 

intelligent, and in his studies there ~as nothing he did 

not pene tra te. When young in years, he deprecated hiE: 

own talent by saying that merit and fame were just for the 

bending and picking up. He composed a prose-poem titled 

Ai-po fu (liThe Dwarf Cedar"), comr:;aring himself with Chu-ko 

K 'ung-ming [i.e., Chu-ko Liang, 181-234] and Wang Ching-

llleh [ i.e. , Wang Meng-chih, military councillor to 

General Huan Wen of the Eastern Chin, circa 571].45 When 

he was a low-ranking official, taking the Sung as precedent, 

he wrote a rr.emorial of ten-thousand words which was 

very incisive. People in power disrr.issed him as 

bookish; scholarly sentiment pi tied him. In his middle 

years, he reckcned that his course in life was not to be 

successful, and indulging himself in wine, he gave up 

any intention of advancement in office. Even when 

he received an appointment, he did not hold it long 

44. TR: Bartholomew Pui-ming Tsui argues that he 
died at the age of fifty-seven. 

4 5 . T R : Ref e r tot h e C h i.!! S b.~ , ~ h tl a !! 1 1 4 . 
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enough to undergo review and consequently returned to 

secl usi on. At home, in the company of Ch'an monks and 

scholars, he made literary matters and wine his sole 

pursuits. Whistling and singing with his torso bared, he 

cast out propriety and rules, perhaps drinking for several 

months on end without sobering up. If anyone invited him to 

drink, he would accept without distinguishing between the 

honorable and the depraved and become stumbling drunk. 

Yet, although drowned in drink, he was never once able to 

put aside his writing. Whether speaking ln laughter or 

cursing in rage, he was always spectacularly eloquent. He 

seemed to have been born to like scholars and he would 

fulsomely praise the younger generation even though they had 

but one aspect that was excellent. The noted scholars of 

the age became famous because of his recommendation and he 

would go among them giving them familiar pats on the back, 

forgetting class and seniority, to their mutual delight. 

His education and nurture of them was compassionate as if he 

were a member of their family. It was for this reason that 

the literati all followed his lead and he was referred to as 

the "Dragon Gate,,46 of the age. Once, he, himself, wrote 

at the end 

46. TR: "Dragon Gate" refers to a person of very 
high eminence and renown. 
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Transmitted Account of the Recluse on Fan-door Mountain) how 

he "often loved to sponsor the coming generation". Those 

such as Chou Ssu-ming and Chang ChUeh 47 , Li Ching fl. 1215], 

Wang Chuan [f 1. 1209], Lei YUan [1184-1231], my father 

[i.e., Liu Ts'ung-i, 1182-1225], and Sung Chiu-chia 

[l183?-1233] indeed, all regarded him as an elder J:rother! 

But, when he became a recluse, took up wine, and made a 

mockery of the world, he would insult those who disagreed 

with him and this was all to his purpose. He appraised 

himself with these words: 

In stature, short and small, yet, I look down upon 
the Nine Districts and all of China. In features, 
ugly and ill-formed, yet, I take the Dukes and 
Marquises as but ants and lice. In speech, halting 
and tongue tied, yet, I can unravel juzzles. In 
notes and jottings, wrong and silly,4 yet, I can 
restrain ten thousand oxen. I would rather be cast 
aside by my contemporaries than be shackled for the 
sake cf reputation. Just what kind of person am I? 
He whom I study is the pure, renowned Chuang Chou. 

In his later years, he classified his own writings. Essays 

dealing with hsing (Le., human nature) and li (Le., 

principle) and the two schools of Buddhism and Taoism were 

called the "Inner Chapters". As for the remaining writings 

which he deemed appropriate, those such as funerary 

47. Both contemporaries of Liu Ts'ung-i, 1182-1225. 

48. Huang p'i-lieh and Shih Kuo-ch'i's Collation 
s tat est ha tin the C h..§!.!l9. Col 1~ c t i on, "u s e 1 e s s" i s-wrI t ten 
as" s ill y " . The ~ h t1 - £h~.!!':'12~.!! has the sam e and i tis 
accordingly revised. 
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dedications, poetry, and prose-poetry, were entitled 

the "Outer Chapter," probably in imitation of the "Inner 

and 0 ute r II sec t ion s 0 f the C h u ~!!3=-1.:.~ u . He also wrote 

commentarie s on the ,!:en~~g (~anka~a tara) and fhin-~an.<I 

(Diamond) sutras, the Lao-tzu, and the Chuang-tzu, and he 

also wrote the ~Q~ng=y~gg chi=Ehi~h (~ C£ll~E!i£n of 

Explications on the Doctrine of the Mean) and the Ming-tao 

chi-chieh (~ Collection of Explications on the Plaints on 

tQ~ TaQ) which he called the Chung-kuo Q~in-hs~~Q Q~i= 

.f~!!3 ~~g=cQia£ (1'Q~ Ess~gce of ,!:ea!:nigg in CQig~ ~nd !he 

Literary Teachings of India) numbering several hundreds of 

thousands of words. He once said: "Since Chuang Chou, 

there has only been Wang Chi [fl. 618],49 YUan Chieh [fl. 

742], 50 Cheng Hou [a man of the Sung dynasty, 960-

1126], 51 and myself." This was his learning. with 

every drunken carousel, he would discourse upon the 

affairs of the wcrld or the differences and 

similarities between Confucianism and Buddhism. Even though 

surrounded and attacked by others, in not one instance did 

he submit. Can there ever again be a person of such talent 

in this world! 

49. TR: Refer to ChUan 196 of the T'ang ~Q~. 

50. TR: Refer to ChUan 143 of the T'ang Shu. 

51. TR: Refer to ChUan 46 of the ~ung-YUag Q~Ueh= 
an. 
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Addendurr:: 
Inscription on the Restoration of the Wall-Gazing Cloister 

Compcsed by 
Li Ch'un-fu, Layman of P'ing-shan 

In the Second Month of the Sixth Year of the Hsing-ting Era 
During the Great Chin Dynasty [i.e., March-April, 1222] 

I, the Layman of P'ing-shan, am the son of a 
Confucian house. When first I learned to read, I 
studied the prose-poem to extend the family 
tradition. I studied the Great Doctrines [i.e., the 
Confucian Classics] to prepare for the examinations. 
I studied the Odes so as to be able to express rr.y 
views. I studied- debate and discourse so as to 
advance my aspirations. I studied ancient letters 
to gain an empty fame. Delighting in historical 
studies, I sought the skills of politics. Deeply 
enamoured of classical studies, I plumbed the 
theories of "nature and principle." By chance, I 
seemed to find in the Arcane Learning what there was 
to be had, and from thence did I enter into the 
study of Buddhism. Studying to reach Buddhahood, to 
the point of understanding that there is nothing 
more in it which can be studied, I learned that the 
Buddha is none other than the Sage, but that a 
"sage" ~~ not necessarily a Buddha. The Western 
Regions have the writings of China, but China 
lacks the writings of the Western Regions. Such is 
the great compassion of our Buddha that he always 
spoke in accordance with reality, producing the most 
subtle t~~ths from the place of luminous 
brightness and discovering the most profound 
principles in the twists and turns of wcrldly 
experience. Yet, the worthy scholars still fear its 
heights and doubt its depths. They slander it as 
heresy and malign it as depravity. How pitiful! In 
the oceanic archives of the Naga Palace there are 
precious folios containing incalculable millions of 

52. TR: "Western Regions" refers to India as the 
origin of Buddhism. 

53. TR: I.e., the pure inner recesses of the 
enlightened mind. 



~ords--they come face-to-face with therr. and yet they 
do net see; they may lay eyes u~on them and yet 
they do not understand. Moreover, for many 
centuries the old masters and former worthies--each 
holding fast to his own viewpoint--have torn asunder 
the tenets and vehicles and scattered them in 
commentaries. Our Buddha's meanings are dragged in 
the dirt. How sad it all is! 

In the p'u-t'ung era [520-527] of the Liang Dynasty, 
the Great ~aster Bodhidharma came frem the West. 
Alone he proclaimed the purport of the "special 
transmissions outside the teachings." But what else 
is there to be transmi tted apart from our Buddha's 
teaching? Surely, it is not mired in names and 
features! A true transmission of the teachings that 
was not a "special transmission"--that would be like 
elegant musi(" without a basic key; there could be no 
melody. Or like a grand mansion without a master; 
one would not know where the entrance was. Since 
the Master's arrival his descendants have spread 
throughout the world--a numerous and vast profusion 
of scholars, all of them of great brilliance and 
memorable accomplishment. In incisive conversaticns 
and lofty essays, they have straightway forged the 
Buddha mind. Circulating among exegetes and the 
clergy, inundating the learned scholars--their 
esoteric talismans and mystic scripts are beyond 
numbering. Among those who manifest the truth in 
books, there was Ch'ing-liang (Le., Ch'eng Kuan of 
the T' a n g d yn a sty, 6 1 8 - 9 0 7) wit h his Com men t ~!:.y Q n 
the g~a-y~n (i.e., ~l2w~!:. Ga!:.l~nd Sutra"), Kuei
feng with his Annotation of the Yuan-chueh, Wu
chin (Le., Chang-S-han-g--ying-ofthe -Sung - dynasty, 
9 6 0 - 11 2 7) wit h his ~~£l a n a!i:. 0 n 2i the Fa -= h u a , Yin
pin (L e., S u C h ' e, d. 11 1 2) wit h his I n t ~ r £ r e !~ t i Q!!' 
of the Lao Tzu, Chi-fu (Le., Ch'iu K'uei of the 
Sungciynasty,- 960-1127) with his Notes on the Chuang 
T~~, Li Ao (fl. 798) with his E~122~i!ion of the 
Ch~ng.=~~, Hsing-kung (i.e., Wang An-shih, 1021-
1086)) and his son with their Ciscussions of the 
Chou-i, I-ch'uan and his brother-Tr.e~-Ch'eng-~ 
1033-1107 and Ch'eng Hao, 1032-1085) in their 
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54. TR: Kuei-feng of the T'ang dynasty, 618-907, 
was one of the founders of the Hua-yen sect. 



Discourse on the Odes and the Documents, Tung-lai 
TI~e~-L u-T s u - cflT e n-,- :C13 -;r:l.-l-sff- wit h his 
Q i .§.g u i .§. i t.i 0 non !!2~ T s 2.:..§. hi h, W u - k 0 u (i. e ., C han g 
Chiu-ch'eng cf the Sung dynasty, 960-1127) with his 
Discussion of the Analects and his Treatise on Meng
tzu. All of them have prevented the way of the 
Sages from falling into annihilation, expiring into 
vacuity, or being bound to material forms. They 
join together as do tallies, one inside the outer, 
like a continuous scroll. Is this not tr.en 
inspiring--that even a doltish man or foolish woman 
can attain enlightenment with but an instant's 
glance, just as a glimmering lantern can illuminate 
a dark room? The 'Iacist cap and th5 Confucian clog-
beth are thresholds to liberation. 5 And, essays of 
brush and ink can constitute transports of bliss. 
Such was the power of the Master. 

New to these studies, I am ashamed that I have 
nothing to report The Master of the Shao-lin 
Templ~~ Chih Lung,~6 has ordered his attendant Hai
chi n g 7 to i n qui reo f me, P , i n g - s han , ~~ in g 
that the Enlightened Recluse, Wang Chih-fei, and 
the Boshisattva Liu along with his follower Ch'u, 
the Taoist, have repaired the Mien-~i Cloister. On 
the occasion of its cOIr.pletion, it is 
requested that yeu corrrrerrcrate the year and wonth. 
The time was the day before the fifteenth day of 
the first lunar month in the fourth year [i.e., 
1220] of the Hsing-ting reign era [1217-1222] of the 
Great Chin dynasty. As for the rest of this 
pleasurable pursuit, I then washed my hands, 
burned incense, and wrcte a eulogy, which reads as 
follows: 
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55. According to Soothill, p. 413, this refers to 
"the stage of medi tation - characterized by vacui ty and 
absence of perception of wishes." 

56. No further identifying data. 

57. No further identifying data. 

58. No further identifying data. 



The Profound Gate59 not yet revealed; 
The jade chain is overgrown with moss. 
The Spirit Tower bO not yet cleansed; 
The golden ~trror in dust lies buried. 
The iron ox w~1h pierced nose, 
The stone woman with child, 
Who is it that is all-seeing? 

59. TR: I.e., Buddhism. 
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60. TR: A tower allegedly constructed by King Wen 
of the Chou dynasty [circa 1400 B.C.], but also a metaphor 
for the reasoning faculties. 

61. TR: An icon placed on river banks to guard 
against flooding. To pierce its nose, as one would a living 
ox to control it, appears to be an emblem of futility, 
or illusory virtue. 

62. TR: This is a barren woman, and here 
apparently another figure representing futility. 



The First Ancestor63 came from the west64 

His boat traversing a myriad Ii. 
His rr.ind purified as if by ashes. 
After gazing upog a wall for nine years, 
His Buddha-voice 5 became like thunder. 
Not avoiding and yet avoiding. 66 

Not abstaining and yet abstaining. 67 

With one cassock and one almsbowl, 
The five-petaled flower opened wide. 68 

Delivering beatings or making obeisances, 
Delivering rebukes or dancing about; 
Voices rising, falling, eyebrows knitted~9 
Groaning in distress, they take up arms. 
Crying out in joy or in fear, 
Chanting invocaticns or the Buddha's name io Among cypress trees, herb garden railings 
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63. TR: This is the Bodhidharma [flo 
traditionally regarded as the fcunder of 
(Zen) school of Buddhism in Chi~a. 

460-534], 
the Ch 'an 

64. TR: The idea of Bodhidharma "coming from the 
We s t" was use d a s a ~ u n~.!:! ( k <5 ~!!. ) inC h ' ant e a chi n g. 
See Chang ChUng-yuan, Original Teachings of Ch'an Buddhism 
for translations from the Ch'uan-teng-lu, which contains 
phraseology ~sed in this poem. 

65. TR: One of the thirty-two marks of a Buddha. 

66. TR: This refers to the various prohibitions 
pertaining to lay and monastic life. 

67. TR: I.e., to fast. These two lines would 
appear to refer to the so-called non-method of Chanist 
meditation. 

68. TR: This is to obtain enlightenment just 
as the Buddha should be revealed upon the lotus. 

69. TR: 'Ihis is a graphic description of 
Ch 'anist teaching methods. 

70. TR: 'Ihis is an allusion to Tu Fu's poem 
Pin-chih ("The Guest Arrived"). 



The lamp discloses the pillars. 
Effortlessly dra"ing the bow, 71 
Blowing down, or beating a drum. 
Unrestrained in manner and appearance, 
How different in speech! 
From out of vast boundlessness, 
He plucked the primordial core. 
There was that which alone rerr.ained, 
And that which went away, 
Mouth watering and tasty, 
Like the nectar of immcrtality. 
Amiably it entered the bones 
Like the fragrance of jasmine. 
Like producing a key, 
Like bestowing a seal, 
Buddha and the Ocean Treasure House 
Simu72aneously emit their light. 
They rob us of lees and dregs, 
They borrow our chaff and husks, 
To adorn Confucius and Mencius 
To decorate Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu. 
For eighty and four thousand 
Pure and cool the Way beckons, 
Which P'ing-stan has now revealed 
So who will take responsibility for it?73 

71. TR: This refers to teaching skills. 
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72. TR: "They" refers to Confucians and Taoists. 

73. Liu Ch'i's Note: As the number of 
P'ing-shan~ literary pieces transmitted for posterity 
are exceedingly few in number, I have taken this occasion 
to informally supplement the record with the original stele 
inscription as a sample. 
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Lei YUan [flo 1222] of the Hanlin Academy, whose tzu 

was Hsi-yen,74 was a man of Hun-yuan in Ying Chou, the sarr:e 

village as my own, and, moreover, a relative by marriage. 

His father's name was Ssu and his tzu Hsi-chung, who \'vas a 

noted chin-shih and who eventually was named the Associate 

Administrator of the Fiscal Comrr,ission. 75 He wrcte a 

commentary on the 

circulated at the time. Lei was young when his father died, 

and because he was an orphan, he was selected to enter the 

National university.76 He studied day and night without 

rest. Although extremely poor, he paid it no heed. 77 From 

being in the company of Li p'ing-shan, he consequently 

acquired a reputation. He subsequently achieved high 

ranking amcng the examination candidates and was assigned to 

Ching Chou [in rr:odern-day Kansu] as Office Manager. 

74. According to the CQun~~ho~~cgi, 
anether tzu Chi-mo. 

he had 

75. TR: 
Hucker's Official 
Bureaucracy. 

Title is 
Titles 

according to Charles o. 
of the Cgi!le§.~ 1!!!2eEial 

76. TR: This has no basis in actual fact. 

77. According to the Chi!l Sgih, Hsi-yen was Hsi
chung's youngest son bern cf a concubine. At the age of 
three, his father died. Disliked by his brothers, at 
age seven, he became determined to study and enter 
the National University. 
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Eecause of the affair of T'ing-ytl,78 whose tzu was Hsien-

ch'e.n, he almost died. Afterwards, his assignme.nt was 

changed to Tung-p'ing [in modern -day Shantung], then he 

was named Magistrate of Tung-ah [in modern-day Shantung], 

and then he was named Administrative Assistant for 

Surveillance of Hsu-chou. At the end ef the Hsing-ting 

reign era [1217-1222], he was summoned to be an instructor 

in the palace of Prince Ying. 79 Soon thereafter, he 

entered the Hanlin Academy as a provisioner. When he 

was promoted te Investigating Censer, he spcke on the "Five 

Affairs,,80 which was praised in imperial ed i ct. 

Furthermore, in impeaching officials he avoided neither 

nobles nor ministers when he went out to inspect prefectures 

78. TR: Kao T'ing-ytl was falsely accused of 
organizing a rebellion and enlisting members into a 
rebel cabal by his superior military comrr.ander. Alleged 
members, such as Wang Chuan and Lei Hsi-yen, were jailed, 
tortured, cut later released under a general amnesty. 

79. In the Chung-chou-chi, flYing Wang" is written 
"Ching Wang". According to the Chin Shih, he was Shou
ch'un, the second son of the Hst.fan-=tsuri-g-Emr::eror who was 
originally named p'an-tu. In the inaugural year cf the 
Cheng-ta reign era [i.e., 1224] of the Ai-tsung 
Emperor, he was first enfoeffed as the Prince Ching. 
Thus, this must have occurred at the end of the Hsing-ting 
reign era [1217-1222] when he was called Prince, and 
thus the ~hu~g-chou=chi calling him Prince Ching is in 
error. 

80. TR: The "Five Affairs" probably refers to 
having "an attitude ef respect, sincere address, vision, 
attentiveness, and the. pOv,"er of thought" as give.n in the 
"Hung-fan Chapter" in the Shu-chi~.9 (Boo~ Qi H,istQ£Y) or 
simply five important matters. 
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and districts. As a result, he came to have an awesome 

reputation, wherever he went. All people who were guilt~ 

of violence and unlawfulness, he irr.mediately orderedl. 

flogged to death. Because of this, the mean and pett~i 

had cause to seek redress, and he was relieved from duty.81 

Long after this, he was promoted to Erudite of the NationaJ 

University, then Tax Assistant in the Fiscal 

Comrr.ission in the Southern Capital, and he was next 

transferred to the Hanlin Academy as a senior compiler. One 

night he suddenly died; this was at the age of 

forty-eight. 82 Master Lei, broad in learning, possessedl 

a noble character. His sole model for writing was Ham 

Ch'ang-li (i.e., Han Yti, 768-824) and he wa£; 

especially proficient in narrative writing. His poetry 

represented a mixture of "slopes and ravines,,83 and he was 

81. When Yfian was in Ts'ai-chou, he had five hundrem 
persons caned. This was referred to as the "Lei-Half
Thousand" incident. It was at this tilToe that people sought 
his relief and transfer. 

82. According to the I-shan-chi, the "Eulogy feT 
Hsi-yen" states forty-six years. The basic biography in 
the ~gin ~gih also states forty-eight in agreement 
with the Kuei~ch'ien~~hig. The burial inscription 
dedicated to Lei Hsi-yUan by YUan Hao-wen reads that h~ 
died at forty-six differing from the Kuei-ch'ien-chih. 

83. TR: "Slopes and ravines" refers to Su Tung
p'o and Huang T'ing-chien (1045-1105). 
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of the novel and the heterodox. He enjoyed ccllecting 

calligraphy and paintings, the inscriptions and 

ca rv ing s of the ancien ts, an d the stores in hi s home were 

truly rich. He enjcyed making acquaintances and 

whenever he met noted scholars, whether on the path of 

wealth and position or commoner, all came and went 

[through his gate]. When he was at home, the learned 

masters of the capital crowded his gate as guests, and none 

were ever turned away. Younger scholars considered it an 

honor to be evaluated by him. Although his family was net 

excessively wealthy, he entertained honored guests with an 

overgenerous 1 iberal ity. When he became an official, he 

took pleasure in establishing a name for himself. After he 

obtained his degree, he was appointed Magistrate of 

Sui-p'ing [in present-day Honan] and the entire district was 

thrown into alarm. Because he cnce had an important 

prefectural official flogged and ignored a summons from 

the prefect, he was dismissed. Later, wherever he held 

office, he immediately gained a notcriety. And then, 

because of this, his career did not advance, although 

scholarly opinion never failed to support him. He once 

wrote an essay mourning the death of Mister Kao Hsien

ch 'en, and because his words approximated those of the 

ancients, they were spread about at the tirr.e by word of 

mouth. He was expert in the epistolary style; the phrases 
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were simple, yet very literary, and when his friends 

received a letter, they immediately took it to be a valuable 

treasure. When he wrote letters, he could finish several 

tens in a morr.er.t, all of which had a lcvely style. When he 

was in the Hanlin Academy, he advised his friends and 

colleagues of weaknesses In edicts they had drafted on 

behalf of the Emperor. For instance he enjoined Shang Heng 

[d. 1234], whose tzu was P'ing-shu, saying: "Take and 

welcome what leisure you have, but there must also be 

self-restraint in bearing." He enjoined Nieh T'ieh-chi 

[d. 1234], whose tzu was Yuan-chi, saying: "Study can be 

greatly beneficial to man, and it is fitting to be 

industrious in study." When he was young, he wrote the poerr: 

Sung-an ("The Hut in the Pines") which reads: 

Within the hut there lies a recumbent dragon84 

Who surveys the world like some bearded old one. 
Man and Heaven both uphold him, 
And at rr:idnight, he raises u~ the wind and rain. 

Hi s poem Kuo Hu~,:,§.Qa~ hu~i Ch 'en H si.=..Yi ("Cros sing Hu a 

Mountain and Thinking of Ch'en Hsi-yi") reads: 

During the Five Dynasties, 
Heaven and Earth in semi-darkness cast, 

The Master purposely waited in limpid purity. 
Snoring, snoring, fcr fcrty years he did not wake. 
Until, opening his eyes, 

the sun had already risen in the East. 

84. TR: "Recumbent dragon" 
Liang, hero of the Three Kingdoms. 

refers to Chu-ko 
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Al so, the r e was ~~i.:..Yi!29. ( " P 1 u m T r e e S had 0 W ") w hie h 

reads: 

Vimalakirti's85 tiny room, 
as cold as ice, 

One thousand kalpas 86 lonel~gess, 
the 19~p inexhaustible. 

Devakanya spreads her flowers, 
and grieving I cannot sleep. 

Deep at night, her high coiffure 
is a shadowy disarray. 

Everyone passed them around. At first, he was 

a close friend of Li P'ing-shan. Afterwards, Mister Feng 

Shu-hsien (i.e., Feng Fi, died 1234 ?) was his best 

friend. Later, there was Mister Rao Hsien-ch'en (i.e., Rao 

T'ing-ytl). Later still, there were Mister Chao Chou-ch'en 

(i.e. , Chao Ping-wen) and Mi ster Ch 'en Cheng- shu (i.e., 

Ch'en Ruei). Early on, he had been friends with my father 

when they were classmates in the village school. Later, 

they were together at the National University, and in 

court. When father died, Mister [Lei] sent an elegiac 

85. TR: "Vimalakirti" is the layman 
protagonist of the Vimalakirti, the Mahayana text which 
with the Lot,!!s Sut.!:~ has been the source of inspiration to 
the Chinese Buddhist. Vimalakirti was a layman rich and 
powerful, but also a faithful disciple of the Buddha, a 
role figure appealing to the Chinese elite. 

86. TR: The kalpa is the Buddhist epoch. 

87. TR: The "inexhaustible lamp" is the solitary 
lamp that lights all other other lamps, i.e. enlightenment. 

88. TR: "Devakanya" is a Buddhist goddess or 
apsara. 
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poem which reads [in part]: 

In village school with sleeves entwined, 
we intoned our lessons in the springtime. 

We shared a pallet on the way to tests, 
and, then at night, talked of aspirations. 

Because of this, I asked him for a eulogy for my father. At 

the present time, my home has many of Mister Lei's writings 

and letters. He was fond of drink and food; but89 never did 

I see him intoxicated. Drinking leisurely, he wculd discuss 

events of the day. Although he stammered, he was skilled in 

debate and endlessly surprising. He was truly a ncble 

gentleman and scholar. 

Sung Chiu-chia [flo 1213] of the Hanlin Acaderry, 

whose tzu was Fei-ch'ing, was a Hsia Chin [in present-day 

Hopei] rr.an. When young, he went to the National 

University where his lyrics and prose-poems were well-

known. From the time when he began to associate with p'ing-

shan, his study and writing had a unique air. He was of 

the same caliber as Lei Hsi-y~an and Li T'ien-ying. 

Early in the Chih-ning reign era [circa 1213], he was 

chosen as the top of the examination candidates, and 

successivly held the position of magistrate in fcur 

counties of Kuan-chung, 9 a for which he was judged capabl e 

89. "But" amended according to the Ming edition. 

90. According to the Chin Shih, these western 
counties were Lan Tien, Kao Ling~Fu Feng, and San Shui. 
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[i.e., his merit rating as an official] and was summoned to 

the capital as a supplementary official in the Secretariat. 

Because of the jealousy of the managers, he sought to 

resign. Instead, he was made a secretary in the office of 

the Guard Commander of Yen-an prefecture, then he was made 

an official in Registry, and then he was summoned tc serve 

as Right Commissioner of the Touring Brokerage in the 

Southern Capital. His manner was manifestly good, 

but because he was unable to serve the powerful and 

influentia 1, he resigned from office. Soon he entered the 

Hanlin Academy as Provisioner. After suffering a stroke, 

he was released from duty and departed. During the 

disorders, he returned to the North and, en route, sickened 

and died. 91 In age, he was not even fifty and all the 

scholars regretted his dying. 

As a perscn, Fei-ch'ing was constant and 

firm, magnanimous 92 but not social-minded. He was capable 

in government and capable in letters. Indeed, he was the 

hope of his generation, but unfortunately, in the prime of 

life he took sick and passed away. Alas! When he was 

91. According to the Chung-chou-chi, it reads that 
it was in the middle of the Cheng-ta reign era [1224-
1232] that he became sick, lost his voice, retired, and 
died during the the calamities of the year Kuei-ssu [Le., 
1233] . 

92. "Magnanimous" revised from "heroic" 
according to the Ming edition and the Ch~-chen-pen. 
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first ordered to the Southern Capital, P'ing-shan was also 

there and, ir.variably, I accompanied hirr everywhere. 

After the disorder, I took residence at the Inn of the 

Eight Immortals and was in close touch with Fei-ch'ing. We 

saw each other daily and com~csed rratching poems. His poerrs 

are still to be found in my satchel. In his youth, he 

wrote T'ai.:...EQ fan-yt.l.eh t'u ("A Caption to a Painting of Li 

Po Floating Under the Moon") which reads: 

The moon's reflection in t~~ river, 
all in a single grasp. 

A cup of wine in the boat, 
all consumed in a single draft. 

Deep at night the wind and dew 
spot a palace gown. 

'Twixt heaven and earth, 
there is but one Li Po. 

One can see on reflection the spirit of his ideas. In his 

diction there is the' simplici ty of the ancients and his 

T'ang). What a pi ty that because of the demands of 

bureaucratic routine he did not write more. By nature he 

did not like Buddhism, and even though he was an 

associate of p'ing-shan's, he often debated the matter with 

him. When he was in the Kuan-chung region, as Yang 

Huan-jan94 had come up to take the examinations, he wrote 

93. TR: This is an allusion to the legend of 
Li Po having drowned while trying to embrace the 
reflection of the moon upon the water. 

94. I.e., Yang Huan. 
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a letter to P'ing-shan recommending him, which said: 

flHuan-jan, an excellent scholar, comes tc visit you, my 

Elder Brother (i.e., Li P'ing-shan). Take care that because 

of your belief in Buddhism and Lac Tzu, you do not insult 

him. fl9S P'ing-shan took it to show his friends so that they 

might have a laugh. Afterwards, he traveled west and I saw 

him off with an essay discussing fully his unreserved 

defense of The way. Now, this man is dead. Could one indeed 

see again such a scholar, so err.inent and unique?96 

9S. These two phrases a~pear to have some omissions. 

96. According to the Chung-chou-chi, Fei-ch'ing 
did not take pleasure in Buddhism. He, himself, said 
throughout his life that he had but three dislikes: 
First, a dislike of Buddhist and Taoist theories that had 
not been expressed before Confucius; second, a dislike of 
scholars who indulged in the translation of Buddhist 
sutras; third, a dislike of great talent used only in 
the attack of heterodoxy. His T'i lien-she t'u ("A 
Caption on a Picture of the Lotus Altar~reads:----

ThEre is only Yfian-ming (i.e., T'ao Ch'ien), 
Who may not be converted [i.e., to Buddhism]. 

And, this was in reference to himself. 
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Chtlan 2 

Li Ching [flo 1214], whose tzu was T'ien-ying, was 

a Chin-chou man. As a young man, he posessed an 

extraordinary ta lent. When he entered the Na tiona I 

University, (Li) P'ing-shan, looking at his poetry, said: 

"Truly, this is the T'ai-po (i.e., Li Po) for this 

generation." He praised him greatly among all the lords 

and scholars and, for this reascn, his name caused great 

excitement. His calligraphy also surpassed that of other 

people's. He repeatedly attempted the examinations but 

without success, so he ~ut off his gown and returned home. 

After the Crossing Over to the South, the military 

commander of his village sent a memorial to the Court. 

The great officials recognized it, saying: "This is T'ien

ying's brush." Considering his mi Ii tary achievements, the 

Court then appointed him prefect of his prefecture. 

Afterwards, it is not known what became of him. T'ien-ying 

suffered great hardships for the sake of ~cetry. He 

delighted in producing strange phraseology, did nct imitate 

his predecesscrs, and with respect tc subtlety, there was 

not a person who could equal him. He styled himself 

Wu-ch'en tao-jen ("The Immortal Taoist"). 
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The T'i t'ai-c.!:!~Q t'u l ("A Caption on a PaintiJ:g 

of the Consort Yang") reads [in part]: 

I would bow to you, Milord, 
but have not yet done so. 

The blossoms on the branch are listless, 
shamed by the East Wind. 

Also, the Yeh-yu ("Nocturnal Rain") reads [in part]: 

Lantern f ires in a myri ad hCIT:es 
at night, 

Soughing, soughing, scunds 
slip beneath the curtains. 

The Wan-wang ("Evening Prospect") reads [in part]: 

The evening sun, an eye at a myriad Ii, 
And a man stands in Autumn gold. 

The Yeh-ch'i ("A Nocturnal Rising") reads [in part]: 

Al so, 

At midnight, there is r.o IToocn for having; 
The Milky Way is void of heavenly bodies. 

the Pu..:.yun i ("Memories of Cloud-walking") reads 

[in part]: 

A prospect seen sliced through the K'un-lun2 heart, 
The sun sets midst the mist and trees. 

There is also a tetrasyllabic poem which reads: 

The old peak presses up against the clouds 
And stands upright to retain its glory. 
The forest darkling in fine rain, 
Greens, greens with jade contend. 
A false light fills the mirror, 
As nocturnal vapors turn to day. 

1. TR: "T'ai-chen" refers to Yang Kuei-fei who was 
the fabled, ill-fated consort of the HsUan-tsung Emperor 
[r. 712-756] of the T'ang dynasty. 

2. TR: The Kunlun Mountain Range on the northern 
border of Tibet. 
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These were the styles of his poetry. 

Chang Ch~eh [fl. 1200], whose tzu was Po-y~, was 

a Hsa-chou man. Po-ying, Commissioner of the Grain 

transport, was his older brother. When young, he had an 

extraordinary talent. He had a handsome, robust 

appearance with his beard groomed neatly down to his 

stomach. As a person, he was noble in character, could not 

be restrained, and was quite an unusual character. When he 

first entered the National University, he had already 

acquired some renown. From the time when he joined the 

circle of (Li) P'ing-shan, he became good friends with Lei 

(Hsi-yen), Li (Ch'ang-ytlan), other notables, and rry father. 

He was refined and manifested an air of chivalrous purpose; 

he did not think of himself as second to anyone. Taking 

the examinations repeatedly without success, he 

subsequently gave up any plans for the civil service. He 

lived in Yen City of Hsu Prefecture [in modern-day Honan 

Province, Hs~-ch'ang District] where there were gardens, 

parks, fields, and homes that were truly resplendent. 

Everyday, he oversaw his nephews in their work, and for 

himself, taking to poetry and wine for release, he becarr.e 

the leader of the heroes in the western prefectures. All 

the local officials sent their respects and deferred to 

him. He delighted in praising other people's good pcints, 
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and if any of his friends met tragedy or hardship, he 

exerted hirrself to the utmost to assist them. Among thE 

commoners, there were a few who did not come up to his 

expectaticns, and he thereupon upbraided them with 

scoldings. He was more than forty years of age and had 

not married, but he had a ccncubine. As she had committed 

some small offense, he took up a metal staff and killed 

her. Once, when dressed in purple silks and furs, seated 

half-drunk in a hall, people looked upon him as some kind of 

divine being. When he reached the point when he was relaxed 

and tipsy with drink, he would pullout paper and set to 

with brush. Frequently, his poems were imbued with the 

language of the heavenly immortals. Afterwards, he became 

sick with a cancer of the brain and died. He was not yet 

fifty years of age. Ma Chiu-ch'ou, whose tzu was Chih-chi, 

wrote a eulogy for him in which he described his perscnality 

in outline. There was a time in his youth when he was 

drinking with (Li) P'ing-shan in Yen Market [in modern-day 

Hopei] and wrote a poem which reads: 

Drinking everyday in Yen Market, 
Everyone kncws of Chang the Bearded One. 
Over West r~ountain, comes the night; 
I drink wine without getting off my ass. 3 

Also, there is one which reads: 

3. TR: No pun intended in criginal. 



Yesterday, I climbed the high tower, 
And West Mountain was a heap of shimmering green. 
Today, I clirr.bed the high tower 4 

And West Mountain was like deag ashes. 
I thought again of p'ing-shan, now grown old, 
Who indulged his hunger for West Mountain range. 
Once sated of West Mountain's delights, 
The high tower is a deserted mountain top. 
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Also, there is the prose-J;:oem Ku-ching ("An Ancient Mirror") 

which reads [in part]: 

A merry mien in an ancient mirror, as if lacquer black; 
Embroidered finery, scale encrusted, in Autumn rain and damp. 

People thought that he was no less the equal of Li 

Ch'ang-chi. 6 

Chou Ssu-ming, whose tzu was Hui-chih, was a 

Chen-ting man. His uncle Ang, whose tzu was Te-ch'ing, was 

a noted scholar. His literary work had the air of great 

authority and was praised by the scholars of his time. (Li) 

p'ing-shan liked his work the most. Once, he said: "A 

person of Te-ch'ing's moral rectitude and profound learning 
-

truly ranks in the class of Han (YO) and Ou (-yang Hsiu, 

1007-1072).11 As a person, Hui-chih had learning but 

4. According to the ~ing Edition and the Chll-chen-
12~!l , t his ph r a sew a s 0 rig ina 1 1 Y w r itt en: " T his eve n i n 9 I 
climbed West Tower." 

5. TR: This is Li P'ing-shan or Li Ch'un-fu. 

6. "Li Ch 'ang-chi" according to the ~ing edition 
and the C h 0 - c h en -12~ n was 0 rig in a 11 y w r itt en as" L i 
Ch'ang-yt1an". Huang P'i-lieh and Shih Kuo-ch'i's 
Ccllation states that "written as Chi is correct. " 
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was strong ln discourse. He styled himself Fang-weng 

(Le., "The Dissolute Old Man"). Once (Li) P'ing-shan 

and he had com po sed the C h .§.!:!..:. t sa!:!. (" A n E x ami nat ion in to 

Truth"), he consorted with the likes of Lei (Yuan), Sung 

(Chiu-chia), Chang (Chueh), and Li (Ching). After he 

passed the examinations with my father, he followed his 

younger uncle on campaign to the North. They were with 

the army when it was defeated and father and son were both 

executed by hanging. Hui-chih wrote the preface to (Li) 

P'ing-shan's ~hui-t'a!:!. ("Repetitions"). (Li) P'ing-shan's 

Sung Li T'ien-ying ("Seeing Off Li T'ien-ying") reads: 

Bearded Chang,7 was from the first a dragon among men, 
Rejoicing as the hawk wheeling in the autumn sky. 
Raging as a marvelous beast uprooting withered pine,8 
Still showing up shortcomings, admonishing all the 

while. 
Bottomless tag of wisdom, his eyes like moens, 
Lop off his head, he'd not submit, his face like iron. 
One argument not yet done, another would begin, 
Fierce foes, face to face, would loudly shout. 
Two heroes ef a similar fate now yeked together, 
P'ing-shan must simply run up the white flag 
How ceuld I have known there was an Ah-ying?~ 
Ah-ying uniquely em\~ent, scholar of the world. 
As the immortal Che collapsed in drink, ne~r to die, 
At the time, you borrowed tricks to attack the other 

two. 

7. TR: I.e., Chang Chfieh. 

8. Note that the two ju (or "as) characters in 
another edition are both written as shih (or "when"). 

9. TR: I.e., Li T'ien-ying. 

10. TR: I.e., an immortal such as Li Po. 
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From this poem one can imagine what kind of men these three 

were. ll 

Wang Ch'llan, whose t~u was Shih-heng, was a Chen

ting [in modern-day Hopei] man. He had another name, Chih

ch'i. He followed (Li) P'ing-sl:an as a companion and 

P'ing-shan praised him. As a person, he was 

reckless and unrestrained. He was fond of henor and 

rank. He was broad in learning and there was nothing he 

had not read. When drunk, he would burst into song so 

that people thought him mad. (Li) P'ing-shan wrote the 

K 'u~n9..=~he!! tsan ("In Praise of Ardor fer the Truth") for 

him. He and my father were ~hi!!.=~hih of the same year. 

However, in his official career, he suffered a series of 

unfortunate delays. It was later that he was summoned to 

the court to serve as a ministry official. Shortly 

thereafter, he was appointed to a district magistracy but 

did not ge. He had his home in Lu-shan [a district in 

modern-day Honan], where he was insulted by a clerk of the 

county. Enraged and humiliated, he became sick and died. 

11. TR: I.e., Li Ching, Chang Chlleh, and Chou Ssu-
mingo 
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At the beginning of the Chen-yu reign era [1213-1217] my 

father teok tr.e position of secretary12 at Hsu-chou. P'ing

shan, the two Changs, Po-ying and Po-yu, Lei (YUan), 

Wei (Chi), and all the notables were there with him. 

Daily, they would meet and drink for their amusement. 

Unexpectedly, Lord Kae Hsien-ch'en, who was then [i.e., 

1213] on a trip to Honan, arrived and all the notables 

came tc call on him. When night fell, only (Lei) Hsi-yen 

and (Wang) Shih-heng remained as guests. Kao then 

departed and shortly thereafter was falsely accused of 

heterodox ideas by his superior military commander and he 

and his collaborators were arrested. An imperial warrant 

was sent to Ying-eh 'uan [in 

prefecture] to arrest the two 

and (Wang) Shih-heng, who were 

for irr.prisonment, where they 

modern-day K'ai-feng 

masters, (Lei) Hsi-yen 

led in chains to Lo-yang 

suffered greatly under 

torture. After a time, there was an amnesty and they were 

then released. Nevertheless, it was for this reason that 

(Wang) Shih-heng had no desire for advancement in an 

official career. 

Ma Chiu-ch 'ou, whose tzu was Chih-chi and whese 

original name was Wen-ch 'un, was an I-chou 

12. TR: Probably an unofficial position. 
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[in modern-day Hopei province] man. 13 He was a bright and 

clever ycuth, and he was skilled in cursive writin g.l 4 He 

was able to compose poetry and was regarded as a divine 

youth. When he grew up, he entered the National 

University. He drove himself with a diligence and arduous 

application that was known to Chac Hsien-hsien and Li 

P'ing-shan. After the Crossing Over to the South, he lived 

between Yen [a district in modern-day Honan province] and 

Ts'ai [also a district in south central Honan province]. 

He entered Hsi-shan in Sui-p'ing [a city south of Yen and 

west of Ts'ai] to study as the learning ln the 

commentaries there was extremely refined. At the end 

of the Hsing-ting reign era [1217-1222], he took 

the exarr.i na tions in K 'ai-feng Prefecture and earned a 

position on the second list for the lyrics and prose-poem 

and a first for the commentary on the classics. Again, 

he attempted the exami.nations in the Southern Capi ta I 

and repeated his success. His renown and praise cat:sed 

great excitement, and in the Southern Capital women and 

small children all knew his name. When he went up for the 

13. According to the Chun~~ho~-chi, he was a Mo
chou man. 

14. According to the Chin Shih, when he was three 
yea r s c fag e, he kn e w c h a r act erS:- W hen hew ass even year s 
of age, he was able to write in cursive writing executing 
large characters, some up to several feet in size. 
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palace examinations,15 he inadvertently16 failed and 

scholars spoke cf him with pity. Immediately thereafter, he 

withdrew to live in seclusion with no intention of retaking 

the exarrinaticns. At the beginning of the Cheng-ta reign 

era [1224-1232], his students Wang Yueh [fl. 1224] and War.g 

Ts'ai-ling [f 1. 1224 ] both r:;assed the chin-shih 

examinations. [When they were presented in imperial 

audier.ce to the Emperor,] the Emr:;eror was surprised at their 

youth and questioned them, thus learning that Ma Chiu-ch'ou 

was their teacher. Courtiers said Ma was a genius, and 

Manager of Governmental Affairs, the honorable Hou Chih, and 

Hanlin Academician, the honorable Chac Ping-wen, 

both recommended him. By special proclamation, Ma was 

bestowed the honor of becorring a ohin-shih. 17 Because 

he took sick, he did not accept office and asked 

permission to return home. When his sickness passed, he 

proceeded to his assignment as the Great Supplicator in the 

Court of Imperial Sacrifices. Shortly thereafter, he 

15. According to Huang P'i-lieh and Shih 
Kuo-ch'i's Collation, in the ~ha!!9. edition there is no 
character for-ilexamin aticn". 

16. According to Huang P'i-lieh and Shih 
K u 0 - c h 'i 's ColI a t ion, the f..h~!!9. e d i t ion s tat est hat " h e 
inadvertently failed" is written "he was queried 
inadvertently". 

17. He was on the sarre list as Ltl Ya. 
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entered the Hanlin Academy, but again because of illness 

he de~arted for his home in Yen. After some time, 

northern troops entered Honan.l 8 Taking his wife and 

children, Chih-chi went into the Ch'ueh Mountains to 

escape the disorder. Afterwards, they emerged and were 

captured by the scldiers. They were taken to the 

northern frontier 19 and on arriving at Kuang-p'ing, 

Chih-chi took ill and died. 20 As a person, Chih-chi was 

resolute but poor. Although his ho~e was im~overished, 

he did not unrestrainedly seek help cut, on the contrary, 

followed the Tao strictly. He was by nature narrow in his 

interests. When he was with acquaintances, seldom did 

he fail to become dissatisfied, and he would abruptly 

become enraged and de~art. He was the obstinate one 

among these scholars. At the outset, he studied the 

comrr.entaries on the (The Book of 

18. This was at the beginning year cf the T'ien
hsing reign era, i.e., 1232. 

19. "Border" according to Huang p'i-lieh and Shih 
Kuo-c h'i ~ s Colla tiQ!:! is mi staken 1 y given in the Ch~!:!..9. 
edi tion as "removed to the". 

20. According to the fhiQ=~gig, he died at 
the age of fifty-nine. 
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Afterwards, he delighted in Shao Yao-fu's21 ~~~~~~ni shu 

(The Supreme Principles Governing !he ~orld) and because of 

it studied mathematics. He also delighted in the arts of 

divination and astral ccm~utation. Late in life, he took 

great delight in medicine and the company of the ncted 

medical practitioner Chang Tzu-ho [fl. 1222], exhausting 

all the records of his study. As for his literary 

accom~lishments, they were elegant, fine, and cleverly 

constructed. His poetry ~as exceptionally vigorous and, in 

the aspect of subtlety, was like the poets cf the T'ang. 

Once he ccm~osed two poems to the title T'o~~ku~ng~~ni~g 

("A Rhyme Inscribed upon a TransFarent 

Mirror,,)22 and peo~le competed in passing them around and 

making copies. AfterwarCE:, in order to avoid the 

possibility of vilification and in fear of the taboos of 

the time, he did not compose ~oetry and became increasingly 

immersed in the study of the I-ching. He was acquainted 

with Chang Po-yu, Sung Fei-ch'ing, Lei Hsi-yen, Li 

Ch'in-shu, and my father. When my father first took up 

his duties as Magistrate of Yen City, he participated daily 

in singing and drinking with friends. 

Shao 
2 1. T R : '1' hen 0 ted 

Yung [1011-1077]. 
Sung 

After~ards, Chih-chi 

dynasty philoso~her 

22. TR: 'These twc poems are recorded in the fh~~g.:. 
chou-chi. 
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took the examinations. Further, Wang Ts'ung-chih and Li 

Chih-ch'un of the Hanlin Acadewy acted as the comrr.issioners. 

As they were both involved in reading the essays of the 

candidates, they saw that one amcng them had a vigorcus 

beauty. They said to each other: "This must be Chih-chL" 

Consequently, they selected him as the tcp graduate. 

As such, the learned gentlemen even congratulated themselves 

on obtaining a bright scholar. In his later years,23 his 

best friend was Chao Hsien-hsien, who wrote the ~oem 

chun, with Intrcduction"). 

Hsin Yuan, whose tzu was Ching-chih, was a Honan 

man. 24 He styled himself Nu-chi yeh-jen (Le., "The Rustic 

of Nu-chi,,)25 and also Hsi-nan shih-lao ("The Old Poet of 

Hsi-nan"). When a youth, he was ebsessed with books, studied 

diligently, and lived fer several years in poverty; because 

of this, there were none of the Six Classics nor of the 

Hundred Schools that he did not thoroughly comprehend. He 

delighted in composing poetry and was exce~tionally expert 

23. "In his later years" acccrding to the ~ing 
edition is revised from "in the last stage of life". 

24. According to the fhin=~hih, he was a Fu-ch'ang 
man. 

25. TR: Nu-chi refers to a mountain in Hsuan-yang 
county, Honan province. 
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in the pentasyllabic form. People cor.sidered that he had 

mastered the technique of pcetic expression of Shao-ling. 26 

Throughout his life, he did not have any intention of taking 

the examinations and, morecver, did not once call upon 

teachers in the capital city. Tc the end, he remained a 

retired scholar in Chung-chou [a regicn in Honan]. As a 

person, he was simple and old-fashicned, untutcred in the 

affairs of the world, and he went about in herrr sash and 

straw sandals. At times he wculd read books while lear.ing 

on his staff, not paying attention to mer. in the market 

who were startled by him. Once he addressed Wang Yu, 

whose tzu was Fei-po [d. 1234], saying: 

That which the world craves is to be a 
king or marquis, a general or minister, and were 
it not something to be avcided, the Sage would 
also have it. Were possessing it not in accord 
with the Way, or being given it, if one could not 
fulfill one's ambitions, that would be like 
wantir.g to take a bath by lying down in a privy. 
These words may ce difficult for others to hear, 
but you shculd attest to them. 

In this, one may perceive his aspirations and interests. At 

the beginning of the Chen-yu reign era [circa 1213], my 

father was the Magistrate of Ch'ang-kc [in moderr.-day Honan 

province]. Although Ching-chih was not acquainted with my 

father, hearing his name, he carne to call and they 

26. TR: "Shao-ling" refers to Tu Fu of the T'ang. 
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got along well together. At parting, my father liberally 

bestowed gifts on Ching-chih, who en returning horr.e bought 

an oxen so that his scn could plough and till to s~pport 

them. He lived belovv Nu-chi Mountain and going back and 

forth between Ch~ng-shui [in modern-day HonanJ and Yung-

ning [a common I;>lacename probab ly in modern-day Honan J, he 

occupied himself by chanting and reciting. Grea t lords of 

the Court ~ished tc wake contact with him but could not. 

During the Cheng-ta reign era [1224-1232J, my father was 

Magistrate at Yeh [in modern-day Henan provinceJ and 

Ching-chih again carne to visit. Afterv;ards, he 

returned to the Lo(-yang) area, became ill, and died. 

Of his verses, there are several thousands of poems. He 

customarily carried them in a sack on his walks. Of his 

elegant verses,27 there is one which reads [in partJ: 

The courtyard, still and broad, stays the moon; 
Across the vvindcw void, there goes a cloud. 

There is also: 

The oricle, carrying evening's colers in its beak, 
sings within the deep vvoods. 

The swallow, stealing Spring clcuds away, 
slips into a short wall. 

27. TR: 'Ihis is actually a couplet. 
part of the complete poem is cited here. 

Hence, only 



Also, 

Also, 

Upon the waves, the bright rr.oon shimmers, 
a floating metal mirror. 

Mountain peaks cut off st~B splendor, 
severing Jade String. 

Chi Mountain 29 and Yin River303tn Spring breezes, 
I call upon Fu Chao and Hsu Yu to come share a cup. 

Also, 

Huang and Ch'i 32 soon ~ill come and be a friend tc Han; 
Fu Chao and Hsu Yu could never be ministers to T'ang. 

Truly, these are a retired scholar's poems. 
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28. TR: "Jade String" refers to the stars T'ai-i 
and T'ien-i north of the fifth star in the constellation 
Ursa Major. 

29. TR: In various locale-s in Shantung, Hopei, and 
Shansi but refers to the place where Hsu Yu was supposed to 
have retired according to legend. 

30. TR: In modern-day Hopei province. 

31. TR: Fu Ch'ao and Hs~ Yu were high 
who served the legendary emperor Yao [circa 
B.C.]. 

ministers 
2357-2255 

32. TR: nsia Huang and Ch'i Li were twc of the 
fcur elders who sought refuge in the Shang ~ountains in 
Shensi province at the end cf the Ch'in dynasty [221-207 
B.C.] • 
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Chao I-lu, whose !~~ was I-chih, was a Hsin-chou 

man. As a youtr., he passed the juvenile candidates 

examinations. When he reached manhood, he became ill and 

lost his eyesight. He styled himself the Yu-hsien chu-shih 

("The Rec 1 use of the Pavi 1 ion of Stupidity"). He pcssessed 

a high talent and was skilled in f:oetry. The books which 

he studied ~ere only these ~hich he had not forgctten frcm 

his youtr.. He lived at the foct of West Mountain and 

took up the chanting of poetry for his only pleasure. 

There were no noted scholars who did not share his company. 

Chao, Li, and all the notables took serious note of him. 

(Li) P'ing-shan once composed the pc E. IT. Yu-hsien ("The 

Pavilion of Stupidity") which reads [in part]: 

Al thougr. I r:avE eyes, I can not ccn.p2r:e 
with he who has none; 

How can I become as stupid as 
"Pavilion of Stupidity"? 

Later, he took sick and died, there was a Yu-hsien chi 

("The Ccllected Works of Pavilion of Stupidity"). His 

T 'i S~~.9.-=yan.9. ~~~i-yin t 'u ("A Caption on a 

Returning into Obscurity at Sung-yang") 3 3 reads: 

Picture cf 

33. 
slopes of 
Mountain" ) . 

One source gives 
Sung Mountain") 

Sung-yang (i.e., "the southern 
as Sung Shan (i.e., "Sung 



Wind and mist o'er a ~5riad ch'ing,34 
one thatched hut; 

Hill and gcrge in solemn dignity can overawe 
a corrrr.cns. 

Quitely alluring,36 the cloudy mountains, 
three rabbit dens. 

Whirling, whirling, the wind in trees, 
a turtledove nest. 

From the start, 
there was nc taking and no giving, 

But to go fishing cr wood-gathering 
by myself. 

Thirty and six, 
the rnc~ntain peaks are cbicured. 

I would fcllcw ycu, rr.ilord, 
no need tc becken. 
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The E~D..9. !:!.§.i.D. f.i!i.D..9. - c h i.i! (" See i r. g 0 f f H sin Chi n g -

chih") reads: 

man. 37 

Long did Li Po bestride 
the great Leviathon; 

Five hundre~ years later, 
(Li) Chih-ch'un was born. 

Shih Hsueh, whose tzu was Hsueh-yu, was a Honan 

Cf three older a~d younger brothers, the oldest was 

34. TR: A unit of square rreaE~rerrent equivale~t tc 
a hundred mou (Le., ar:;prcxirr.ately 15.13 acres). 

35. "One thatched hut" 
written as "ten thatched huts". 

in one source is 

36. "Quietly alluring" according to Huang P'i
lieh and Shih Kuo-ch'i's Collation is stated in the 
Chang edition tc be "mysteriously -EiTfuring". 

37. According te the Chung-cheu-chi, he was a Yen-an 
man. 
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Ts 'ai-ch'ang 38 who was also famous. As for Hsueh-yu's 

learning, he was best in history and geography. He was 

skilled in poetry. His quatrains were 

extraordinarily subtle. At the age of fifty, he placed 

first among the examination candidates of the Southern 

Departmen t. 39 After passing a special examination on 

current affairs, he obtained the post of registrar 

of Wu-yang [a common placename but probably in modern-

day Honan], where he earned qui te a reputation for 

admini stra tion. He was next named Magistrate of Lu-shih 

district [in modern-day Honan] but became sick and died. 

At the end of the Hsing-ting reign era [circa 1222], when 

he and I were both examined at court, thus began my 

acquaintance with him. In the middle of the night in the 

examination hall, we would chat until dawn. Afterwards, 

when my father was Magistrate at Yeh, Hsueh-yu again came 

to visit. When my father died, Hsueh-yu sent a poem in 

mourning. Not long afterwards, he also died. Of his 

poem s, there were several hundred, and his Ch'i-hsi 

38. According to Huang p'i-lieh and Shih 
Kuo-ch'i's Collation, this is given as "Ch'ang-ts'ai". 

39. TR: "Southern Department" was another name 
for the Department of Ministries and so-called during the 
T'ang and Sung dynasties as it was located south of the 
i mperia 1 pa lace. 
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("Seventh Night,,)40 reads: 

Draught Ox returns to take its rest 
Heaven's joys and sorrows, too, ali 
The nightmoon leans lightly on 

by Brocade Loom,41 
as a dream. 

unfelt. 
Soughing, soughing, 

Mountain. 

There was also a quatrain: 

one's shoulder, but 

the wind fills the leaves on Li 

By stone wa!~ towers, 
Hacking down the ~~te at night,44 

In this soft, red dust, 
Pressing on and daily coping, 

With a laugh, the Taoist asks 
How anyone can know: 

The clear stream beyond the gate, 
The hill above the roof top. 

There was also the poem K'u P'i!!.9..:.§.ha!!. ("Weeping for Li 

P 'ing-shan") which reads: 

40. TR: "Ch'i-hsi" refers to the "Seventh Day of 
the Seventh Moon" when the constellations of Cowherd and 
Spinning Damsel (i.e., Aquila and Vega) are in conjunction. 

41. TR: See: Waley, Arthur. Th~ BQQk oK Song§., 
pp. 318-320, for an explanation of the Draught Ox, the 
forerunner of the Herdboy, and the Weaving Lady, and the 
legend of the annual reunion as astral dieties. 

42. According to Huang P'i-lieh and Shih Kuo-ch'i's 
Collation, the Chang edition has "under" as "night". 

43. "Hacking" according to the Ming edition is 
given as "slowly wears away". 

44. TR: See the Tso-chuan, Hsiang 23, for the 
story of Tsang Ho of Lu breaking~hrough the barrier at Lu
men Pass. 

45. TR: I.e., the mortal world of illusion. 



Lord Chang 46 has new bei9me 
a man of ~hiu-yuan. 

Master Liang 4 because of war 
now bloods the dust. 

Friends scattered like th~91eaves 
throughout Four Seas, 

White-headed, I lean upon ~O staff 
and cry for Chih-shun. 
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Li Hsien-neng, whose tzu was Ch'in-shu, was a 

Ho-chung man [in former times the administration over what 

is now Yun-ch'i district, Shansi province]. His forebears 

demonstrated merit in war, holding official positions up to 

that of Generalissimo of the Imperial Insignia Guard. At 

that time, people called them the Li's of the Imperial 

Insignia Guard. By then, Ch'in-shu's older and younger 

brothers all had a reputation for literature. His older 

cousin Ch'in-chih, whose tzu was Hsien-ch'ing, was the first 

to succeed in the examinations. Subsequently, Ch'in-shu 

46. TR: I.e., Chang Po-yu, an associate of Fan 
Chung-yen (989-1052). 

47. TR: The name of 
officials in the state of Chin 
period; hence, later a term 
the dead. 

places of burial for high 
during the Warring States 
for burial or the world of 

48. I.e., the father of Liang Chung-ching. 

49. TR: I.e., the world. 

50. TR: I.e., Li p'ing-shan. 
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passed and following this, his second brother 51 Ch'in-jo, 

whose tzu was Hsien -ch 'eng, and his younger cousin 

Ch'in-yung, whose tzu was Hsien-fu, passed. For this 

reason, the Li clan had a hall called the "Hall of Four 

Pillars". Ch'in-shu studied diligently and widely, and there 

was nothing he did not understand. He was especially strong 

in rhymed prose. After the Crossing Over to the South, he 

gained first place in the examinations in the Southern 

Department of State Affairs. Later, he passed the Erudite 

Literature examination. 52 Subsequently, he entered the 

Hanlin Academy as a Provisioner. Having fulfilled the 

requirement of periodic review, he remained in the Academy. 

He was sent out to be Administrative Assistant to the 

Surveillance Commissioner for Li-chou [in modern-day Shensi 

Province]. Later, he reentered the Academy as a Senior 

Compiler. At the end of the Cheng-ta reign era [circa 

1232], he was named Official Administrator for the Military 

Command of Ho-chung. When the northern troops attacked and 

the army was defeated, he fled to Shensi where he became the 

51. According to Huang p'i-lieh and Shih Kuo-ch'i's 
ColI a tion, "second brother" i s given as "01 der cousin". 

52. According to the Chin Shih, there was a special 
award of the chin-shih degree for the lyric and prose-poem 
in the third year of the Chen-yu reign era [1213-1217, i.e., 
1215]. In the examination, he gained a first and an 
excellent in the Erudite Literature Examination, and so 
forth. 
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Official Administrator for Shensi Prefecture. When the 

reign title was changed to T'ien-hsing [circa 1232], Shensi 

fell into disorder and he was killed at the age of forty-

three. As a person, Ch'in-shu was short, dark-

complexioned, and somewhat bearded. He was skilled 

in casual conversation and discourse, and with every 

opportunity, he would talk of the contemporary and the 

classical. The sound of his voice had a clear and bell-

like quality and was pleasant. In his poetry, he aspired 

to the Aires and the Elegantes. 53 In addition, he took an 

intense interest in music and song. In the Hanlin, he 

adapted himself to circumstances with a ready cleverness and 

was distinguished for his propriety. Chao Hsien-hsien and 

Li P'ing-shan once said: "Li Ch'in-shu is naturally 

endowed to be the repository of talent in the Hanlin 

Academy." For this reason, all the notables commended him 

and would not allow his being transferred. Once he 

remarked to someone saying: "When I was young, I dreamed I 

was an official who had reached the fifth degree, but I was 

not even fifty years of age." In the final outcome, it was 

53. TR: I.e., the level of excellence of the 
Feng and Ya sections of the Book of Songs. 
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just as he had said. How extraordinary154 

Chi Yu-hsi, whose !zu was Ching-fu, was a man from 

Lung-shan in Hui-chou [in modern-day Honan province]. At 

the age of nineteen, he was named the outstanding 

candidate at the examinations at Ta-hsing [in Hopei], and 

thus when he entered the National University, he had 

already acquired fame. By the time of the capping 

ceremony, he had passed the chin~shih ~xahlinations with 

a high ranking. He was on the same list with Lei Hsi-yen 

and Sung Fei-ch'ing and they were called good enlistments. 

When Ching-fu entered the officialdom, he was praised for 

his abilities. He handled things with extraordinary 

dispatch, and not even old bureaucrats could come up to 

him. When he first became Assistant Magistrate of Shen-

ch'iu [in modern-day Honan province], as he was still 

young and enjoyed company and drinking, he was consequently 

charged by the magistrate and dismissed from office. Later, 

he was again transferred to K'ao and Che [both in modern-day 

54. According to the Chin Shih, his family had 
formerly been profligate with their properties, exhausting 
them in the disorders during the Chen-yu reign era [1213-
1217]. In the capital city, while he had nothing for his 
own survival, his mother had formerly been unrestrained 
in her extravagance and spendthrift in her own personal 
finances. If Chin-shu could not satisfy her in this 
regard, she would unfailingly scorn him for being niggardly. 
People observed her actions and felt pity for him. But, he 
was not perturbed and people praised him for his virtue and 
filiality. 
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Honan province] as Assistant Magsistrate for both, and 

he earned a reputation for good administration. 

However, because of his former transgression, in the 

final outcome he did not achieve the status of capital 

off icial. The scholars of the Court repeatedly praised 

him, but those in power obstructed his career. When 

taking his leisure, he daily joined the lords at banquet or 

on excursion. After his name was cleared, he was able to 

obtain the position of Assistant Magistrate of Fu-feng. 55 

Later, he moved to Wei-yang [in modern-day Honan province] 

as Office Manager of the Branch Bureau of Military Affairs. 

When the Mo (i.e., "Last") Emperor moved to the East, he 

was selected to serve as a literatus-in-attendance of the 

Hanlin Academy and also Officer Manager of the Department of 

State Affairs. During the rebellion of P'u-ch'a Kuan-nu, 

he and Grand Councilor Li Hsi were murdered. 56 He was 

forty-three old. 57 When young, Ching-fu composed poetry 

and, through arduous application and practice, he became 

55. TR: A common placename probably located in 
modern-day Shensi province. 

56. According to the 
P'u-ch'a Kuan-nu rebellion, 
drowning. 

Chung-chou-chi, 
he committed 

during the 
suicide by 

57. The Ch~~g=chQu-chi also states that he was 
forty-two, differing with what is recorded here in the Kuei
ch'ien-chih. 
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very expert. His painting was also spirited, robust, and 

likable. Among the poems he presented to my father, there 

is one which reads [in part]: 

A patriotic plan of a myriad words, 
I offer to my grieving country; 

Excellent verses numbering a thousand, 
I copy for my sons' lessons. 

Also, there was a lament for my deceased father which reads 

[in part]: 

Great talent from the ancient times 
has lacked high position; 

And as for our Tao, 
who will now take charge? 

Also [in part]: 

Drunk village,58 broad and vast, 
entices one to stay on; 

The official path, steep and rugged, 
requires frequent stops. 

When he heard about the edict ordering the execution of 

Kao-ch'i,59 he wrote Chi Nieh Yuan-chi ("Sent to Nieh 

Yuan-chi") which reads: 

5 8. TR: 
famous essay 
Village"). 

An allusion to Wang Ch'i's 
1. s ' u i .:.1:!.§..i~!!g.:. c h.i (" ARe cor d 

[585?-644] 
of Drunk 

59. TR: Kao-ch'i refers to Chu-hu Kao-ch'i. 
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Opening your letter with delight, I read the writing 
of an old friend. 

This world of poverty and sorrow suddenly disappears. 
They say the Imperial Court has just killed Kuni 
Already known was Heaven's wish to do away with wu. 60 

Two palaces, Sun and Moon, begin enlightenment. 
People of ten thousand states enter on broad vistag1 Do not face Hsin-t'ing to weep a prisoner's tears. 
For the restoration, really, is there only one I-wu?62 

His casual prose was also excellent, and he once composed an 

elegy in honor of my father which Elder Lei Hsi-yen thought 

excellent. 

60. TR: Kun, the father of YU, was unsuccessful in 
taming the floods and was executed by Shun. Wu was one of 
the nations during the Warring Kingdoms which was eventually 
overcome by YUeh. 

61. TR: A metaphor for a sorrowful age from the 
story of scholars who gathered at Hsin-t'ing near Chiang
nang in Kiangsu province in Eastern Chin times to lament the 
passing of the dynasty. Refer to the "Biography of Wang 
Tao" in the Tsin Shu. 

62. TR: I-wu refers to Kuan I-wu, or Kuan Chung, 
faithful minister to Duke Huan of Ch'i during the Spring and 
Autumn period. 
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Wang-wu Chung-tse, who was afterwards named Chung-

tse, was a T'ai-yuan man whose family was held in high 

esteem. When still young, he traveled to the National 

university, and he was well-known for his lyrics and prose 

poems. He was repeatedly successful in the examinations. 

After the Crossing Over to the South, he earned the ~Qin~ 

shih degree. Favored by the generals Ao-t'un Pang-hsien and 

Wan-yen Hsieh-lieh [fl. 1127], he therefore spent much of 

his time with the military. Afterwards, he was appointed as 

Magistrate of Ning-ling [in modern-day Honan province]. 

There were indications of his good administration, and he 

was then made a ministry official. As a result, he went to 

Yang-chou as an envoy to the Sung. His replies were elegant 

and clever and the Sung people thought highly of him. On 

his return, he became an Instructor in the National 

University. Then he served as a registry official in the 

Bureau of Military Affairs. Immediately thereafter he was 

transferred to the post of Office Manager in the Department 

of State Affairs, where he came to be trusted. When the 

reign era changed to T'ien-hsing [circa 1232], he 

accompanied Chih-chan Ho-hsi 63 In raising troops to go to 

63. Referring to "Chih-chan Ho-hsi", Huang p'i-lieh 
and Shih Kuo-chi'i's Collation states that the annals have 
this as "Wan-yen Ssu-wen".---
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the assistance of Wu-hsien64 west of Cheng-chou [in modern-

day Honan]. They encountered northern troops, a great 

battle ensued, and he was killed in the ranks. 65 By nature, 

Chung-tse was bright, clever, and unrestrained. with 

extensive knowledge, there was nothing he could not 

understand. He was excellent in conversation and discourse, 

and would cause those who heard him to forget their fatigue. 

He was expert in the writing of letters and his characters 

and painting were vigorous and beautiful. They had the 

style of the Tsin peoples. He composed poetry and many 

contained excellent phrases. 

("Passing Ying Pavil ion") reads: 

64. TR: Wu-hsien was the Co-administrator of Chen-
ting Prefecture. When Ts'ai province was destroyed, Wu
hsien was killed by the "barbarian troops". He was 
enfoeffed as the Duke Heng-shan. Refer to the Chin ~hiQ 
118. 

65. Note: According to the "Biography of Wan-Yen 
Ssu-lieh" in the Chin Shih, Ssu-lieh was with the 
provisional Departmen~oI MinIstries in Teng-chou and had Wu 
accompany him as Assistant Office Chief and Division Chief 
of the Right and Left. Therefore, Ssu-lieh had left Teng to 
enter the leadership while Wu was with the army. He was 
admonished not to advance impetuously and, soon afterwards, 
was killed by Ssu-lieh. It was afterwards that there was a 
battle and the death in ranks of Ssu-lieh. Thus, it was 
Ssu-lieh, then, whom Wu accompanied and not T~-chia Ho-hsi 
[i.e., Ch'ih-chan Ho-hsi] and this differs with what is here 
in the Kuei-ch'ien-chih. 



West of Nine Peaks 66 collects a band 
of smoke and rosy clouds; 

South, the solitary river gulps 
a plunging torrent flow. 

Singing, drinking, guests6~nd host 
exhaust stone tabl~gs 

While from Ts'ang-chou cg~es a jumble 
of shields and spears. 
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Also, there is the poem Tseng Li Tao-jen ("Presented to Li 

Tao-jen") which reads [in part]: 

Keeping account of my infatuation, youobjecttomy 
vulgarity. 

Wandering free midst clouds and hills, I realize your 
worth. 

Also, there is the poem .xi!!.9.-c!,:!ou !:!~i-hu ("West Lake at 

Ying-chou") which reads [in part]: 

Away with this northerner's three years of sorrow, 
Which mortifies West Lake in this month of May. 

Also, there is the poem .!Su~ 1un.9..:.~~n ("Crossing Dragon 

Gate") : 

The poem done, one great laugh 
Vast, vast Ch'i's breakers roll on ~ast.70 

66. TR: "Nine Peaks" refers to the nine most 
prominent mountains throughout the nine regions of central 
China and, thus, to the heart LU_~~ural China, itself. 

67. TR: I.e., there are no more tablets on which to 
record the poems they have composed. 

68. TR: In modern-day Hopei province. 

69. TR: I.e., the advancing Mongol army. 

70. According to the ~ing edition, this is given 
as: "Vast, vast the flooding waters roll East." 
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Li Fen, whose tz~ was Ch'ang-yuan, was first named 

Jang with the tzu Ching-chih; he was a T'ai-yuan man [in 

modern-day Shansi].71 When he was young, he journeyed to 

Ch'in-chung [in modern-day Shensi]. He delighted in the 

study of historical books and examined the success and 

failure, the order and disorder of ancient and contemporary 

times. Magnanimous, he had an ambition for an official 

career. He was expert in poetry and made a special study of 

the men of the T 'ang. His subtleties were no less than 

those of Li Po or Ts'ui Hao. 72 As a person, he was 

aggressive, reckless, lacking in restraint. He was somewhat 

irritable and easily provoked, and when offended, he would 

suddenly become enraged. Because of this, there were many 

who detested him as a person. Once, he took some writings 

to call upon his honor Hsu Ting [d. 1226], Minister of 

state, but Hsu paid him no courtesy. Afterwards, Ch'ang-

yuan issued a written denunciation fully exposing Hsu's 

transgressions. Hsu was greatly enraged but nevertheless 

condoned it as he was a scholar. During the Yuan-kuang 

reign era [1222-1224], Ch'ang-yuan traveled to Pien-

liang where he took the chin-shih examination but was 

7 1. A c cor din g tot he Chi!:! .§.h. i h, hew a saT 'a i - Y u an, 
P'ing-tsing man. 

72. TR: Ts'ui Hao [d. 754] was a poet and 
contemporary of Li Po of the T'ang dynasty. 



unsuccessful. Nevertheless, his 

excited the people of the capital 
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reputation as a poet 

in a day and all the 

notables recommended him as a copier in the Bureau of 

History. At this time Chao Hsien-hsien was in the Hanlin 

Academy; Lei Hsi-yen and Li Ch'in-shu were both in the 

academy. Ch'ang-yuan often denigrated them and all the 

lords were angered. They were on the verge of 

dismissing him but decided it was not worth the trouble. 

Afterwards, he contracted an eye disease and returned home. 

Again, he entered the Southern Capital, and submitted a 

memorial on current affairs but it was not heeded. He set 

out to visit T'ang and Teng [common placenames probably 

referring to locales in modern-day Honan province] and 

encountered the northern troops as they entered the 

borders. Wu Hsien, the Lord of Heng-shan, appointed him 

Chief Secretary with the army. The Chin state was destroyed 

and Ch'ang-yuan exhorted Wu Hsien to rejoin the Sung. Soon 
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after, he was ki lIed by Hsien's subordinates. 7 3 In age, he 

was not even forty.74 What a shame 75 ! 

73. Note: According to the "Basic Annals of the 
Last Emperor" in the Chin Shih, on the day Ting-ch'ou 
sixth lunar month, of the-inaugural year of the reign era 
T'ien-hsing [Le., 1232], the Lord Heng-shan, Wu Hsien, 
killed Scholar Li Fen. According to his biography in the 
C h ~!:!'.9..:.s:hQ~ chi, Hen g - s han was f ear f u 1 0 f C h 'a n g - y u an's 
speeches and wished to do away with him. [Ch'ang-yuan] 
fled away to hide in Mi-yang but, in the end, was killed 
by him. Then, the one who killed Li Fen was Wu Hsien 
and, here, in the Kuei-ch'ien-chih, the killer's identity is 
obscured as a "subordinate". This varies with both the 
Chin Shih and the biography in the Chung-chou chi. 

74. Note: The basic biography in the Chin Shih 
a g r e e s wit h w hat i s r e cor d e d her e i nth e K u e i - c h 'ien-= c h ih-:
But, the Chung-chou-chi makes record of the-fifty different 
poems in which Li Fen narrated his own story, while in an 
emotive state, and out of these is drawn his statement: "In 
the year Keng-yin [i.e., 1230] of the reign era Cheng-ta 
[1224-1232], I was about to begin my thirty-eighth year." 
On checking what was in the Kuei-ch'ien-chih, Fen died after 
the fall of the Chin dynasty; the Chin fell in the third 
year of the reign era T'ien-hsing [i.e., 1234];there were 
five years from the year Keng-yin [i.e., 1230] of the reign 
era Cheng-ta [1224-1232] from the third year of the reign 
era T' i en - hs in g [i. e., 1 2 34 ] • T h us, Fen's a ge at de a t h was 
therefore forty-three or forty-four. What is here in the 
Kuei-ch'ien-chih and the basic biography, together, state 
that~e--waS-not yet forty and is suspected of being in 
error. 

75. According to the Chin Shih, (Wu) Hsien and 
confidant cum counselor for poli-tIcal-aff-airs Minister Wan
yen Ssu-lieh were not in agreement. He was to some degree 
plotting his own safety. Apprehensive of Fen's talk, he 
wanted to be rid of him. Realizing the dar.ger, Fen fled to 
Mi-yang. Hsien ordered his Commander-in-Chief, Wang Te, to 
pursue and capture him. Being confined to a place called 
Yang-ma-p'ing, he cut off eating and died. 
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During his life, he wrote a great number of poems. But, he 

did not personally gather them into a collection. For 

this reason,76 they were dispersed and lost. His Tsai - kuo 

Ch'ang-an ("Passing by Ch'ang-an Again") reads: 

Lost are returning swallows of Three Guardi~~s Tower,77 
Sadly calls the cuckoo midst Shang-lin's trees and 

flowers. 
Grieving for the times, nought fill my empty hands but 

tears. 
Falli~g ~Bawares before the stone chargers of Shao

llng. 

There was also the quatrain Hsia-ti ("Failing 

Examinations") which reads: 

Study of the sword and scholarly achievement 
are two things refused me. 

r turn back on thirty and four years denied. 
The east wind blows a myriad Ii across my doorstep. 
As of old and the Central Plain, r am but a commoner. 

the 

There was also the poem Chi shih-shih ("Record ing 

Contemporary Affairs") which reads [in part]: 

76. According 
character "for this 
"straw". 

to the ~ing edition, following the 
reason" there is the character 

77. TR: I.e., the three officials who administered 
the metropolitan area of Ch'ang-an after 104 B.C., 
and subsequently the area itself. 

78. TR: Shang-lin was the imperial hunting park in 
Han times. 

79. TR: The name of several imperial tombs, 
including that of T'ang T'ai-tsung on Tsung Mountain. 



Apprehended at Chiu-ch'uan,BO 
the captives s~fe out: 

"All the chieftains cutB~heir faces 
crying f or the Khan." 

lIB 

The poem ~~!!.g .§.Q~o-.§.h.ih ("Gazing at Mount Shao-shih" [in 

modern-day Honan province] reads [in part]: 

Faint shadows quietly settle, 
as the Autumn air grows old; 

A swordpoint lies cross Dipper Handle 
and it is bitter cold. 

The poem Hsia-yeh ("A Summer Night") reads [in part]: 

Crows carrying eventide throw the woods into alarm. 
Fireflies trailing motes of light go in the grassy deep. 

BO. TR: A spring and an administrative district 
in modern-day Kansu province. 

B1. "Chieftains" revised from "hordes collected to" 
according to the Ming edition. 

B2. TR: When the king of the Uighurs Mo-yen
ch'o, who had ascended to suzerainty over the Uighurs in 
747, died, the Uighurs lamenting his death wished to kill 
themselves and follow their Lord and Master in death. 
Mo-yen-ch'o had succeeded his father, established the 
Uighur capital of Karabalghasun, and led the Uighur 
nation into the institutionalization of a prosperous 
and more sedentary commercial society linked with the 
T'ang dynasty. Arguing that the Uighur were culturally 
wedded to the Chinese, the T~ng emperor forbade the Uighur 
committing national suicide but did allow them to mourn by 
slashing their faces and lamenting loudly. From the 
mourning of Mo-yen-ch'o, the Uighurs continued the practice 
of face-slashing and loud lamenting to mourn the passing 
of their chieftain-rulers or Khans. 
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The Kuan-ch 'ueh lou83 ("Stork Tower") reads [in part]: 

A whit]4bird flies to the verge where red trees are 
few, 

Scattered clouds hover over the many jade-green hills. 

His ytleh-f.!:! ("Music Bureau") poems and folksongs were 

especially virile, vigorous, and enjoyable. 

Li Yi, whose tzu was Tzu-ch'ien, afterwards named 

Wu, with the tzu Chi-wu, was a Ch'en-chun [in modern-day 

Honan] man. He came from a military family and was capable 

of diligent and arduous study. He was fond of the study of 

history and investigated successes and failures of good and 

bad rule in ancient and contemporary times. He was 

especially fond of military affairs, and he practised 

military tactics, swordsmanship, and loosing a bow from 

horseback, since he, aspired to worthy fame. He repeatedly 

took the examinations on the lyrics and prose-poems but 

failed. He changed and attempted the chin~shih degree 

on the classics and, again, could not earn it. Afterwards, 

he planned to give up the two disciplines of study and take 

up the military degree in order to advance himself. But, 

83. TR: The "kuan" is variously described as a 
"stork" in Arthur Wa ley's trans lation of the poem Tung 
Shan ("East Mountain") from the Book of Songs and an 
" e g ret" by K a rIg r en. The " k u an- c h ' u e h " i sal so 
described as gray in color by watson and identified as 
a "sparrow" in the Chuang-tzu. 

84. "Few" 
Ming edition. TR: 

rev ised from "small" according 
I.e., maple trees in full season. 

to the 
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shortly thereafter, the city of Ch~n fell and he died. 

He was forty-two years of age. Tzu-ch'ien, as a person, was 

different from others, one who kept to himself and did not 

follow the crowd. Nevertheless, he was aggressive and had 

the temperament of one who was a hard drinker. At home, he 

was quiet and respectful, lest he harm someone. But when 

he became drunk, even if King or Lord or some great 

personage, he woul d curse and revi Ie them without concern. 

In writing prose, he prized the strangely unrefined 

and delighted in the personages of the T'ang. His poems 

were very masculine and fu 11 of strange words and, 

moreover, not such that country folk would understand them. 

As the end of the Chen-yu reign era [circa 1217], my father 

was the military secretary of Ch'en prefecture and on 

meeting him, took a liking to him and praised him to all the 

notables. Afterwards, he was held in high esteeem by Ma 

Chih-chi and Lei Hsi-yen. Young scholars of the eastern 

regions all promoted him as outstanding. Those, such as Hou 

Chi-shu, Lei Po-wei, Wang Fei-po, Tu Chung-liang, Ts'ao 

T'ung-fu,85 and others all treated Li Yi as an elder 

85. TR: Hou, Lei, and Wang, contemporaries of 
Liu Ch'i's, are described in Chtlan 3 of the Kuei-ch'ien
chih. They died during the time of the destruction-of the 
Chin nation, circa 1234. There is no further information 
concerning Tu Chung -1 iang and Ts 'ao T 'ung-fu. 
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brother. He was most deeply involved with me. When Tzu-

ch'ien died, I then composed an elegy, speaking of his 

personal attributes in detail. During his lifetime, he 

composed relatively few pcems and if they did not come up 

to his expectations, he would immediately destroy them. 

Once, he composed the poem ("The Ancient 

Mirror") which all the lords praised. His poem reads: 

Whirling, wh~rling, the ancient capital winds down. 
S hat t ere d 8 8~r e the d rea m s ; porn pan d g a i e t y , 

destroyed. 
with a whiplash, Springtime tasks quicken. 
Ploughing up the tumulus, a Moontl8 is o'erturned. 
Flowers on the back are darkened by soil nibbling, 
A crouching dragon is startled by the trampling feet, 
With its whiskers near to springing, 
One dare not lift a hand to brush them clean. 88 

86. "Shattered" according to Huang p'i-lieh and 
Shih Kuo-ch'i's Collation is given as "put to rest". 

87. TR: I.e., the ancient mirror. 

88. According to the ~huQg~~hQ~ chi, these lines 
read as follows: 

Whirling, whirling, the ancient capital winds down. 
Shattered are the dreams; pomp and gaiety, put to rest. 
With a whiplash, Springtime tasks quicken. 
Ploughing up the tumulus, a Moon is o'erturned. 
Flowers on the back are blurred by soil nibbling. 
A crouching dragon is startled by the trampling feet. 
Enraged, the dragonbeard seems moving. 
One withdraws the hand and not dare touch. 



A starry circlet, the site of Purple Empyrean,89 
The word "sword" and thirteen more, 
A careful look reveals "daily use" written,90 
Grand as the empyrean, my lord's epitaph. 
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The sepulcher, with its ~rter-chesnut blossoms eroding, 
Brings forth the Ah-tz'u clan, 
The smoke of hazelnut~2 in nighttime drizzle. 
How many lights will drive a~~y that pair of crows? 
This spiritual thing, though long besmirched, 
Has now suddg~ly fallen in my hands. 
"Life-light. having seen so much of mankind, 
Was there ever such a one as I?" 
Ha! Ha! I speak in jest; 
Your spirit essence follows that of former men, 
In this mirror, fair faces once reflected, 
Beneath the spr~ggs, are this day's dust. 
In Nine Springs it is not possible, 
To be a knowing disciple, a teacher like Yu-jo.96 
Rubbing, caressing its bronze 
There is then this intimate joy. 

89. TR: I.e., the imperial residence. 

90. I.e., its inscribed writing reads: 
purpose of daily use". 

91. TR: A name for the fox. 

"For the 

9 2. " H a z e 1 nut" t r e e a c cor din g tot h e ~ h U - E.h e n - J2§.!!. 
is wri tten "roosting" tree. 

93. "Though" revised from"so" according to the 
ChU-chen-pen. 

94. TR: Another name for a mirror. 

95. TR: I.e., the netherworld, or hell. 

96. TR: A famous disciple of Ccnfucius, who was 
thought to have resembled his teacher. 
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A 1 so, the rei s the poe m T i 5!.9. ~.b.5! n g Po.:..y ti (" M 0 urn i n 9 C han 9 

Po-y~) which reads [in part]: 

In a sma ge casket, a green snake97 hisses mournfully 
Finally, what cloud-talent can be relied upon to 

pluck it out? 

Al so there is the poem Tseng Ch 'ih-t 'ui Wang ("Presented to 

Barefoot wang,,)99 which reads [in part]: 

A s t,o n e ~ rip od , and 1 i 9. ~ bn 9 ve r s e sat n i 9 h t 
In vlgororu13

1 
phrases; 

A cloth sack, 0 and springtime drinking, 
but not much money left for wine. 

9 7 . TR : I . e., a s wo rd . 

98. "Finally" according to the Chti-che!:!.':'2~n is 
given as "inspired". 

99. TR: Ch'ih-t'ui Wang was a contemporary of 
Liu Ch'i's. He is described at the end of Chtian 6 in the 
Kuei- ch'ien-chih. 

100. TR: An allusion to the essay Shih-ting lien-
s:hu-§..b.l.b. hsu ("An Essay on the Linked Verse of the Stone 
T rip 0 d ") by Han Y ti. See: f. h ' u.§.!:!. T' a!!...9:.:. we!:!. , C h ti a n 9 6, P p. 
16a-18a (Ching-wei shu-chu edition). 

101. TR: A cloth bag or haversack ln which impromptu 
poems were carried. 
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Chtlan 3 

Hou Ts'e, whose tzu was Chi-shu and whose previous 

tzu was Chtln-tse, was a Chung-shan man. When young, he did 

not enjoy his studies, engaged in cockfighting, and 

was the gallant of the village. It was after the 

Crossing Over to the South that he nobly displayed a 

motivation for learning. In the company of the noted 

scholars of the time, he completely cut himself off from the 

activities of his youth. He took delight in composing 

poetry and turned to study with hard and bitter 

application. Among all the collections of the Han, Wei, Six 

Dynasties, and the T'ang and Sung, there was not one that 

he did not investigate. At first, he was known by 

Li Tzu-ch'ien, who then presented him to me and my father, 

and we also took delight in him. Wang Fei-po trusted 

his own abilities, and he seldom sanctioned anything, but 

as soon as he saw Chi-shu's poetry, he was immediately very 

respectful of it. As a person, Chi-shu was chivalrous and 

confident. Nevertheless, he cultivated respect and did not 

commit transgressions; his relationship with me was very 

deep. His residence of long-standing was at Nan-tun. l 

1. In Honan Province. One source states that his 
home of long-standing was at Nan-tun in Ch'en. 
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Although his family was extremely poor, on encountering 

friends, his delight was immediate and openly expressed. 

When the T'ien-hsing reign era [circa 1232-1234] changed 

over to the YUan dynasty, the Ch'En region 2 was thrown 

into disorder and he lost his wife. He traveled alone to 

Ta-liang3 where he contacted me. After a while, he became 

ill and in several months he died. All of his friends 

purchased a casket and buried him at the western gate of the 

city. I composed a dedication for his grave and had it 

engraved on stone. The number of poems he composed during 

his lifetime was very great. He intoned poems aloud with 

Wang Fei-po in Nan-tun and with me in the Liang-ytlan. 4 

He also delighted in imitating the style of Hsi-k'un 

poetry5 and in this respect was quite accomplished. .His 

2. TR: In Honan Province. 

3. TR: I. e., K' ai -f eng. 

4. TR: A garden supposedly built by the Han Prince 
Liang-hsiao. No location given. 

5. TR: The school of poetry popular during the 
first half-century of the Sung dynasty [960-1126] which 
emulated the T'ang with little of its own creativity. It 
was represented in the anthology Hsi-k'un ch'ou-ch'ang chi, 
dated 1104. Kojiro Yoshikawa characterizes it as 
preoccupied with sorrow and narrowly focused on a 
circumscribed pOEtic reality. See Kojiro Yoshikawa's A~ 
IntrQQ~ctio~ 1Q Sung Po~try, translated by Burton Watson 
(Boston: Harvard University Press, 1967), pp. 49-56. 
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accomp 1 ished. His Tiao i kuei-jen ("Mourning An Honorable 

Man") reads [in part]: 

Sing again the "Dew Ur;on the Shallots,,6 
burial effigies are far away and gone. 

The doors are closed tc Autumn winds; 
the mansion is grown old. 

There was also one which reads [in part]: 

Before the mountain peaks, 
rain goes with a boudoir dream. 

Above the tower, the clouds congealing; 
a song comes beneath the doorwing. 

Also [in part]: 

Under a bright moon and flowered pavilion 
rests a jade phoenix. 

'Midst Autumn wind and cassia tears 
stands a lone bronze dragon. 

Also [in part]: 

At Chiu-i,7 a Hsiang River lute 
Mourns 'midst the dragon bamboo. 

And at midnight, a Ch'in flute 
Comes from the phoenix tower. 

Also [in part]: 

A hidden bird sounds a note 
from out the canopy of flowers. 

A rainbow sinks its mirrored arc truncated 
into the bright river. 

Al so, th ere wa s the poem ~~!!.9..:.Yi! ("Ode to the Ra in" ) 

6. TR: I.e., 
Music Bureau dirge. 

the name of an old yUeh.:.i~, or 

7. TR: I.e., "Nine 
located in Hunan Province. 

imposing mountain peaks" 



(Rain)force permeates my books and scrolls 
to bubble up the bookrue glossy, glistening. 

(Rain)sound comes through the curtains 
where a taper brightly shines. 
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Also, there is Ho fei=.12o ("Accompanying Fei-po") which 

reads [in part]: 

Time and circumstance push men quickly to the South; 
Their dreamsouls lose the way and slowly they go back 

North. 

Who would douct their authenticity if placed among the 

collections of the men of T'ang? 

Lei Kuan, whose tzu was Po-wei, was a Fang-chou. 8 

His father Hsiu-shih was also a noted chin-shih. Po-wei was 

broad in learning and cafable in letters. He corr.fosed 

poetry which was classically refined, and many of his 

poems contained elegant phrases, and his contemporaries 

praised them. At the outset, in passing through Yang

hsia,9 I heard his name and went to see him. Overwhelmed, 

I took a great liking to him. Afterwards, when Po-wei 

came to the funeral of my father at Huai-yang, he 

delivered an eulogy which was elegant, serene, and quite 

enjoyable. I took it to shcw tc Lei lO of the Hanlin 

Academy and he thought it unique. Afterwards, because his 

8. TR: In modern-day Shensi Province. 

9. TR: In present-day Honan Province. 

10. TR: I.e., Lei YUan 
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family was poor and his mother aged, he became a copier 

for the Bureau of History. The official register was filled 

and he was an eighth-grade clerk. After the disorders 

began, he fled Soutt and was killed by soldiers on the 

road. He was not even forty years of age. What a 

pity! As a 

Nevertheless, 

person, Po-wei debated seriously and deep. 

it was in letters that he displayed 

expertness and delicacy. Each time he became joyously 

drunk, he chatted of yesterday and today without 

exhaustion. Moreover, he wished to seize the novel and 

different to gain a reputation, was self-satisfied, and was 

also unrestrained as a scholar. Much of his poetry has been 

scattered and lost, but there is the I~ ~~Q~!~ ~~Qg 

("Wandering in the Palace of Cragon Virtue") \'.;hich reads 

[in part]: 



For 

Ten 

one thousand years in Gelden valleyll 
a bronze camel has been bitter. 
thousand Ii away under skies in Shu12 

a cuckoo cries. 3 

Also [in part]: 

Under a bright moon,14 a freshening breeze, 
a cup of wine, 

And I '11 join you in li£~tion 
at Hsin-ling Tombs. 
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Wang Yfi, whose tzu was Fei-po, was an extraordinary 

scholar. He was yeunger than I by one year and his 

relations with me were very profound. His manners 

and deportment were imposing and exceptional. The light of 

his eyes was like that of the hawk, and he walked 

11. TR: An area near the ci ty of Lo-yang in 
Honan Province, and the site of the famous garden of Shih 
Ch'ung, an extremely wealthy man of Chin times. A symbol of 
vanished splendor. 

12. TR: I.e., Szechuan province. 

13. According to the Chung-chou-chi, it reads: 

For one thousand years in Loyang Palace garden, 
a bronze camel has been bitter. 

Ten thousand li across the land. 
a cuckoo cries. 

TR: An allusion to a ruler of the Shu during the end of 
the Chou dynasty whose spirit was supposedly invested in 
the cuckoo when he died. 

1 4 . " Moo n" a c cor din g to H 0 H u an g , s Colla t iQ!:!' i s 
given as "sun". The Chtl-chen-pen agrees. 

15. TR: In Honan Province. 
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with a swagger, fluttering arms akimbo,16 as some would 

say among themselves: "In the manner of some sick crane." 

When young he lived at ChUn-t'ai 17 and he barred his door 

to study, having no contact with the affairs of men 

for several years. In his letters, he displayed a 

vast store of learning and an unusual arcane manner, 

and was often disposed to set down hundreds or 

thousands of words at a time, imitating Liu of Liu-

chou. 18 His songs and poems were light and lilting, with 

the spirit and manner of Li Po. At first he became kncwn by 

Censor Ch'eng Kung, whose tzu was Chen, and then by Li Lin-

ch'iu of the Hanlin AcademYi Ma Ch'eng-chun, whose tzu was 

Chih-chii and Shih Lfi-shih, whose tzu was Hsfieh-yu, 

all of whom praised his excellence. Moreover, public 

acclaim spread until it was universal. At the 

beginning of the Cheng-ta reign era [circa 1224], my 

father was magistrate at Yeh and Fei-pc, carrying letters 

from all these gentlemen, came to call. Father took 

special note of his literary work, and made him a disciple. 

Consequently, he and I became fixed companions. 

16. "Fluttering arms akimbo" according to Huang 
P'i-lieh and Shih Kuo-ch'i's Collation is revised to read -------"fluttering arms gyrating". 

17. TR: In modern-day Honan Province. 

18. TR: I.e., Liu Tsung-yuan, 773-819. 
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Each time we raised a cup of wine, we would take our 

pleasure at banquet in every way, never being separated. 

Afterwards, he entered the Southern Capital and met Chao 

(I-lu), Lei (Kuan), and other notables. All praised him 

without end. Although a commoner when young, his 

reputation startled the teachers in the capital. 

Afterwards, because he failed the examinations, he traveled 

west to Lo-chung (i.e., Lo-yang). I was living in Huai-yang, 

and he passed by three times, staying each time for several 

rr:onths, while we sang, toasted each other with wine, and 

argued to our mutual delight. Whenever we were 

separated, immediately we would take what we had written and 

send it to each other, and, moreover, deliberate and 

decide what was good. At the end of the Cheng-tq reign 

era [circa 1232], the Southern Capital was beseiged and I 

returned tc assist in the defense of the beseiged city. 

When the T'ie-n-hsing reign era [circa 1232-1234] was 

established in the autumn, Fei-po unexpectedly came over to 

take his leave, saying: "I have been knocked down into a 

pit from which I can not save myself. Now, I shall break 

through the encirclement and 

Whether I shall live or die 

go afar to start 

can not be known. II 

anew. 

As a 

resul t, he gave me his own Wang-tzu hsiao-chfian ("A Short 

Biography of Master Wang) and said to me: "With this, I 

entrust you with something imperishab-le." I was unable to 
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stop him and he departed. For three years, I did not know 

if he lived or died. In the year Ping-shen [i.e., 1236], I 

journeyed south, encountering and talking with groups of 

travelers. At first, Fei-po was captured by the troops of 

an eastern lord, whose general treated him generously. 

Fei-po forged ahead ~aking no provision for exigencies, and 

before long, because of the envy of the general's 

subordinates, he was killed. As he approached his end, he 

set down what was in his heart, as follows: "This, the 

story of my life, can be handed on by the gentry of 

Chung-chou. And so, hlang Fei-po dies." In calculating his 

age, it was just thirty years. I cried for him at Che~-yang 

[i.e., Honan]. 

As for Fei-po as a person, although in apprehension 

he surpassed all others, nevertheless, his experience in 

this world was insufficient. He was inclined to push on 

stubbornly with understanding everything. In this respect, 

it was why he could not avoid his demise. I observed that 

in his deportment and language there was no fear. To be at 

his side was to be slightly terrified with Fei-po going 

on with even more self-assurance and impossible of being 

restrained. Because of this he received constant slanderous 

criticism and was detested by the ordinary person. Even 

now, when his name is mentioned there are many who are 

displeased. Alas! Given his talents, if he had cultivated 
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himself, how much more achievement in literature could be 

measured? Now, to be cut dcwn in mid-course without yet 

having had any great accomplishment, one can only lament 

this literary elegance. The poems and writings that we sent 

back and forth in exchange were very numerous; there were 

the Huai-yang19 duets, the Nan-tun 20 linked verses, ancient 

fu inscriptions, and several tens of introductions. When 

we encountered the disorder, these were all in my 

satchel. And now, I will summarize his own "Short 

Autobiography," as follows: 

The Master's name was Ch'ing-hsiung and 
another n~1e was YU. He was a man of Ta-hsing 
Prefecture. His ancestor fifteen generations 
prior was Kuei, Grand Councilor to T'ang 
T'ai-tsung, Director of the Chancellery, and Duke 
of Yung-ning Commandery. Fei-po's great 
grandfather Yen was the Grand Master of the Palace 
with Golden Seal and Purple Ribbon, Military 
Commissioner of Lai-chou, and, concurrently, 
Surveillance Commissioner for Officials in 
Lai-chou. Fei-po's grandfather Yen-hsin was the 
commandant forI-lu in Pin-chou. Fei-po's father 
Ch'in was an administrator for transportaticn of 
the Salt and Iron Commission in Shantung. In the 
month Fei-po was born, his father dreamed that a 
di vine spiri t descended from Heaven. Opening up a 
purple silk bag that he was carrying, he 
condescended to bestow a large eagle. 
Furthermore, he said: "Later, I shall assuredly 

19. TR: In Huai-yang district, Honan. 

20. TR: In Shang-shui district, Honan. 

21. TR: In modern-day Hopei Province. 



ret urn to c I aim it. II The e a g lew a son the g ro un d 
shaking out its wings when it gave a cry. 
Startled, he then awoke. A fortune teller recited a 
song: 

Trembling, trembling the frosty osprey 
Gift from high heaven, 
In learning remarkable, 
More resolute than common, 
To one of honor, dharma enlivens. 
All to be fulfilled in you, sir. 
Another day he'll sure1¥ be, 
A hero of blue clouds. 

The master Fei-po was then born and it was 
because of this tale that his tzu and name were 
s e I e c ted. W hen hew a s e i g h tee n ~-h i s fat her die d. 
His family had formerly been wealthy, having amassed 
property worth one thousand gold. On encountering 
the disorders, it was dispersed and lost with 
little remaining. The master certainly did not 
allow this to affect his purpose and applied 
himself to his studies with zeal. At that time, 
students practiced only the examination essay style, 
but in regards to literature, the master swept away 
the accumulated corruption and modeled 
himself exclusively on the ancients. The first to 
praise him was Ma Ch'eng-chun, whose tzu was 
Chiu-ch 'ou. Thereafter, he concentrated on his 
writings and seldom let others see them. When 
Li Ch'in-shu passed by Chtln-t 'ai, he obtained such 
works of his as the Shang-lu-Iin (liThe Wounded 
Unicorn of Lu"), Tao-huai (liOn What I Cherish") and 
o the r pro s e poe m 5; a Ion g - wit h the Y a!!9. !:!§. i ~ 0 - t ' u.!!.9. 
~i ("A Funerary Inscription for the Yang Hsiao-
t ' u n gil) and the W ~.!!.9. ~ en 9..:...t!§. i ~!!9. a i - t z ' u (" A n 
Elegy for Wang Meng-hsiang"). Greatly amazed, he 
copied the writings and everywhere recommended them 
to all the gentlemen, so that the master's fame 
began to fill the world. Thereafter, he left 
Chfin-t'ai and wandered in all directions; he then 
went into seclusion on Ching-shan 23 to ponder 
deeply the ancient learning. 
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22. TR: 
bureaucracy. 

I.e., the upper reaches of the official 

23. TR: In modern-day Honan province. 



In the fifth year of the Cheng-ta reign era 
[i.e., 1229], when the master was but twenty-five 
years of age, he came to visit the capital and 
all the lords fell out of their pattens in vying 
with each other to meet him in person. T~~ 
Prime Minister on hearing of his fame acquired his 
essays; he was about to recommend him when 
something came up. Shu-hsien and (Chao) Hsien
hsien, two senior members of the Court, both 
extended courtesies toward the master, offering 
to provide him lodging. The next year, there 
were two examinations for the chin-shih degree but 
he was not successful. He traveled west to Lo
yang, where he released his frustrations in poetry 
and wine and exhausted the pleasures of mountains 
and rivers. The master ordinarily enjoyed discourse 
and debate, was self-confident, and considered 
himself a knight-errant among scholars. Whatever 
his inclinations, he dared undertake them 
without regard to blame or praise. Moreover, he 
regarded himself as being capable of judging great 
affairs. In his discussions of learning, he 
argued that Master Confucius' teachings 
comprehended both Buddhism and Taoism. For him, 
Buddhism and Taeism were the dangers of the age, 
and even though there were those who could devote 
themselves exclusively to the learning of the 
heart-mind of Master Confucius, they were only 
able to talk and were unable to put it into 
practice. Even if they wished to practice it, all 
merely grapsed one corner of it and were unable 
to be all-encompassing. Fer this reason, he once 
wished to author a work which would elucidate the 
learning of the heart-mind of Master Confucius, 
and moreover distinguish the dissimilarities of the 
two actions, speaking and practicing, thus stripping 
away the corruptions of scholars. 

He discoursed on classical learning, taking 
the explications of the Sung Confucian scholars to 
be the very highest. Although all might laugh at 
the commentaries of the Eastern Han, the people 
of the day merely knew how to plagiarize their 
predecessors. Because they could not do otherwise, 
they therefore had no knowledge of the natural, 

24. "His" amended according to the Ming edition. 
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and their practical experience was ineffective. 
By comparison with the commentaries of the 
Eastern Han, they were even worse. 

He also wished to compcse a work specifically 
devoted to what the Sung Confucian scholars had 
discussed and defined. In his discussions on 
literature, he considered contemporary works to be 
the corruptions of rote practice with there being 
no one capable of quickly expunging their 
vu)garities. Unless there was an extraordinary 
individual to energetically assume responsibility 
for the ancient writings, one will be unable to 
herald this literature. For this reason, he once 
wished, in regards to literature, to take the 
diction of Han (YO) and Liu (Tsung-yuan) and 
the principle of the Ch'eng brothers and Chang 
(Tsai) and combine them into one 2 thereby exhausting 
all the subtleties of the world. 5 

In his discourses on poetry, he assumed 
that everyone knew how to compose poetry, but 
there had never been anyone who knew how to study 
it. For this reasen, none of their poems were worth 
looking at. The study of poe~ry naturally begins 
wit~ the three hundred poems. 6 Next is the Li
sao 7 and the men of Han, Wei, the Six Dynasties, 
and T'angi thereafter,~8 all may be set aside 
and ignored. As their poems were too easy in 
being lax and too superficial in complexity, there 
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25. TR: Han yn's [768-824] reform of Chinese prose 
style, the so-called ku.::.w~~ or "ancient style" movement, 
stressed a simple directness of language and a return to the 
rhythm and syntax of common speech. Chang Tsai [1020-1077], 
the uncle of the Ch'eng brothers, stressed that the universe 
was one, but that its manifestations were many. Ch'eng Hao 
[1032-1085] stressed that the principle of heaven was a 
universal process of creation and production. Ch'eng I 
[1033-1107] stressed that principle was one, but that its 
manifestations were many. 

26. TR: I.e., The Shih Ching, or Book of Songs. 

27. TR: I.e., The Songs of the South. 

28. "Thereafter" revised from "beyond this" 



could be no returning to the ancient forms. 
Because of this, the master's poems necessarily 
sought to exhaust the strength of the ancients 
and to expunge the shortcomings of the moderns. 
All details of his discussions on poetry were fully 
set down in writing. 

The point of departure of his scholarly 
discussion was the belief that officials 
fundamentally needed to develop a spirit of 
dedication and to practice what they knew in order 
to relieve and succour the citizenry. If one 
were to advance but still be unable to practice 
it, then it would be better for him to 2~de in the 
high mountains and nurture his zeal or find 
pleasure in self-indulgence. Not to be restrained 
by the meshes of the world is ~arhaps like taking 
Li Po as the criterion. Those who had achieved 
the deepest knowledge of the master were: Wan-yen 
Shou, the Lord Shu-hsien [d. 1232]; Chao Ping
wen, the Lord Hsien-hsien [d. 1232 at the age of 
71]; my father [1182-1225]; Lei YOan [~hiQ=~hih 
1213]; Li Hsien-neng [chin-shih 1215]; Wang 
J 0 - h s ~ [c h i n - s h i h 119 7 ]; M a -ci1iu--ctl'o u [ d. 12 32 ] ; 
Shih HsOeh-yu [d. 1225]; Ch'eng Chen [posted to 
mag i s t r a c y 1 2 1 7 ]; and Sun g Chi u - chi a [c hiQ=~hih 
1213] . 

Those with whoffi he associated the longest were: 
Li Fen [failed chin=shih 1222], Yang ~~ng-tao, 
YO a n H a 0·- wen [ 1 1 9 0 - 1 2 5 7 ] , Wei P , an, C han g 
Pang-chih [c. 1222], Tu Jen-chieh [c. 1222], 
Ts'ao Chtl-i, Lei Kuan [b ... 1195], Chi YO-hsi [b. 
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29. "High status and nurture arrogance" revised 
from "high status and nurture ignorance" according to the 
Ming edition and the ChO-chen-pen. 

30. The following are considered to be Wang YO's 
[b. 1204] contemporaries, of whom many perished in the 
Mongol takeover of Ch'en and the final collapse of 
the Chin dynasty [1233-1234]. Dates are included when 
available to illustrate how many perished in approximately 
the same relatively short period. They are not further 
identified here unless noted in the Chin Shih, the Kuei
ch'ien-chih, or the Sung Y~an hslleh-an-.--- ----

31. One source has Wei p'an as Wei Fan. 



1191], Chang Chieh, Wang Shuo, Wang Ts'ai-ling, 
Chao Chu, Chang Fu [enfoeffed 1222], Wang Chu, Liu 
Chi, Li Tung, Liu YUan, Yang Huan, Hu Ch'Uan 
[examination candidate circa 1225], Tu-tan Kung-Ii, 
LU K'un, Shih Huan, Li wU'3~oU Ts'e [d. 1233], Chang 
Chieh, Liu YU, Tso T'an, Niu Ju-lin, Shu-hu Jui 
[b. 1194?], ~vu-lin Ta-shuang [b. 1203?]' the 
monk Hsing Ying, and other notables. This is as I 
came upon thJ~r writings and is not in any 
special order. As for those who were his intimate 
companions, there was only Li Yeh and Liu Ch'i and 
no more. 

After eight years, the master again west to 
visit the capital. In the twelfth month, he 
experienced the calamities of war when the capital 
city was surrounded. The master presented writings 
discussing events, but they were not heeded. In 
the fourth month of the next year, the 
encirclement was somewhat relaxed, and in the 
fifth month, the master took himself through and 
escaped alone, going afar to retire in some famous 
mountains. It is not known to what end he came. 

32. One source has Tso T'an as Tso Yuan. 
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33. According to the K'un-hsUeh-chai tsa-lu 
("Random Notes from the Anxious Study--StudTo",);Yang Hung
tao, whose tzu was Shu-neng and who styled himself Su-ang
mo weng, was a Tzu-ch'uan man. Chang Pang-chih was a 
P'ing-yang man. Ts 'ao Chu- i, whose tzu was T 'ung-fu, 
styled himself T'ing-weng; he also stylea- himself Nan-hu 
san-jen. Chang Chieh, whose tzu was Chieh-fu, was a p'eng
ch'eng man. Chao Chu was a man of Yen and people 
referred to him as the Hu-yen hsien-sheng. Yang Huan, 
whose tzu was Huan-ch'ing, was a Feng-t'ien man. 
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Liu Ang-hsiao, whose tzu was Ching-hsien,34 was 

a Ling-ch 'uan man. He was broad in learning and capable 

in letters. A companion of P'ing-shan, he was on good 

terms with Lei Hsi-yen, Hsin Ching-chih, and ynan yn-chih. 

Once he entered officialdom through the yin privilege, but 

later he retired to live amidst the mountains and 

rivers of Lo-hsi. 35 He had just passed forty years 

of age when he sickened and died. 36 Among his poems there 

is one __ which reads: 

34. According to the fhung-cho~ chi, his tzu was 
Ching-yuan. 

35. TR: In modern-day Shensi province. 

36. According to Yu "an Hao-wen's Li u Chi.!!g'='y~an 
mu-ming ("Liu Ching-yuan's Tomb Inscript ion"), it is stated: 
"He died at the age of thirty-eight still in the Spring and 
Autumn of his life on the thirteenth day of the sixth 
month of the inaugua 1 year of the Yuan-kuang reign era 
Yuan-kuang (i.e., 1222)." This varies somewhat with the 
Kuei-ch'ien=chih, which has him just passing the age of 
forty when he died. Moreover, the biography in the Chu!l9.= 
chou chi also states that he died at thirty-seven and, 
thus, is also different from what is given here for the tomb 
inscription. 



Months and years ground fine within my poem ink-slab37 
Rivers and mountains float within my cup. 
Far, far, a myriad Ii, the eyes of Heaven and Earth; 
Trembling, tremblin~ fer a thousand years, the wind 

'midst trees and grass. 
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YUan YU-chih once praised him and I bitterly regret not 

having known him. 

Shu-hu Sui, whose tzu was Shih-hsfian, who had the 

previous name of HsUan and the tzu of Wen-po, was a Jurchen 

Nalin !!!eng-aQ.38 Although from an aristocratic family, he 

studied poetry with arduous and bitter application39 as if a 

poor schol ar. He delighted in the company of scholars and 

officials. At the outset, he received his instruction from 

Hsin Ching-chih, studying Tso's on the 

Spring and Autumn Annals. Afterwards, he associated with 

Hou Chi-shu. He built a house in Ta-yeh in Shang-shui. 40 

Wearing poor clothing and eating coarse food, he took 

chanting poetry as his pursuit. His poetry became 

3 7 . A c co r din g tot he .f h u Qg - c !!.Q~ chi, t his 1 i n e 
reads: 

The old and new ground fine are ground fine in the 
phrases of my poetry. 

38. TR: 
day Manchuria. 
note 2, page 2. 

A region in the Jurchen homeland in modern
For an explanation of the term meng-an, see 

39. The ~ing edition has "he studied with arduous 
and bitter application. 

40. TR: In modern-day Honan province. 
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increasingly expert. This was when I was at Huai-yang, ana 

we frequently met to discuss philosophy. At the time whern 

the northern troops entered Honan, he was ordered to raise 

troops to defend the borders of po-chou. 41 Afterwards, Po-

chou was thrown into confusion and he was killed. 1m 

age, he was not even forty. A poem of his youth reads [in 

part] : 

41. 

Where ridges bind Sung with Shao,42 
A cloudy, hazy evening; 

Where land joins Y~~ and Han,43 
Grass and trees are autumnal. 

TR: In modern-day Anhwei province. 

42. The Sung Mountain Range is located in Honam 
province, and Shao-shih is the name of the westernmost o£ 
its three peaks. 

43. Yao Mountain and Han-ku Pass are both located! 
in Honan province. 

44. "Trees" revised from "woods" according to the 
Ming edition. 
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A poem which he sent to me reads: 

West Lake 45 scenes we formerly walked together, 
And drunk went out upon an orchid boat 

to float upon the green flow. 
'Midst gold willow breezes rose broad waves; 
From lotus blossoms mists 

suffused the wild, dark pool.46 

By flowers, the setting sun's bright gold, restrained; 
'Midst clouds, pure songs wrapped 'round 

the painted tower. 
T~is night ~9ve thou~hts.o'e4S1owed the moonlit city; 
Llang Tower and Ch u Rlver 

were both far, far a way and gone. 

45. TR: This is the designation for numerous 
well-known scenic lakesites but in this poem probably 
refers to the one located in Pei-ching. 

46. One source has "suffused an Autumn pool. 

47. TR: A 
ancient Liang, i.e., 

tower or 
modern Hopei. 

pavilion situated in 

48. TR: The rivers of the ancient state of Ch'u, 
located in the middle Yangtze Valley. 
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Also, there is the poem Sui-yang tao chung ("On the Road to 

Sui-yang 49 ,,) which reads: 

When in the second month, 50 
I recrossed Yin River 

Going east from Huai-yang~l 
I thought of partings long. 

Hill and garden in lonely isolation,52 
bring forth Spring grasses; 

Wells and gate towers in the barren chill, 
face a fading light. 

When first I quit the state ten years ago 
to flee disorder, 

I threw myself a myriad Ii into the wild, 
but now think of going back; 

Near a pass, I envy wild geese 
that come with Spring; 

But chaos drives an east wind, 
and they fly north again. 

49. TR: In modern Honan province. 

50. TR: A river in Honan province. 

51. TR: One of several places with this name. This one 
refers to the city located in modern Honan province. 

52. "Lonely isolation" is given in Huang p'i-lieh 
and Shih Kuo-ch~i's Collation as "at sunset". 



Al so, the poem Shu -huai ("Expressing My Sorrows") reads: 

A sojourner of the Kuan-chung,53 
I travel slowly, slowly. 

Homeless in these burning Wilds,5~ 
my temp15~ have turned white. 5 

In San-ch'g, towers block out the sun; 
Wang Ling, astride a horse, recalls those days. 

In Spring winds, grass grows long 
by Huai-yang Road. 

In setting sun, clouds bury 
the altar of the emperor of Han. 

Looking back toward myoId village, wondering 
what place is this: 

Northern mountains on the horizon, serrated green. 

Surely, this achieved the style of the T'ang! 
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Wu-lin-ta Shuang, whose tzu was Su-ju, was a Jurchen 

hereditary mou-k'e. 58 In manner and deportment 

unconventional, he was a handsome young man. By nature 

clever and versatile, he used strange language and 

53. "Kuan-chung" in one source is given as "Kuan
tung" [i.e., "east of the pass"]. TR: I.e., "within the 
passes" or the lower Yellow River Valley. 

54. TR: I.e., the semi-tropical areas of South 
China. 

55. TR: In reference to a poem by Su Tung-p'o. 

56. TR: I.e., three areas, the eastern, western, 
and southern districts, in the old state of Southern Ch~. 

57. TR: A man of the state of p'ei (d. circa 
184 B.C.), whose mother committed suicide rather than allow 
herself to be used by Hsiang YU to compell her son to 
abandon the cause of Liu Pang, the founder of the Han 
dynasty. He was later enfoeffed by Liu Pang. 

58. 
Jurchen word 
designation 

TR: A Chinese transliteration of a 
generally equivalent ln wartime to the 
"Company Commander". 
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was fond of following in the company of noted scholars. He 

lived in Huai-yang and daily visited my home, in the 

evening returning to his house to copy and chant texts 

throughout the night. Even though from an old and 

honorable family, his home was extremely poor. Because 

of the management of his step-mother, he passed the 

capping ceremony without being married. He wore poor 

clothing and ate coarse foods, yet seemed content. He 

roamed about with his acquaintances and took pleasure in 

un res t r a in ed indulgence in the winecup. And yet, I 

would say that if his ambition had not come to an end and he 

had lived longer, then he would have become eminent among 

his contemporaries. In the year Jen-chen [i.e., 1232], 

when Ch'en59 collapsed, he fell into the water and drowned. 

He was not even thirty. Early in his life, he composed the 

poem Yeh-yen ("The Inkslabs of Yen") which reads: 

Also, 

Above, red cinnabar and white lead flowers: 
An Autumn stream of shattered stars. 
The grinding stone, both pure and fine; 
A jade harp sounds in the window. 

he wrote the Ku-ch'ih ("An Ancient Measuring 

Stick")60 which reads: 

59. TR: In Honan. 

60. 
Collection, 
Stic~--

According to the Migg edition and Huang Ho's 
this is the "Poem of an Ancient Measuring 



Along the ridge, one after one another, 
are thirteen heights. 

Red bristles, golden scales 
are such a pretty affectation. 

Return my thoughts to evening last, 
thunder noise and clamor, 

When but to fear to be carried by the clouds 
and lifted into Heaven. 
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A 1 so, the C h ' i ::.Q,§,.i ~ h ' n (" A Son g 0 f S eve nth N i g h t ") w hie h 

reads [in part]: 

At partings in Heaven, tears are even more the nurr.erous: 
To filling the void and fly down, pure Autumn rain. 

His talent was to raise purity, beauty, and refinement near 

to the level of Li Ho [791-817]. What a pity that we may not 

see its great fruition. 

Liu Cho, whose tzu was Po-ch'eng, was a Chung-

shan 61 man. He applied himself to study62 with rigorous 

and bitter application and it was his mother's undertaking 

to educate her young sons. He was known by his 

friends for his filiality and honoring friendship. He 

lived at Teng-chou and people had much respect for him. 

At the beginning of the Cheng-ta reign era [circa 1224], 

he went up for the chin-shih examinations in the Southern 

Capital where I first made his acquaintance. Suddenly, he 

61. TR: At various locations but probably the 
one in Honan Province. 

62. "To" or "for 
Ming edition collated by 
ability for study". 

the sake of study" in the 
Ho Huang is given as "had the 
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failed and returned home. Thereafter, Honan was thrown 

into confusion and I heard that Po-ch 'eng was 

with Wu Hsien's63 army. Hsien dispatched him as an envoy to 

the Sung. On returning, he was killed. What a shame! In 

composing poetry, he was skilled and there is one which 

reads [in part]: 

Wu silkworms, their strands ccmplete, then become 
cocoons; 

Ch'u willow floss 64 flys away, then becomes the 
duckweed. 

This is not something those of superficial understanding 

could compose. When he passed Yeh, his poem lamenting the 

death of my father was also beautiful. 

Shih Huai, whose tzu 65 was Chi-shan, was a man 

from Ch'en-chun. 66 As a youth, hoe wandered about 

dissolute and unrestrained. Nevertheless, he possessed 

an intellectual talent. When he reached maturity, he then 

cut himself off to study. He was in the company of noted 

scholars such as Li Tzu-ch'ien, Hou Chi-shu, and Wang Pei-

po. He composed poetry which possessed much merit. The one 

63. One source has "with Wu Hsien's army" as 
"wi th the troops. 

64. "Ploss" changed from "silky down" according to 
the Ming edition. 

65. "Tzu" according to the entry in the original 
writing is deleted in the Ming edition. 

66. TR: In Honan. 
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tit 1 e d ~.!:!gg.::.ii:..h .s:..hi:..::.~.hi:..h (" T h i n g son a Win t e r Day") rea d s 

[in part]: 

with snow upon the eaves and sun high rising, 
as if the weather fair through dripping rain. 

And brazier smoke and wind settling, 
as if the warmth were giving birth to clouds. 

This is also enjoyable. He also composed the poem Ku-

chien 6 7 ("An Ancient Sword") which was extreme 1 y expert. 

When Ch'en collapsed, he died. 

Liu Fang, whose tzu was Chung-hsuan, was a 

Chung-shan 68 man. He was literate and had a talent 

for learning. He composed poetry that had much that could 

be praised. Once he composed the Huai-yang pa-yung ("Eight 

Odes on Huai -yang") 69 which was very expert. He resided in 

Hsiao-yao-chan in Hsi-hua. 70 When he came to visit Ch'en, I 

made his acquaintance. When he encountered the disorders, 

he was killed. 

Kao Yung, whose tzu was Hsin-ch'ing, was a Yti-

yang 71 man. He had a free and easy air of confidence, 

67. One source has "The Ancient Mirror". 

68. TR: In Honan. 

69. Accord ing to the Mi:.gg edi tiOil, the ti tIe is 
gi ven as "An Ode to the Eight Immortal s of Sui-yang". 

70. TR; In Honan. 

71. TR: In Hopei. 
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companionship. He was relatively well-educated and 

delighted in talk of war. His diction was ncbly 

unrestrained and his strength was in discourse on the 

affairs of the world. At one time he was a companion of 

P'ing-shan's; he and Li Ch 'ang-yllan, Yllan Yll-chih, Tu 

Chung-liang, and Li Chih-ch'uan took mutual delight in each 

other. He repeatedly went up for the examinations but 

failed, so his family was very poor. At the end of the 

Cheng-ta reign era [i.e., 1232], I was living in Huai-yang 

and Hsin-ch'ing carrying letters from all the noted 

scholars, came to call. Subsequently, we became firm 

friends. He stayed for over a month and then proceeded 

west. Before long, he and I were in the the Southern 

Capital which was beseiged. Once, he submitted a 

memorial on the situation but it was ignored. He took 

sick and died. He styled himself Ying-an. 72 

Hu Ch'uan, whose tzu was Chih-ch'ing, was a Wei-

chou 73 man. After the Crossing Over to the South, some 

of his poems became well-known. He repeatedly went up 

for the examinations but failed. He was extremely poor, but 

because he was by nature wild and narrow-minded, he was 

incapable of tolerating ordinary people. He was over forty 

72. According to the Mi~g edition collated by 
Ho Hnang, there must be a word omitted after "Ying". 

73. TR: In eastern Honan province. 
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when he married. Once, he presented himself to my late 

father in Huai-yang and took the examinations with me in 

the capi tal. When he encountered the di sorder s, he 

returned to the North and died of sickness. 

T'ien Yung-hsi was an I-chou man. 74 His (TR: 

father's) younger brother Ssu-ch'ing, whose tzu was Hui-

ch'ing, was a noted chin-shih. When Yung-hsi was young, he 

had some poems which were well-known. His poem Kuo Tung-p'o 

fen ("Passing by Tung-p'o's Grave") reads: 

Riches, honors, are but the reverie of a springtime 
night. 

E s say s, amy ria d b u7 gel s, we r e w r itt en a t a col dan d 
cloudy springs. 

A her 0 ' s s 0f<l ret urn sat 1 a s t toM e i - s han's 
elegance, 

Where, as before, spring breezes fill the grass and 
trees and sky. 

This poem was recited and passed on by people. At the end 

of the Hsing-ting reign era [circa 1222], he took the 

examinations with me In the Southern Capital and was 

selected. In the ensuing disorder, he fled south and 

somewhere between the Yangtze and the Huai rivers, he took 

74. TR: On the western border of Korea. 

75. TR: "Cold Springs" is located at the foot of 
Fei-lai Peak. A pavilion was built there in the T'ang 
dynasty, and during his tenure as the magistrate of 
Hangchcu. Su Shih (i.e., Su Tung-p'o) often drafted his 
administrative papers in it. 

76. TR: SU Shih's birthplace in Szechuan province. 
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sick and died. 

Li Hsieh, 

chou77 man and 

whose !~u was Kung-tu, was a Hsiang-

a disciple of Wang Huang-hua. 78 He styled 

himself Liu-feng chti-shih ("The Recluse of Six Peaks"). 

He was expert in poetry and in calligraphy. In both, he 

took the model of Huang-hua. He was a companion of Chao 
--

Hsien-hsien and other notables. He repeatedly encountered 

difficulties in the examination halls resulting in his 

[temporary] failure. Reaching the age of sixty-odd years, 

he took sick and came to an end. At the time, 

people said that Kung-tu's prose-poems were not as good 

as his poems, his poems nct as good as his calligraphy, and 

his calligraphy not as good as his painting. In the 

examinations, the prcse-poem is most important, so how 

could Kung-tu fail what was most important? At the 

end of the Hsing-ting reign era [circa 1222], Kung-tu and 

I took the examinations together at K'aifeng and were 

succes sfu 1. Kung-tu was very elated and composed a poem 

which he showed79 my father. The latter part reads: 

77. TR: In Honan. 

78. TR: Sung cou:rt calligrapher and artist, flo 
1034-1038. 

79. One source has "presented to". According to 
the Ming edition, it is written "sent to". 
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Names after Sun Shan80 are g~sually discarded; 
Unless, happily, by Old p'o mad~ famed in writing. 
But, who recalls Li Fang-shu's 2 three lives--past, 

present, and hereafter--
Who stayed on to forge and hammer?83 

My father matched his poem, replying: 

The jar still holds its store of grain; the temples, 
strands of hair. 

I have wo
8
rked these waning years, seated, lost in 

books, 4 
Hiding in the paintings of wang-ch'uan: 85 Wang Mo

chieh 86 
, 8"7 88 

Exhausting the poetry of Chin-li: I Tu Shih-yi. 

There's still the need to send up new chin-shih; 
For examiners mainly are old friends. 
Let Spring examinations discern the rank of fish or 

dragon; 
Not yet need sharp awls o'ercome blunt hammer. 

80. TR: The name of a Sung dynasty examination 
candidate whose name came last on the list of 
graduates and who made a witticism of the fact. See the 
Ho-pi shih lei. 

81. TR: "Old p'o" refers to Su Tung-p'o. 

82. TR:I.e., Li Cheng-min [flo 1118-1131] a 
Buddhist scholar of the Sung dynasty. 

83. TR: I.e., literally to "forge and hammer" but 
also connotes to cultivate one's self. 

84. 
was chided 
books. 

TR: An allusion to Tou Wei of T'ang times who 
for forgetting everything while lost in his 

85. TR: The locale of the famous T'ang dynasty 
poet and painter, Wang Wei, celebrated in both art forms. 

86. TR: I.e., Wang Wei [701-761]. 

87. TR: A name for Ch'eng-tu, Szechuan province, 
where the great poet Tu Fu spent his last years. 

88 . TR: I . e., Tu Fu. 
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The scholars of the day passed this around, chatting about 

it in amusement. 

Liu Hslin, whose tzu was Shao-hslian, was a Yfin

chung 89 man. At first his name was Na and his tzu was Pien-

lao. He and his older brother Han-lao were both skilled in 

poetry. When he was young, he followed a life in 

officialdom and lived at Ch'i-nan90 for more than twenty 

years.91 After the Crossing Over to the South, Shao-hslian 

lived in the Ch'en regions. 92 Several times, he and my 

father would sing and toast each other in wine. As a 

person. Shao-hslian was brilliant, quick, and witty. with 

each offering of the wine vessel or feast dish, one remark 

by him was the occasion for a laugh. It was enjoyable. He 

repeatedly encountered difficulties in the examinations, and 

in the end he failed. When he was over fifty, Ch 'en 

collapsed and he died. He wrote much poetry during his 

lifetime, and in general it was penetrating and new. His 

strength lay in paired rhymes. Among his elegant phrases, 

there is one which reads: 

By the noontime breeze in my sleeves, I know autumn's 
early; 

At first watch and by the railing, there's too much 
moonlight. 

Also, there is the Chi-nan fan chou (itA Boat Adrift in 

Chi-nan lt
) which reads [in part]: 



People stroll in colorful array upon the door scree~~ 
In the palindrome, the boat is embroidered letters. 
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Also, there is one which was presented to my father and 

which reads [in part]: 

Nanshan 94 has posterity specially skilled in verse; 
The Northern Court has none who would even dare to 

speak. 

Also, there is one which was presented to me when I set out 

for the examinations which reads [in part]: 

Within Four Seas, father, son are renowned for essay; 
Filial piety, brotherly love within one house, what 

excellent younger and older brothers! 

Also, there is 

("Presented to Wang Ch 'ing-ch 'ing") which reads [in part]: 

Long ha~5 we owed a wine debt to Board of Works 
Tu; 

Recently there has beeij6the poetic fame of 
Editing Clerk Hou. 

89. TR: In Shansi. 

90. TR: In Shantung. 

91. TR: One source has "for more than thirty years". 

92. TR: In Honan. 

93. TR; An allusion to a famous palindrome which 
was done up in embroidery. 

94. TR: I.e., Nan-shan-wegg or the "Old Man of 
South Mountain", Liu Ch'i's great-great-grandfather Liu Hui 
[first in the examination on the lyric and prose-poem, 
1124] . 

95. TR: I.e., Tu Fu. 

96. TR: Unidentified. 
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Al so, the !§.~~ M~ YUa.!:!. - cha.!:!..9:9 7. (" Presented to Ma YUan-

chang") reads [in part]: 

Once donning hempen sandals for audience with the Son of 
Heaven, 

Now would you dare put on Taoist garments to wear as 
court clothes? 

Also, 

Like spring thunder, cart wheels shake the mountain 
dwellings; 

Like chaotic hail, horse's hooves reverberate among the 
brushwood gates. 

When shall I come by a thatched hut, 
And leave this realm of cartwheel dust, horse's hooves? 

Also, there is the poem Hua-ma ("Picture of a Horse") 

which ends: 

Divine things in this world one may seek but not find; 
Spring grasses at wu-ling,98 colorful and luxuriant. 

His second oldest brother, Ch'iao, whose tzu was T'ing-lao, 

was also fond of antiquity and he composed poetry that was 

not ordinary.99 

97. TR: I.e., Ma T'ien-tsai. 

98. TR: Referring to the imperial tombs of the Han 
emperors at Ch 'ang-an. 

99. The Cgun.9:=EhQu chi has that his father, 
grandfather, and those before them were Yun-chung men. 
However, Shao-hsuan had lived in Ch'i-nan as a guest. 
Happy with its climate, he thereupon took up residence 
there. 
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Ning Chih-cheng, whose tzu was Ming-fu, was a 

Su-chou lOO man. Extensive in learning, there was nothing 

he did not know, and he was exceptionally strong in 

historical matters. He spoke with intensity of good and 

bad rule, of ancient and contemporary times, and of the 

writings of the various schools of thought in inexhaustible 

detail. He took up the brush to write poems and essays 

with a cleverness and freshness that was enjoyable. 

He took the classics examination but repeatedly failed . 

. It was then that he moved his residence to Huai-yang where 

he was in my company for two years. In his home he stored 

more than ten thousand chtlan which he carried on his 

travels. Ma Chih-chi lOl and my father both thought highly 

of him. Afterwards, when he returned to his home village, 

he encountered the disorders and I do not know where he is 

now. Someone said that he had crossed the Huai to live 

in the south. I once possessed over forty ..e...:..ie!! (Le., 

stan zas) 0 f the poem Hsi.:.~ shih ("A Poem on the Western 

Journey,,)102 which Ming-fu took to examine. In one 

100. TR: In Anhwei Province. 

101. TR: I.e., Ma Chiu-ch'ou. 

102. TR: "Western Journey" refers to the 
pilgrimage of Hstlan-tsung, i.e., Tripitaka or T'ang San
tsang, to India [629-645] to bring back 657 Buddhist texts, 
later romanticized by WU Ch'eng-en (ca. 1506-1582) as the 
Hsi-yu chi (Journey to the West), translated by Arthur Waley 
as Monkey. 
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evening, he completely harmonized its rhymes to show it to 

me, and among them there were many elegant phrases. 

Ts 'ui Tsun, whose i~u was Huai-tsu, was a man from 

Yen. His father was Chien-ch'ang, whose tzu was Man

ch'ing,103 and a noted chi.!!..:.shih.l04 When Huai-tsu was 

young, he had a reputation for his lyrics and prose-

poems, and those with whom he associated were all 

noted scholars. Although he repeatedly went up for the 

examinations, he did not pass. After the Crossing Over to 

the South, he withdrew from the examinations and did not 

participate any further. He lived below Sung Mountain l05 

and made reading books and composing poetry his 

business. At the end of the Cheng-ta reign era [circa 

1232], the northern troops entered Honan and Huai-tsu was 

taken by the soldiers. Compelled under orders to persuade 

Loyang to surrender, he was put to death. Once he composed 

a poem which reads [in part]: 

103. "Man'" of "Man-ch'ing", meaning "elegant or 
extensive", is revised for "wan", meaning "numerous or 
extensive in number", according to the Ming edition 
collated by Ho Huang. 

104. The Chung.:.~ho~ chi. states that his izu was 
Man-ch'ing and tha t he was made a chin-shih in the twenty
fifth year of the Ta-ting reign-era;-i.e., 1185. He 
achieved the official position of Co-administrator, Regional 
Commandant Wu-an-chun. 

105. TR: In Honan. 
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The green mountains seeml06 ten years older; 
A small snowfall has remained three days. 

YUan YU-chih praised it. 

Ts 'ao Heng, whose tzu was ChUn-chang, was a 

Ying-chou man. He was the son-in-law of the Grand 

Councillor Kao Ju-li. When young, he studied but did not 

relish the preparation for the examinations. By 

nature,107 he was solitary and aloof, and was not willing 

to serve those of wealth and noble rank. After the 

Crossing Over to the South, he lived at Ta-liang 

building pavilions and cUltivating bamboo. He styled 

himself Yu-chih. My father composed a prose-poem in his 

memory. He also enjoyed collecting the books and 

paintings, the objects and artifacts of the ancients, 

and, in a lovable way, possessed that air of the scholar 

and gentleman. On encountering the disorders, he became 

became sick and died. He had a son Chih-ch'ien who was a 

succes sfu 1 candidate. 

Wang p'in, whose tzu was Te-ch'ing, was a Po-

106. "Seem" is given in the Ming edition collated by 
Ho Huang as "already". 

107. "By nature" is amended from "As for his nature" 
according to Huang p'i-lieh and Shih Kuo-ch'i's Collation. 
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chou man. He was a successful examination candidate. l08 

As magistrate of Hung,109 he earned renown. He entered 

the central government as a Secretariat Clerk and was 

dismissed because of some case. On encountering the 

disorders, he returned to his village and assembled the 

soldiery in an uprising. p'in led them in seizing control 

of the city, which then reverted llO to the allegiance of the 

Chin court. I I 1 

108. The biography in the fhun~ch2~ ~hi states 
that he was made a chin-shih in the second year of the 
Chen-yu reign era [i.e~-1214r. 

109. TR: In Anhwei province. 

110. "Then reverted to" changed from "afterwards 
was ln the" according to the ChC!-chen-pen. 

Ill. "Chin dynasty fell" changed 
dynasty collapsed" according to the Ming edition 
ChU-chen-pen. 

from "Chin 
and the 
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p'in was subsequently killed. 112 As a person, he 

was witty, easy-going, very fond of drink,113 and had no 

appearance of awe. His poetry was rather expert. There 

was one sent to my f ather which said: "In serving the 

ruler, there is no better way than the precepts; if you 

dare remonstrate with your ruler, even if it is not put in 

practice, you can still earn fame." 

112. Refering to a detailed account in the 
Chung-chou chi, note that according to his biography in the 
Chung-chou chii the Tan-fu army under Yang Ch'un captured 
Po-chou. Yang Ch'un then left the city on some business. 
p'in and the previous Com~andant of Chiao Prefecture Wang 
Chin rebelled. The Court promoted him to be the Regional
Commander Chi~~~hi-ch'i~~~h~n and p'in had been the 
Co-administrator for Military affairs. Afterwards, he also 
acted in the provisional Department of Ministries. The 
original biography in the Chin Shih records that p'in 
resigned and returned to his home village. Afterwards, the 
military forces in Po-chou revolted and p'in gathered up the 
soldiers and the citizenry within the city and returned his 
province back to the allegiance of the Court. The Ai-tsung 
Emperor, valuing hirr., promoted p'in to be Co-administrator 
Regional Commandant. When, the Ai-tsung Emperor transferred 
himsel f to Ts 'ai; p'in met and served the Emperor at Kao-an 
in the north of Ts 'ai. He was promoted to act in the 
Department of Ministries. Then, the followers of Ts'ui Fu
ko and Wang Liu-shih's suppression ":orces stripped off 
their armor with noise and clamor, dragged p'in to 
the center of the market where they killed him. Examining 
this with what is recorded in the Kuei-ch'ien-chih, this 
is relatively more detailed. Moreover, this record 
in the Kuei-~h'ien~~hih of his returning the city to 
allegiance and then appearing to end as a ministry 
official would seem to have been hearsay and is not 
complete. 

113. One source has it that he was "dependent" on 
drink. 
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Ku-1i-chia Shih-1un 

Lei Kuan 

Lei Ytian 

Li Ch'un-fu (P'ing-shan) 

Li Ching 

Li Fen 

Li Hsieh 

Li Hsien-neng 

Li P'ing-shan [ See: Li 

Li Yi 

Liu Ang-hsiao 

Liu Ch'i (Ching-shu) 

Liu Cho 

Liu Fang 

Liu Hstin 

Liu Ssu 

Liu Ts 
, 
ung-i 

Liu Yti 

Ma Chiu-ch'ou 

meng-an 

mou 

mou-k'e 

Nieh T'ien-chi 

Pao T'ing-po 
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po-chi-1ieh 

po-chin 

Pien-ching 

Shang-ching 

Shih Hsueh 

Shih Huai 

Shih-tsung, Emperor 

T'ien Yung-hsi 

Ts'ai-shih 

Ts'ao Heng 

Ts'ui Li 

Ts'ui Tsun 

Ts'ui Wen-yin 

ts'un 

Wan-yen A-ku-ta 

Wan-yen Hsi-yin )Jtlj~' 
Wan-yen Hu-hsien-fu ~J~~Mft 
Wan-yen Liang ~ft~~ 
Wan-yen Shou ~}~~ 
Wan-yen 'I'an -tffii~ 
Wan-yen Ts'ung-hsien ~ft~~~ :z..J ~ ,;;:I ...... ~, 

Wan-yen Yfin-kung ~Mf0-r.~ 
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Wan-yen YUn-ch'eng 

Wan-yen YUn-chung 

Wang Chuan 

Wang Jo-hsU (Ts'ung-chih) 

Wang Pin 

Wang Ytl (Fei-po) 

YU, Prince [See: Wan-yen 

Wang-wu (Chung-tse) 

Wei-shao Wang 

Wu-lin-ta Shuang 

Yeh 

Yen-ching 

YUan YU-chih (Hao-wen) 
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